Commented On:
Online Commenting Tool

Comments:
Comment Method
Sorry to send comments on the master plan to your e-mail, but I can’t seem to get the CiviComment Tool to work. Thank your for creating this Email
document. I think it is a great idea to have it, and make it so public. I have three comments, and put in the paragraph numbers where I think
they are most appropriate. I hope it is understandable.

Online Commenting Tool

I read through the draft master plan and have a few comments. First, the procedure for comment is cumbersome. Having to set up an
account with a password to then page through a 270+ page document on a website to make a comment is almost like you do not want
comments. I'll just email.

Email

Online Commenting Tool

Since last Saturday, I’ve endeavored to comment on the draft report online. However, I’ve found the process extremely cumbersome.
Consequently, we’re instead attaching a document containing my comments. We’re attaching it in Word format so that you or whomever
easily can cut and paste my comments into other relevant formats or fields.

Email

Online Commenting Tool
Online Commenting Tool

I want to comment on the draft Public Spaces Master Plan, but found the online set up to give comments too complicated.

Email
Email

Online Commenting Tool

Because of problems with inserting comments into the online version, as well as the length, I am sending you my comments directly in a
separate document which hopefully will be acceptable. Again, because of the length, as well as the time that this is consuming, I am doing
this in sections.
I have been unable to use the feedback tool for submitting comments on the Preliminary Draft Public Spaces Master Plan.
A truncated version of these comments may already have been received online, but I had so many problems with the platform that I gave up
partway.
I found that the interactive draft loaded far too slowly to use reasonably, so I am reading it in a PDF and typing my comments here
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Online Commenting Tool
Online Commenting Tool
Online Commenting Tool
Online Commenting Tool
Online Commenting Tool
Online Commenting Tool

I am knee deep in reviewing/commenting on the draft plan and have to admit that it is rather daunting/time consuming to work through it,
try to understand it, and develop cogent comments. It is quite likely as result that my comments may not all be entered this week and may
come in next week as well. I hope that those beyond the formal deadline will also be considered.
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Email
Email

Because I can’t get the online system to send me a new password for access to the unwieldy online comment mechanism, I am sending you
Email
my comments on the Draft Public Spaces Master Plan in this form.
I am writing to provide my comments on the Draft plan provided online, however, the difficulty of using your comment applications has
Email
required me to provide these in writing instead.
Not only is the current civic engagement online tool balky and unbelievably time-consuming, when I attempted to add more comments on
Email
Fri., 8/11, I could not find the comments I had made during previous sessions on Mon. and Tues., 8/7 and 8/8. I can only presume that they
were "lost." Had the online comment tool been an efficient and effective means of delivering comments on the draft Public Spaces Master
Plan, I would have been able to provide much more granular feedback and corrections to the draft document. As it is, there is no feasible or
reliable means of doing so.
Before you update the Urban Forest and Natural Resources Master Plans, I would suggest taking a closer look at your online commenting tool
and finding a more efficient and effective way of capturing comments for these upcoming drafts.

Online Commenting Tool

Having spent hours futilely waiting for pages to refresh themselves so that I could actually enter comments, I have stopped trying to submit
comments using the county's online tool for the draft Public Spaces Master Plan (PSMP). If the county truly wanted the public to submit
comments on this voluminous document, it is a mystery to me why such an inadequate public comment tool was selected.
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Online Commenting Tool

This document is incredibly long. It is also very hard to read on line and offer comments. I would
be hard pressed to think of a worse way for the County to share its ideas. Indeed, one would almost
think that the Department of Parks and Recreation knows where it wants to end up and really does
not care what the community thinks. If the DPR really cared, they would not have produced a
document so full of facts and so short on specifics. It seems the County Government is using the
"Arlington Way" as a cudgel rather than a mean to engage the public in a meaningful way.

Online

Cover Page

Cover Page: Acknowledge Court Sports
Email & Online
If an alien from outer space came down and flipped through the report, he or she would have no indication that activities occur on courts in
Arlington County parks and schools. The report contains many photos of fields, open space, and trails, but few if any of courts. County courts
include those on which tennis, pickleball, basketball, bocce ball, and volleyball are played. Add to the final report more photos of individuals
using courts.

Cover Page
General Comments

Love that cover page! / Example Comment
I think we need to be bold in calling out the need for more parks and public spaces in our more densely populated corridors. Level of service
data clearly show this, and I think we may want some bold statements up front. I’ve suggested some language, which may be too bold, but we
should find a way to talk about the failure of previous planning efforts to plan for additional parks and open space, despite large increases in
planned population density.
We need a consistent statement about the survey. We don’t necessarily need to refer to it at the statistically valid survey if we include that in
the general description. People have been picking apart the validity of the survey (diamond field people in particular) so need to make sure
that those numbers are solid. I’ve also heard criticism that the survey does not accurately reflect our demographics, that it fails to capture
millennials adequately.
One stylistic note, “county” should not be capitalized unless we are using the proper name “Arlington County”. I know that “County” is
capitalized regularly in county plans and documents, but grammatically it is incorrect. Just like state and federal is not capitalized unless it is a
proper noun, neither should county be capitalized. I know that I will probably lose on this, but it drives me nuts:
http://www.grammarbook.com/punctuation/capital.asp
1. Our central public spaces planning challenge is not stated squarely and strongly enough: Arlington is increasingly hard-pressed to
accommodate the open space and recreation needs and wishes of its dense, diverse and growing population in a limited amount of space.
a. Instead of the bland introduction (p.1), the document needs an overview that frames this challenge in plain words, supported by quick
references to demographic trends, local use and survey data, and examples of current controversies and concerns.
b. This new section should go on to highlight the qualities of a strong response -- greater investment, creativity, open discussion, sound
planning, compromises and sometimes hard choices. It could cite examples of tradeoffs and accommodations that many Arlingtonians already
support, such as more intensive use of fields and investment in structured parking in exchange for conservation of natural resources and
casual use areas.
c. The section should also note the growing community interest in more robust funding for land acquisition, and in asking more from
developers in terms of investments in public spaces – in short, in giving open space greater priority among all county infrastructure needs.

General Comments

General Comments

General Comments
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General Comments

2. The plan needs an explicit, up-front statement of high-level goals. Where is this plan meant to take us? The strategic directions are said to Email
describe goals, but their language is sometimes mucky and they are not highlighted as superior to the priority actions (see B. below). A short
list of general goals – to respond to Arlingtonians’ open space and recreation needs, to conserve natural resources and amenities, to secure
more high-quality public spaces as the county keeps growing, to operate in fiscally responsible ways, etc. – could provide a good frame for
the plan. The list could include an operational point endorsing the types of actions mentioned in 1.b above.

General Comments

3. The draft has a conceptual tic of referring far too often to what people said they want now, as reported by the survey and other POPS
Email
engagement events. P. 64 even states that each strategic direction “is a broad goal that is a reflection of survey results, stakeholder and
public input, and analysis.” Responding to recent input is appropriate; reflecting it is not. Sound long-term planning should take a broader
perspective and a longer view. POPS-related opinions, while helpful, should be considered along with comments in other community forums,
actual usage, the experience and observations of the plan’s authors, underlying community values, and principles of sound resource
management. Recent usage and trends (pp.31-34) should be cited more widely to support specific recommendations.

General Comments

4. The document could be better organized:

Email

a. The introduction gives more importance to priority actions (pp. iv-v) than strategic directions. It should emphasize overall goals first, then
the key strategies and actions (see 2. above).
b. The Context section could be pruned and rearranged, with a shorter discussion of the values of open space and recreation, then the
description of the existing Arlington system, then trends (with national trends summarized and actual local use data emphasized). That could
be followed by the planning context, including the status report on the 2005 priority recommendations. Lists of approved park master plans
and sector plans could be in an appendix. Community engagement could be the last element in this section or a stand-alone topic.
c. The strategic directions should be introduced on a summary page much less busy than pp. 64-67. They could also be included in a revamped
overview immediately following the goals. If they need to be justified by reference to survey results and people’s “wants,” that should be
done in a separate display, perhaps as part of the summary.
d. The appendices should be in a logical order, starting with general policies (land acquisition, population-based standards, level of service
maps), then specific policies (turf fields, dog parks, etc.), followed by inventories (adopted plans, acquisition lists), then background research.
Perhaps definitions should be first. Each appendix should be clearly referenced (and for online versions, hyperlinked) in the body of the plan.

General Comments

4. The layout has been over-designed and should be simplified:
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a. Many pages are cluttered, with distracting sidebars and free-floating numbers whose relevance and importance are not always clear. (One
example: pp. 98-99 has a sidebar on universal design playgrounds, right above unrelated recommendations for river access. The sidebar
should be moved to the bottom of p. 99, next to relevant recommendations, and the public art example put somewhere else.)
b. Examples of best practices elsewhere are interesting but shouldn’t be more prominent than actual recommendations.
c. The most important headings and policy statements should be in bright, eye-catching colors. Light blue and olive green are not bright.

General Comments

I forgot to add one other observation, which may already be obvious. The photos in the draft are a very mixed bag. I imagine many are
Email
placeholders, not intended to stay in the final. In any case, there are issues of subject connection to the text, composition, and/or image
quality.
Photos and captions—and in this case the side bar text—will be the first, and often the only thing many people will look at in the report. Most
who get to the text will do so by noticing topics of interest via the section leads and sidebars, and then focus on that portion of the report.
Photos with a message, with an obvious point, with an easily identifiable context, and with visual interest are important not just as
illustration, but as essential communication. This might mean that some photos won’t be entirely happy. Resource protection has challenges
as well as good goals and successes. Overuse of spaces, poorly planned or maintained spaces, impacts of use and/or protection problems are
in need of communication in the report as much as the excellent recreational features.
And, to make this work, there should be captions. Photos as part of the message, not just space holders.

General Comments

Photos
No photos of court sports; please include tennis photo, basketball; general comments that photo editor is needed, include captions and use
photos that convey information

Email

General Comments

Calculation of parks and open space (what is included)
Concerns about conflating federal, regional and county land – calculating need for land acquisition is skewed, based on what is or is not
included. (See email exchange on this issue.) Need clearer statement about what is included in the calculations and why

Email

General Comments

Increase in population density should be reflected in land acquisition needs; if not in the specific acreage target then needs to have greater
Email
emphasis in narrative
Casual use space vs. natural spaces
Email
--Support emphasis on defining, measuring and planning for casual use space
--Casual use space and natural areas should not be lumped together; natural areas are not appropriate for same intensity of use as are casual
use spaces
--Need to think of continuum of spaces, from heavily programmed recreational amenities, to informal recreation, to casual use available for a
wide range of activities, to natural areas that provide critical ecosystem services that should be protected from degradation

General Comments

General Comments

I would also suggest setting up the calendar so that the period for feedback either falls outside of vacation season (late June thru early Sept.
and late Nov. thru early Jan.) or provides several months over which citizens may provide comments. Only in this way can you hope obtain
feedback from the widest possible audience, if that is the desired outcome.
Another suggestion would be to have the documents being reviewed contain only plain text and the related figures (charts, graphs, images
containing data) and leave out all other extraneous images. Stripping out all but the essential material reduces file size and may help you
circumvent some of the problems with having a 270+-page layout for everyone to review.

Email

General Comments

I have also asked why the comment period was limited to the July–August time frame, as this is high vacation season when most citizens are
out of town on vacation. I was told that it was either collect comments now (July-August) or never due to the "schedule" that was set — but
there has been no explanation as to why such an impractical and counter-productive schedule (from a public engagement standpoint) was
adopted in the first place. Since the deck seems to be stacked against providing comments, tt would appear that the county does not truly
want public comment or feedback on this document. Am I surprised? No. Disappointed? Yes.
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General Comments

General Comments

Though it is certainly long and exhaustive document in certain respects, the draft PSMP is a paradox full of contradictory and diametrically
opposing goals and directives, treating all public spaces the same and making NO DISTINCTION between how sensitive natural
lands/resources (trees, indigenous plants and animals, wildlife habitat, riparian areas, streams, watersheds, etc.) should be cared for and
preserved/conserved/restored vs. how barren concrete courtyards between buildings should be treated. Under this plan, they are the same,
which says a lot about how biased against nature that Arlington County government and elected officials are.
Supplemental: Better Support Tennis on Arlington Public Courts
Participation in tennis is growing. Millennials and other younger people, in particular, regularly play the sport on Arlington County’s public
courts. Players and prospective players increasingly complain about inadequate numbers of courts and long wait times for courts. The
County’s system for reserving tennis courts in advance does not begin to meet needs.
Specific needs:
• Better maintain existing courts
• Add courts (add more than five courts between now and year 2045; don’t wait until 2045 to add them)
• Expand major tennis venues particularly Bluemont Park and Quincy Park, neither of which provide enough courts to satisfy needs
• Accelerate actual renovations already in the CIP
• Upgrade lighting at courts already lighted; light additional courts
• Fund and develop a public indoor tennis facility. As an interim step, while an indoor facility is being planned and constructed, bubble some
outdoor courts for use during winter months.
• Replace any courts taken away.
• Specific places to add courts: Jennie Dean Park (one court); Columbia Pike west end; Bluemont Park; Quincy Park
Think more creatively about adding tennis courts. For example, require developers to add courts on top of new or renovated high rise
buildings
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General Comments

I believe the draft Plan can be improved in three important respects. First, the Plan can be better organized. The draft presents three aspects Email
of the vision, six major objectives, five key recommendations, five priorities, and multiple un-numbered sub-recommendations. This reflects
disjointed thinking and analysis, undoubtedly the result of input from many authors within county government. Better integration could yield
a small number of high-level goals, each supported by specific, measurable objectives. A better organized Plan would be better understood,
and more effectively implemented.
Second, the Plan should more explicitly incorporate the protection and development of Arlington’s tree canopy into the management of
public spaces. This will increase its value to county residents.

General Comments

• The Draft Master Plan is insufficiently specific. The Plan and its recommendations need to be made more specific.
Email
• The Plan needs to contain appendices that provide the County’s rules and regulations regarding the management of parks and other open
spaces. Some of these may need revision as part of the Master Plan development process.
For example, the Plan does not contain a copy of the County’s standard (if any) for determining the width of mowed areas adjacent to paved
trails in parks. Excessive mowing of these areas has destroyed natural areas and prevented the establishment of meadows and pollinator
habitats adjacent to the W&OD Trail and other paved trails in parks within the County.
• The Plan overemphasizes the use of public spaces for active recreation and underemphasizes the use of such spaces for the creation and
preservation of natural areas, especially meadows and pollinator habitats, which are presently few in number and small in size throughout the
County.

General Comments

An appendix to the Master Plan needs to contain such maps. Individual maps need to show specific areas that contain woodlands, wetlands, Email
and meadows, as well as areas that contain mowed grass.
The Public Spaces Master Plan also needs to contain the maps that are present in Appendix 1 (Natural Resource Conservation Areas) on pages
27-37 of the Natural Resources Management Plan adopted on November 13, 2010.
The new Public Spaces Master Plan needs to contain an update to the map in Appendix L (Parks and Public Spaces Map) in the Public Spaces
Master Plan adopted on December 10, 2005.
These maps can help the Public Open Spaces Master Plan make recommendations that can protect and create natural areas in locations that
the Natural Resources Management Plan does not presently identify. For example, such maps can identify areas that the County can convert
from frequently mowed areas to meadows and pollinator habitats.

General Comments

• The new Public Spaces Master Plan needs to contain verbatim copies of Recommendations 2.2 (Enhance Tree Canopies and Natural Buffers) Email
, 2.3 (Preserve and Enhance Existing Natural Areas), 2.5 (Manage Natural Areas to Maintain Diverse Habitats) and 2.6 (Continue to Move
Toward More “Green” Practices”) that the Public Spaces Master Plan adopted on December 10, 2005, contains on pages 47-49. These
recommendations will help protect and preserve the County’s natural areas. Section 7 (Operations & Maintenance) on pages 158-161 of the
Draft Public Spaces Master Plan needs to be expanded to contain these recommendations.
It is particularly important for the new Public Spaces Master Plan to include the recommendation “Increase the number of meadow habitats”
that is within Recommendation 2.6 (page 49) of the Public Spaces Master Plan adopted on December 10, 2005. Arlington County has very few
meadow areas and has not created many such areas since 2005. Meadow areas are one of the most diverse types of natural areas on land.
They host many species of wildflowers, insects, birds and small mammals. Meadows are important in supporting pollinators, such as honey
bees and monarch butterflies, that are rapidly disappearing from urbanizing areas such as Arlington County.
The preliminary draft Public Spaces Master Plan does not contain any recommendations regarding the creation and retention of meadow
areas. This is a serious deficiency of the draft Plan.

General Comments

• (page 42: priority 2, recommendation 1.2) - Protection of mature trees should be included as a central goal of a land acquisition policy.
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General Comments

• (page 43: priority 3, recommendation 1.3, sub-recommendation 1) - Protection and enhancement of trees should be added as a guiding
principle to the Four Mile Run Restoration Master Plan.
• (page 44: priority 4, recommendation 2.1; page 50: objective 3, recommendation 3.2, sub-recommendation 1) – Trees should be
acknowledged as the most important kind of natural resource about which data needs to be collected, managed, and evaluated in a data
bases and GIS systems.
• (page 47: objective 2, recommendation 2.2) – The County’s policy of striving to have a sustainable urban forest should be elevated in the
Plan and supported with specific, quantifiable objectives (e.g., % change in canopy, number of new plantings, survival rate of new plantings,
initiatives to review and update incentive policies related to the protection of mature trees).
Third, given that the Plan is committed to smart growth, sustainability, and inclusion (page 6), it should forgo the use of high intensity dark sky
lighting. Such lighting is incompatible with the goal of sustainable development because it disrupts and harms the habitats of all living things
in and around fields – including humans. Further use of this technology also is incompatible with the goal of inclusion because residents have
consistently expressed opposition to expanded lighting. Accordingly, we recommend the following specific improvements:
• (page 41: priority 1, recommendation 1.1, sub-recommendations 1 and 2) – Revise the design of Phase I of the North Tract Master Plan to
remove dark sky lighting elements.
• (page 46: objective 1, recommendation 1.7, sub-recommendation 1) – Remove the use of dark sky lighting as part of a strategy to obtain
maximum use and availability of multi-purpose turfs.
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General Comments
General Comments
General Comments

General Comments

General Comments

General Comments

General Comments
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In addition, while I think the Plan is on the right track in proposing a Natural Resource Management Plan that integrates plans and strategies Email
across the County (page 44), I suggest there’s a better way to do this:
• (page 45: priority 5, recommendation 5.1, sub-recommendation 3) – Rather than create an Inter-Agency Coordinating Board, designate a
Tree Ombudsman to maintain a focus on tree preservation and re-development throughout County activities. To be effective, such a person
must have sufficient authority to cross organizational lines within the units of County government.
Again, thank you for the opportunity to comment. Please count me among those citizens ready, willing, and able to help preserve and protect
our trees.
Another concern is that, taken as a whole, the draft Plan does not adequately address the severity of the loss of tree canopy already impacting Email
our county and the reduction in community benefits from a protected natural environment.
Page 25 of the Plan outlines the environmental and economic benefits of trees to Arlington. However, this is not reflected in the rest of the
Plan.
Also, some of the action items are in direct conflict with tree preservation such as stream restoration and intensified use of parklands. In
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order to properly balance between recreational and other priorities, these connections across the Plan must be recognized in the Plan and
methods for meaningful and effective cost/benefit analyses established. Additionally, there is no plan for reforestation or for maintaining
existing old growth trees.
Action Items that PAC Supports – Note which need stronger language
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1.1.7 Work with the Commonwealth to create new deck parks over I-66 or other highways to mitigate highway widening and to reclaim
public space.- Needs stronger language
1.1.8 Seek opportunities through the site plan review process to reduce surface parking and maximize ground and roof space in order to crate
additional public space in high-density corridors.
1.2.1 Complete Long Bridge Park! (p. 75)
1.2.12 Explore opportunities to add or relocate recreational amenities above structured parking and on roofs and walls of County buildings.
1.2.13 Explore opportunities to improve public spaces that are underground or underneath infrastructure.
1.2.17 Include park access planning in transportation planning efforts in order to ensure sufficient transit service to major parks and trails.
Needs stronger language
1.2.19 Amend standard conditions of site plan approvals to require information about the location, size, and content of signage at privatelyowned public spaces to ensure that the signage conforms to County standards and helps make these spaces more visible and welcoming to
the public.
1.2.22 Incorporate new and interactive technologies into public spaces.
1.4.4 Site new amenities in locations that are or will be made accessible by as many modes of transportation as possible.
1.5.3 Ensure that indoor public restrooms in facilities adjacent to public spaces are available to public space users, and use signage to
inform users of their availability. Needs stronger language

General Comments

Action Items that PAC Supports – Note which need stronger language
1.5.4 Retrofit restrooms and build new restrooms so they are open and usable year round. Needs stronger language
1.5.5 Install additional seating and drinking fountains near facilities and trails. Needs stronger language
1.5.6 Use Wi-Fi to provide public internet access in all public spaces that are programmed more than half of their time (e.g. community
centers, sports fields) as well as in plazas and other public spaces in high-density corridors.
1.5.8 Improve signage for all public spaces so as to improve wayfinding, more effectively brand the system, and enhance the appeal of
individual spaces as part of a cohesive whole. (see also 6.2.11.) Needs stronger language
1.7.2 Incorporate state-of-the-art and creative approaches to designing for universal access. Needs stronger language
1.8.6 Incorporate the planning, preservation, and maintenance of canopy trees on public and private land.
1.8.7 Incorporate public art into public spaces in alignment with the Public Art Master plan.
2. TRAILS: Improve the network of trails to, within, and between public spaces to increase access and enhance connectivity. Needs
stronger language
2.1 Expand Arlington’s network of connected multi-use trails.
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General Comments

Action Items that PAC Supports
2.1.3 Evaluate opportunities to create better connections across or around current barriers, including the George Washington Memorial
Parkway, I-395, Joint Base Myer-Henderson Hall, the National Foreign Affairs Training Center, Arlington National Cemetery, and the Army
Navy Country Club. (language should be stronger – we need these)
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General Comments

Action Items that PAC Supports (Need stronger language)
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2.1.6 Improve and add connections to adjacent trail systems beyond the County, and show connections on signage and in communication
materials.
2.2. Ensure trails function for a range of users.
2.2.2 Use striping on major trails to separate traffic moving in opposite directions, where appropriate.
2.2.3 Ensure paved, multi-use trails are wide enough for passing and that there is sufficient space alongside trails for pulling over.
2.2.4 Separate modes, where space allows, on high traffic trail routes and where user conflicts commonly occur.
2.2.7 Expand trail use monitoring to track usage across all major trails by mode, and use gathered data to help guide the trail planning
process.
2.2.8 Use Wi-Fi to provide public internet access at trailheads where feasible.
2.3. Provide or make better connections to hiking trails.
2.3.2 Improve the quality of and increase access to Four Mile Run and Potomac tributary trails. (see also 3.3.1.)

General Comments

Action Items that PAC Supports (Need stronger language)
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4.1.2 Explore opportunities for the development of new joint-use facilities to maximize public access to amenities and use land and other
resources more efficiently.
4.2.1 Establish and maintain effective communications and cooperative planning with the National Park Service and others to ensure that
Arlington’s interests are fully considered in their decisions about public spaces and natural resources in and adjacent to the County.
4.2.2 Create more seamless connections between County spaces and those managed by other bodies.
4.2.3 Advocate for National Park Service trails to be connected to County trails and maintained to the agreed upon maintenance
standards.
6.2.6 Improve messaging about the environmental, social, and economic benefits of public spaces.
6.2.9 Improve signage for all County-owned public spaces so as to effectively brand the system and enhance the appeal of individual spaces as
part of a cohesive whole. (see also 1.4.8.)
6.6.2 Integrate information about public spaces (including public easements), such as locations, amenities, trail information, program
information, and upcoming events, into the My Arlington app and other widely used apps and platforms (Should include WalkArlington
Walkabouts as appropriate)
7.1. Ensure maintenance standards are clear, consistently implemented, and being met.
7.1.4. Review and revise trail maintenance standards to address trimming, repaving, snow removal, and safety
8.4.2 Consider leasing, on a temporary or permanent basis, land adjacent to trails at trailheads for concessions (e.g., cafes, bike rentals) to
increase revenue.
The Sports Commission supports the following found in the Public Spaces Master Plan:
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1.1. Add at least 30 acres of new public space over the next 10 years.
1.1.7. Work with the Commonwealth to create new deck parks over I-66 or other highways, to mitigate highway widening and to reclaim
public space.
1.1.10. Consider the acquisition of defunct private recreation facilities using acquisition guidelines. Note: Arlington should also consider the
acquisition of defunct department store: Here’s a link to some great examples http://www.businessinsider.com/what-will-happen-to-deaddepartment-stores-us-2017-6
1.2.1. Complete Phase 2 of Long Bridge Park.
1.2.3. Consolidate recreation facilities and activities that are currently distributed throughout community centers into fewer, larger
recreation centers. Note: It is unclear if the floating text box regarding “multi-use activity centers” is related to this recommendation.
1.2.4. Designate and expand 4 sports complexes that will provide access to prime recreational amenities and will accommodate sports
tournaments.
1.2.5. Construct 2 new multi-use activity centers to provide year-round access to indoor athletic courts and fields.
1.2.8. Convert an additional 12 existing rectangular fields and 10 existing diamond fields to synthetic turf as funding is available.
1.2.9. Add lighting to synthetic fields and other multi-use fields, according to field lighting guidelines.
1.2.12. Explore opportunities to add or relocate recreational amenities above structured parking and on roofs and walls of County buildings.
1.2.14. Provide all-season access to athletic fields, commensurate with demand, through the use of temporary or permanent structures.
1.5.6. Use Wi-Fi to provide public internet access in all public spaces that are programmed more than half of their time (e.g., community
centers, sports fields) as well as in plazas and other public spaces in high-density corridors.
1.6.3. Develop a boathouse facility as part of improved riverfront access and potential new waterfront park for Rosslyn between Theodore
Roosevelt Island/Little River and Francis Scott Key Memorial Bridge, as recommended by the Water-Based Recreational Facility Task Force and
the Rosslyn Sector Plan.
7.1. Ensure maintenance standards are clear, consistently implemented, and being met.
7.1.8. Collect and review data on replacing or renovating amenities and facilities based on industry standards, and budget for replacement
General Comments

2. Throughout the draft plan, but especially in part 3: For the next draft, the report needs a single, consistent way of referring to the POPS
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survey. The title will need to include a decision on the date. It is referred to using both 2016 and 2017 as a survey date, and sometimes merely
called "a statistically valid survey", as if that is a title. I suggest just using the report itself, which contains all of the information about conduct
of the survey and is the official record of the survey. While that isn’t cumbersome, if an informal term is also desirable, they could insert after
the first reference to the formal report in each chapter a parenthetical saying something like "…(the POPS survey)…

General Comments

3. That said, the sidebar bubbles that say “statistically valid survey” should just use the standard term. The response was outstanding, and the Email
results very positive for Arlington. But regardless of the survey responses, if it were not statistically valid the results could not be used to
support the plan. So it comes off sounding naive, as if the writer doesn’t know how it matters, or as if it is a surprise that there is a high degree
of confidence. Instead, it might be useful to refer in the body of the plan once or twice to a description of the survey in the appendix. It is
noteworthy that the response was way above minimals. It is not a “suggestion of preference” from respondents. It is a very strong statement.
I tried to look behind the non-responses to see if participation was uneven geographically or demographically. It appears not, although as is
typical, researchers don’t do non-response analyses when the response rate is so strong. The bottom line is that the findings are very
powerful. If the text addresses reliability, it should explain how this is a stronger response than the vast majority of public surveys and what
that means to policymakers and politicians.

General Comments

4. Throughout the plan there are references to better signage and communication of facilities, programs and opportunities. I would like to
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see, in several sections, but particularly in the third, a greater emphasis on signage about ordinances, user compliance and resident
responsibility. This would include more signs about multi-modal shared use of paths and streets. It would include more signs about parking,
picnic facility use, and appropriateness of certain activities. Trash dumping and balloons tied to trees and left are two examples. Multilingual.

General Comments

As the county grows more dense, it needs to be even more aggressive in finding additional space for parks. We are a rich county--we can
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afford to keep park spaces of all types growing along with our population.
Specifically, the county has not seen new diamond fields for over 18 years. So we are already behind on population growth. I am also
concerned that the ratios in the table in the document are not enough to ensure that current adult and children's diamond sports leagues can
keep up with the need.

General Comments

I wanted to follow up on the trail planning discussion we had during the BAC meeting. Since I helped with the GIS analysis for the attached
Email
trail plan at Oregon Metro during my parks planning internship, I wanted to share it. My former colleagues haven't publicly released the plan,
so I only have the draft plan, which doesn't include all the maps that I helped produce.
As the plan shows, Oregon Metro did a trail gap analysis and used this analysis to prioritize future trail investments. Arlington's POPS doesn't
have a full trail gap analysis (only trail gap mentioned is priority action 2.1.4.) and doesn't prioritize future trail investments. The only
prioritization is a map called "Priority Investment Areas", which was created by "overlaying the maps that result from applying the access
standards" for several amenities. I couldn't find a prioritization map for trail gaps. The only trail-specific maps I could find are the level of
service map, which shows access to the current trail network and figure 19, which shows the conceptual loop trails. Are there plans to do trail
gap analysis and prioritize future trail investments?

General Comments

General Comments

General Comments

General Comments

General Comments

General Comments

General Comments

I endorse the comments provided by:
Email
• Peter Rousselot in ArlNOW: https://www.arlnow.com/2017/08/17/peters-take-will-there-be-room-for-all-in-arlingtons-new-parks-plan/ ,
particularly with respect to the acquisition of new green space
• The Arlington Tree Action Group
• Suzanne Smith Sundburg
Finally, as a footnote to my comments and those I have endorsed, it seems to me vitally important that the County actively seek to expand
Email
and protect green space in the County, particularly when development in private spaces continues to erode green space and the tree canopy.
Although the Hurricane Harvey rainfall was extreme, and the terrain in Texas is different from that in Arlington, there are lessons to be
learned from looking at the results of unchecked paving in Houston. Extraordinary rain events are not out of the question for this area, and
our drainage system is dependent on the tidally-influenced Potomac River. As you know runoff during high tides or in the face of a storm
surge is compromised. Arlington County, as part of planning for survival in a time of increasingly severe weather events should make green
space (and that doesn’t mean artificial turf) a priority.

As a member of the Arlington Tree Action Group, I have already submitted overview comments to you on August 28, 2017. I see fundamental Email
problems with the approach as well as the content. I will outline some more specific concerns in this letter, however, I find the document so
completely lacking that I urge the Board and Manager to start over from the beginning with new processes and strategic directions. I would
also like to endorse the comments provided to you on August 11, 2017 by Suzanne Smith Sundburg that raise many more important
considerations.
At the same time, one of the difficulties is understanding/interpreting the document without any external explanation of the background of
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the development, e.g. the land acquisition criteria. There is also the problem of the sheer breadth and complexity of what is being
addressed/proposed. I strongly recommend that in the near term a series of briefings/discussions, however structured be held for the public
that focus in each case perhaps on one of the strategic directions as an opportunity for public questions/staff and consultant
answers/feedback, etc. so that public comments and understanding are not based simply on the four corners of the document, which in this
case I think is not sufficient.
Overview. This plan does not show logical coordination between the departments that are involved in implementing it. There must be
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consistency across County functions and plans. The County should develop a cross-cutting public spaces and resources master plan that
includes all key parties. The joint facilities planning that is underway is a step in the right direction in that it does not separate consideration
of schools, parks facilities, operations, offices and other County facilities. Without this coordination before the plan is implemented, the
results will not be worth the paper it’s printed on as far as value a citizen can enjoy.
Too much time and space is devoted to things like deck parks, park signage, investment in multi-use facilities, adding extra fields, roof spaces,
wall spaces, privately-owned spaces, dog runs, concessions and alcohol, LEEDS buildings, etc. when folks have said their outdoor needs are
natural areas and trees. Why aren’t there more options and discussions about how this can be accomplished? The soccer leagues (many of
whom are not primarily Arlington players) and bicycle advocates have received disproportionate consideration over the last decade in public
space planning and facilities. It is now time to turn toward other desires of the citizens that have been sorely neglected for decades.
Likewise, there is no mention of the changes to S-3A zoning (the zoning designation for most public parkland), which removes height limits
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and set-back requirements when building school buildings on public parkland. Zoning staff has openly signaled its intent to REMOVE ALL
height limits and set-back requirements for ALL types of uses/buildings constructed on public parkland. This represents one of the largest
threats to Arlington's remaining natural lands and wildlife habitat. But the draft PSMP is SILENT ON THIS ALARMING THREAT that would open
the floodgates to dense redevelopment of all public parkland.
Many thanks. I do want to point out the importance of small parks such as the one at the intersection of N Highland, Franklin, and Key
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Boulevard. Just a tiny niche park with a few benches and shade. It is almost always occupied with any variety of people out for a walk or
looking for a green space to sit in. Arlington could plan for and use many more of these spaces to benefit many people at a minimum of cost.

General Comments

Grammatical comment – when parentheses are used at the end of a sentence for references, the period goes after the close of the
parentheses (not inside). This needs to be fixed throughout the draft.
Grammatical comment – inconsistent use of the penultimate comma.

General Comments
General Comments

a. “Ensure access” is used in so many contexts that it becomes a cliché.
Email
If Arlington County truly wants to encourage citizens better to use parks and associated facilities, it should prioritize three enhancements.
Email & Online
First, provide restrooms in every public park, and properly maintain them.
Second, provide water fountains in every public park, and properly maintain them.
Third, invite concessionaires to sell food and beverages (including alcohol) in public parks. Encourage prospective vendors (for example, wellknown national chains) to bid on opportunities to serve particular parks. Keep the terms of each contract short in order to monitor
performance and upgrade offerings when opportunities present themselves.

General Comments

I agree with all points, and would like to emphasize point number 3. Having just returned
from a trip to Paris and Lisbon, I noticed that many public spaces had small kiosks vending
alcohol, coffee, and small snacks with a few tables under umbrellas. These enticed people to
do more than just walk through the parks.
This comment is made on behalf of the Arlington Soccer Association (ASA). ASA thanks Arlington
County Parks and Recreation for the opportunity to comment on this plan. ASA provides quality
soccer programs and experiences for people of all abilities, backgrounds and financial means to
encourage personal growth, promote a love for the game, and advance soccer in Arlington and
surrounding communities. ASA currently serve 5,700 soccer youth players of all ages, backgrounds
and areas of Arlington County. In addition to offering recreational, developmental and travel soccer,
soccer camps and clinics, ASA partners with the Real Madrid Foundation and Arlington Public
Schools to deliver an after-school soccer and character-building program for at-risk children and TOP
Soccer, a program that brings the opportunity of learning and playing soccer to children with mental
or physical disabilities. Adding more capacity to Arlington€™s recreational facilities and more
public flexible spaces, ASA could expand its own capacity and programming to benefit the Arlington
County Community

General Comments
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Online

Online

General Comments

General Comments (p. vii)
At Glance
At Glance

General Comments
General Comments
General Comments
General Comments
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General Comments
General Comments
General Comments
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General Comments
General Comments

General Comments

General Comments

It is unrealistic to expect public input on a 272 page draft released 50 hours before the public review
meetings. I recommend that conventional public hearings be held in a couple weeks after people
have had a chance to digest this draft. That way citizens can hear dialogue on the issues involved
and have a chance to fully understand them.
This suggests the PSMP was prepared entirely by consultants/contractors!?!?! What about county
staff, the PSMP Update Advisory Committee, and the various county commissions? Compare to the
current PSMP.
the need for natural areas, parks and public spaces. Please add natural areas to the first paragraph,
second sentence.
The majority want:
Hiking trails
Natural areas & wildlife habitats
Paved multi-use Trails
This must be obvious, "the need for parks and public spaces grow, especially hiking trails, natural
areas & wildlife habitats and paved multi-use trails."
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Improvements to Lubber Run are long overdue - glad it is under design + will be reconstructed larger + ADA compliant.
Excited that ACG is building the aquatics facility at Long Bridge; we need more public pools!
Utah Park Dog Park very dusty
Even athletic facilities can be designed with environmental/ecological educational features.
Many examples of garden borders around playing fields.
Use things like rain gardens & natural planting for education.
I am wondering how the County will ensure that the principles of the master plan are actually carried out, particularly when local mommy
groups can have a great deal of sway in shaping county park & rec space. Who will reinforce this plan to ensure a true County-wide strategy is
developed and implemented?
&& from private sources (sports foundation, naming rights, sponsorships, concessions) should not be allowed to drive decisions on use of
Arlington's limited public lands.
It would be helpful to have a true community meeting where citizens get to hear others' comments and answers to questions.
Find ex. built locations to re-purpose for rec programs/offices activities rather than constructing on green fields.
Acquire land for nature & casual recreation
Make sure art is in new public spaces and buildings
Great idea to host this meeting. Should have a little more structure (i.e. formal talks to accompany boards)
Spread the word to improve public support for operation+maintenance budget + staff.
Please add VA Highlands Park to the parks for master planning. It is critical to the Pentagon City area, and although relatively built, is not built
well.
The first priority needs to be changed to add alignment with other county policies regarding public spaces. It is confusing as is - implies it is all
county land acquisition priorities.
Would like to see what percentage of County is greenspace/public space and how that has changed in the past 10 years or so - or some stats
that get at that issue.
I would like to see "art" here as well as nature as a theme throughout the plan.
Resident left a copy of an old image of Arlington with a article titled: Reasons to Treasure Mature Trees
Interested in learning about "Dominion Green" property at Old Dominion & 26th Street North (across from Marymount University).

July Public Meetings
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July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
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July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings

So glad to see Biophilic Cities principles included in POPS/PSMP. Both are very important to a successful future for Arlington!!
July Public Meetings
1. Lee Highway Planning Corridor - The Public Space Master Plan (PSMP) covers the entire County, but the maps do not illustrate the Lee
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Highway (LH) corridor as it is not yet a formal planning corridor. In 2018 the LH Planning Initiative begins and should be reflected as a Related
Ongoing Effort Lee Highway Alliance (LHA) recommends that the Plan our Open Spaces Plan (POPS) – to be adopted in 2018 - recognize that
the Lee Highway corridor be included as a “Primary Planning Corridor.”
Your report clearly sits in the context of the County's "Comprehensive" Plan (see pp. 16-7 Comprehensive Plan Heirarchy). While not your
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fault, the "Comprehensive" Plan is anything but. Almost half our County tax dollars and fully half of our bonding capacity is devoted to
schools. Furthermore, many schools (Yorktown, Jefferson and Gunston jump to mind) are co-located with park recreational facilities which
serve as the exclusive outdoor athletic facilities for those schools. Are these parks? Are they school campuses? Or are they some hybrid? If
we call them parks, you need to be explicit about the needs they fulfill and the population served.
As the school population grows, the availability of large parcels allowing for adjacent fields (belonging to parks or schools) has disappeared.
APS is exploring models of "urban schools" which while necessary, don't negate the need for young people to have spaces for outdoor
activities. Outdoor, non-screen-time is critical not only for lifelong, healthy habits, but for mental health. This is true especially for restless,
growing youth. If anything, the schools will rely even more on park spaces for the most basic athletic program needs. Yet, I am baffled that a
simple word search for "school" or "APS" brings no results in the draft plan.
So while you have made comparisons with "peer" cities, I wonder how many of them conflate recreational park facilities with schools in the
same way that Arlington has. I also wonder how in this context of constrained space and population growth, the County and the Parks
department feels it is doing a responsible job of planning without directly and explicitly engaging with our schools.
The schools facilities advisory committee, a citizen group, is taking a look at potential growth scenarios with respect to seat/building needs.
Have you asked for the same with respect to fields and other structured athletic facilities? If not, you are failing the taxpayers and citizens you
serve.

The executive summary of my comments is this: We should keep the existing softball fields as they are, and unlock them so that anyone who
wants to use them when there is no softball can do so. This would retain the softball fields which are beloved by many and used like crazy
when play there is allowed by the county. It would also allow other members of the public to use the fields during the many hours that the
fields are currently locked up. The risk to the fields of damage from the general public using them is quite low and is worth taking for the
benefit of making the fields more accessible to everyone.
Now, to my more detailed comments:
? Softball and baseball fields are an important, part of my family and friends’ lives. We have been playing softball in Arlington for more than
25 years. Being near the Virginia Highlands fields is one reason we bought our house on Hayes Street. I play every season and my team goes
out for dinner and drinks in Crystal City or Shirlington after many games. I’ve developed life-long friendships and professional connections
through softball. My kids have been coming to my softball games since they were little. They now play little league baseball and love it too.
Someday I hope they’ll play adult softball here too.
? Softball and baseball fields should be protected because once they’re gone they’re nearly impossible to bring back if you convert them to
something else. We live in South Arlington and as it is we often have to drive to North Arlington for little league games because of a shortage
of fields in South Arlington.
? With a few notable exceptions such as the Barcroft fields, the softball and baseball fields in Arlington are relatively poorly maintained. I say
this not as an insult to those who maintain them on a limited budget, but rather as a prelude to what I believe is the most reasonable solution
to the frustration that many people feel when they see Virginia Highlands and other fields locked up on beautiful days.
? I strongly believe that we should treat the softball fields at Virginia Highlands the same way that we treat the tennis courts at Fort Scott
Park, and let anyone use them for any purpose – with priority to those with permits. When I am up at Fort Scott park I often see kids playing
all sorts of non-tennis games on the tennis courts – they run around and play on their scooters and that seems to work out just fine.
? We should leave Virginia Highlands and other softball fields open to the public during the day so that if people want to lounge around in the
vast outfield on a blanket, or throw Frisbees, or fly kites, they can do so. I think the chances of the fields being materially damaged are very
low and the fields are already in sketchy shape. (If anything, opening them up during the day could justify better upkeep of those outfields
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General Comments

As we spoke this afternoon, I feel that the draft POPS at the moment is a beautiful documents with the graphics and photos, but it conveys a Email
mixed message. It lauds what a great park system we have, which mutes the point that we need additional park land. It is a report in search of
a coherent message.
My suggestion is the report should be separated in two, or at the least two different chapters.
Report 1 or Chapter 1 - Describe all the benefits of the Arlington Park system, emphasizing the quality of service provided.
Report 2 or Chapter 2 - We are at risk of maintaining this level of quality unless we acquire more parkland for expanding population - Shows
example of potential deterioration of service because of lack of park land - ie. can't accommodate expanding number of sport teams because
on new fields have been constructed, no natural open space for families living in multifamily housing, etc.
Amount of monies to ask for in bond proposal. Considering that Neighborhood Conservation is asking for increase from $12 million to $18
million, park and recreation should consider as a minimum going from $2 million to at least $8 - $10 million which would bring us close to the
$8.5 million that was prevalent between 1997-2003.
Also suggest specificity on how the County could acquire 30 acres of park land over the next ten years. By being more specific it can better
justify amount shown for the CIP.

Public Spaces Master Plan Priority Actions

• Page v - Priority Action 1.6 mentions citizen support for trees but they are not included in the actions outlined on page 97. The actions are
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vague gobbledygook about improving public access to the waterways to make them more accessible. There is no mention of “maintaining or
preserving existing trees and natural areas”. In fact, the Department of Environmental Services (DES) has been aggressively pursuing stream
“restoration” removing hundreds of trees using techniques the no longer are supported by scientific evidence or common logic. In Donaldson
Run alone, 81 trees are to be removed and 52 endangered by such a project but the i-Tree model used by Parks and Recreation documenting
the benefits lost from such removal has never been run on the project. Nor has any calculation been done on the impact of removing over 100
trees at Lubber Run. Adding hard surfaces to Donaldson Run trails would further degrade the natural area unnecessarily because some
portions are already paved giving access to handicapped and others.

Public Spaces Master Plan Priority Actions

• Page v – Priority Action 3.1 to update the Natural Resources Management Plant does not mention trees, is not updated until after
completion of this Plan, and is not coordinated with it. There is nothing more on page 120, so how can the high priority for natural resources
wanted by the citizens be achieved if the Natural Resources Master Plan is not updated to reflect the 2016 survey results? On page 122,
Priority Action3.3.4 calls for the creation of more “hiking” trails. What are these and how do these affect trees?
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Public Spaces Master Plan Priority Actions

• Page v – Priority Action 3.2 to update the 2004 Urban Forest Master Plan has the same problem. It is not recommended until after this
Public Spaces plan is completed, not in concert with it.
pV. “Where possible and desired the county will prioritize multi-use spaces over single use spaces.” I know where you are trying to stay, but I
don’t think this adds value and I don’t necessarily agree with it. There are enough statements in the draft about the need to use our public
spaces well, but I worry this statement could be misinterpreted/misused.
pV. 1.3 – I like the focus on casual use, but what does “ensure access” mean? Could be construed as ADA, but I don’t think that is what you’re
going for.
pV. 2.1 “Many of the strategies below…” The strategies aren’t listed up front so this statement should be removed.
5. Add one or more of the following as a Public Spaces Master Plan Priority Action (page v) Why? None of the priority actions clearly reflect
the thriving and growing Arlington sports community’s needs for Arlington’s public spaces.
1.4.7 Dedicate land for at least one new rectangle field towards meeting the level of service for six new rectangle fields by 2025. The increase
in the youth population is projected to continue for the next 10 years, and they need recreational sports opportunities such as soccer, flag
football, lacrosse and ultimate. Arlington will continue to look for opportunities to add new field inventory where possible. The Arlington
Joint Facilities Advisory Commission (JFAC) has identified field space as a priority need by 2019. Note: 1.4.7 is a new recommendation.
1.2.5 Convert an additional 12 existing rectangular fields and 10 existing diamond fields to synthetic turf as funding is available
1.2.1 Complete Phase 2 of Long Bridge Park
Note: If the County can only have 10 priority actions, then it is recommended that priority action 1.2.2. and 1.2.7 be combined because they
both relate to park master plans.
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Public Spaces Master Plan Priority Actions

1. The plan rightly identifies a number of actions “that stand out as priorities.” We appreciate and applaud the fact that updates to two plans
are considered priority actions – namely updates to the Natural Resource Master Plan, which was first adopted in 2010, and updates to the
Urban Forest Master Plan, which was last revised in 2004.
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Public Spaces Master Plan Priority Actions

4. The priority actions have a bureaucratic emphasis with 4 out of 10 calling for making, updating or implementing master or management
plans.
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Public Spaces Master Plan Priority Actions

Arlington already has a deficit of public land for all purposes, as documented by the Community
Facilities Study group. With a growing population, is the addition of 30 acres of public space, for
which competition is fierce, truly sufficient.
Even though 50% of survey respondents said that they want to acquire space for "passive facilities,"
most of the park plans are not passive. They involve a significant addition of new built infrastructure
and planned spaces replacing natural, passive space, which degrades the environmental quality of
the parks (through loss of mature tree canopy and the addition of impervious surfaces).
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Public Spaces Master Plan Priority Actions

Park master plans nearly always conflict with the priority investment areas identified in Figure 17 â€”
based on the "statistically valid" 2016 survey results, hiking trails and natural areas and wildlife
habitat were the top two priorities for outdoor facilities. Instead, what we see in these park plans is a
conversion of natural park space â€” with mature tree and green space loss + addition of significant
impervious or semi-pervious surfaces â€” into what is essentially an outdoor community center with
structured fields and LOTS of expensive, built infrastructure. For some odd/unknown reason, hiking
and enjoying nature is not considered to be "recreation" in this report. This disconnect represents a
significant oversight and results in the schizophrenic approach to park development â€” with the
majority of residents wanting to preserve, conserve and restore nature while each special interest
subgroups successfully lobbies for its own specialized built infrastructure to replace nature.
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Introduction

• Page 2 – Trees and natural areas are listed as important public spaces here but get little attention in terms of specific actions throughout the Email
document. Many pages devoted the proper signage in parks, but little concern or specific actions toward the preservation of the resources
that are coming to see.

Introduction

Intro
Needs executive summary highlighting process, priorities and what is new.

Public Spaces Master Plan Priority Actions
Public Spaces Master Plan Priority Actions
Public Spaces Master Plan Priority Actions
Public Spaces Master Plan Priority Actions
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Introduction

First four pages are confusing, and lack context. I suggest we pull these and first provide an executive summary, laying out the process, the
Email
objectives and the tools introduced by this plan. Something along the lines of:
Arlington’s well-loved, and well-used parks, public spaces and recreation amenities are threatened by increased population density and the
resulting increases in demand for these resources. Our “smart growth” planning on transportation and planned increases in population
density neglected to adequately plan for parks and recreation. The past several years have seen an increase in conflicting views about how to
best use our most limited resource: land. Since Arlington does not have the benefit of a Frederick Law Olmstead or L’Enfant plan for our public
spaces, we have to be creative and forward thinking in figuring out how to continue to support a robust network of parks, public spaces and
recreation amenities, and more importantly, how we retrofit an integrated park and public spaces structure into an already built-out
community.
This plan, which is an element of the county’s comprehensive plan, is a product of two years of an integrated process of public outreach,
citizen surveys, staff analysis, a staff advisory group, a citizen advisory group and a consultant team, and it builds on the board adopted 2005
public spaces master plan.
The primary objectives of this plan are to provide policy guidance to maintain, strengthen and plan for future needs of a system of parks,
public spaces and recreation amenities that supports our quality of life in Arlington. This plan looks at what we have, what we are likely to
need in the future, and what tools are needed to meet that increased demand. Some key tools developed in this plan include a level of service
analysis, a land acquisition policy, defining and planning for casual use spaces, developing a more connected network of multi-purpose trails
and better defining policies regarding some of our most highly valued and heavily used amenities such as our natural areas, public spaces and
indoor and outdoor recreation facilities. Also included is a challenge to better integrate, connect and provide access to some of our most
under-utilized resources: the Potomac River, Four Mile Run and tributaries.
The plan includes a range of recommendations and action steps grouped under the following eight strategic directions: public spaces, trails,
resource stewardship, partnerships, programs, engagement and communications, operations and maintenance and fiscal sustainability.

Introduction

need to state that Arlingtonians are deeply concerned about not just maintaining but also creating
new parks, and natural areas.
We need to build up, not out into our existing open spaces
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Introduction

Arlington must set quantifiable, measurable, actionable goals to improve access to natural areas,
casual recreational opportunities, enhancement of our tree canopy and wildlife habitat which include
benchmarking existing resources / locations and setting forth specific goals for maintaining and
expanding these.
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Introduction (p.2)

Unfortunately, with the exception of the ETC Institute Survey and the provision of an exceedingly
time consuming effort to provide comments online, the public has had no real opportunity to
exchange ideas, learn from questions raised by other community members and thereby engage in a
genuine dialogue concerning the draft POPS report. Very few people have the time to plow through
272 pages, especially in the 49 hour interval between release of the 7/11 draft and the "public
meetings" (with no public dialogue) that began on 7/13.
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Introduction (p.2)

Preservation and expansion of tree canopy is sorely needed if Arlington is to be a desirable urban
area. Trees are allowed to die and remain on main public streets, and public properties, for years.
Also, the current approach to cutting the sides of trees to allow buses to pass is extraordinarily ugly.
There are better approaches that could be used. Trees have an aesthetic value that should be
included in the plan.
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Introduction (p.2)
or take a walk through wooded areas on school campuses
They are the gathering spaces for local and regional
events. They are the indoor spaces for leisure,
sports, and fitness activities.
Introduction (p.2)
Given the popularity and strong use, a sentence should be added about did Parks in Arlington like
"They are places we come together with our friends both people and canine for off leash play and
community.
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Introduction (p.3)
Vision
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Table of Contents

Despite the fact that a majority of Arlingtonians want to preserve Arlington's incredibly shrinking
natural space and what little remains of natural habitat, there is NOTHING in this vision statement
about preserving/conserving what little natural space and habitat remains or finding ways to reverse
the trend of loss. I strongly urge that the vision statement be amended to place a greater emphasis
on the conservation, preservation and expansion of natural space and habitat for wildlife.
Arlingtonian's are hungry for nature, not pavement and more built infrastructure.
Table of Contents
--This can replace the first two pages, and is easier to digest than graphics from first two pages
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--If Table of Contents is placed on facing pages then the entire plan can be seen visually when open to that page. That might obviate the need
for the first two pages of “PSMP at a glance”
--Strategic Directions is really the meat of the plan, if we expand and duplicate numbering system, it should be easier to find a specific item. If
we eliminate each of the sub points to a couple of words in the table of context, we could eliminate the sub-headings in all of the other
sections ie, Value of Public Spaces, Planning Context, Trends, etc. (which are not really necessary), and that might provide space for the subheadings for strategic directions.
For example, Table of Context could look like:
Introduction
The Value of Public Spaces
Planning Context
Trends
Existing Public Spaces System
Strategic Directions
1.Public Spaces
1.1 Land acquisition
1.2 Maximize existing public spaces
Table of Contents

The Value of Public Spaces

The Public Space Master Plan is the successor to the 1994 Open Space Master Plan which added to
the Comprehensive Plan to implement the County Board's Open Space Policy adopted on
September 26, 1992. (Note: the text of the Open Space Policy is most easily found in the GLUP
where it is included in an appendix.) Since the PSMP is the mechanism by which the county
implements the Open Space Policy, the PSMP should reference the Open Space Policy at
appropriate points. Additionally, and most importantly, the complete text of the Open Space Policy
should be included very early in the document, probably immediately before or after the letter from
the County Board.
This section should reference the Open Space Policy adopted by the County Board on September
26, 1992.
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The Value of Public Spaces

Well done section on benefits: health, community identity, environmental and economic. But, quality
of place needs to be mentioned, maybe it goes under health category. just being outside in a natural
environment doesn't do it, the place must have an attractive quality to be enjoyed.
Green space can be either public or privately developed for public use, need to clarify. It's not just
Shouldn't there be a reference to the health benefits for kids who walk to school on a continuous,
safe sidewalk system?
This comment is made on behalf of the Arlington Soccer Association. Participation in athletics
improves overall physical fitness, coordination, self-discipline, and allows children to learn the
importance of teamwork.
It is important to also consider potential adverse health effects on users and neighbors. The
proposed high intensity LED lights at the Williamsburg field illustrates this concern. The Williamsburg
Field Working Group report presents compelling evidence of adverse health effects on both users
and neighbors from this sort of LED lighting. The county should not approve such lighting unless and
until the safety of these lights is firmly established.
public green space or open space that provides health benefits.
P8. Make sure “open space” and “green space” are in definitions since they are now being used in the draft. Also…these terms are not
interchangeable!! They are being used together here, but all of the supporting information is for green space and not open space. It is
therefore not appropriate to use this justification to support “open space” – find separate support for open space, or only reference green
space here. But they are VERY different concepts and should be discussed as such. This is a sore point in the County – E2C2 used to write
letters advocating “open space” until we were told by APS that they count indoor gymnasiums as open space. So now we only advocate for
green space and natural space/natural areas. So trying to join these two terms together is very concerning to me.
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The Value of Public Spaces

P8. Make sure “open space” and “green space” are in definitions since they are now being used in the draft. Also…these terms are not
interchangeable!! They are being used together here, but all of the supporting information is for green space and not open space. It is
therefore not appropriate to use this justification to support “open space” – find separate support for open space, or only reference green
space here. But they are VERY different concepts and should be discussed as such. This is a sore point in the County – E2C2 used to write
letters advocating “open space” until we were told by APS that they count indoor gymnasiums as open space. So now we only advocate for
green space and natural space/natural areas. So trying to join these two terms together is very concerning to me.
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The Value of Public Spaces

Apropos my previous point, I was very pleased to see that adequate attention is being given to the overall issue of the value of public space. Email
Far too often it is seen as nothing more than drain on resources, an inefficient use of scarce land or a luxury. It is critical to keep underscoring
the tremendous benefits that physical activity, fitness, and the opportunity for relaxation offers the individual citizens but also the economic
value which a healthier citizenry entails for our community. Somehow, it often seems that, due to our scarcity of land, it is easier to get
acceptance for using available land (and money) for a County facility than for a park or some other form of open space. Convincing arguments
need to be used, as to why open space should not always have the lower priority.

The Value of Public Spaces (p.10)

Because of the value of window views of nature, Arlington should consider steps to discourage the
removal of trees and other greenery when homes and other buildings are constructed.
P11. Again the sentence applies only to green space. The reference to “open space” should be removed.
P11. Again the sentence applies only to green space. The reference to “open space” should be removed.
P11. First sentence is missing the end of the parenthesis.
This section does a wonderful job of explaining the benefits of green space, access to trees and
wildlife habitat in lightly developed and undeveloped places in the County. Yet the report fails to
follow through in putting priority on preserving natural values over programmed sports, high intensity
field lights, and the assumption that all of Arlington is ultimately destined to become a big city, with
big city lights.
Planning and Zoning should pay closer attention to the economic value of tree cover. Aurora
Highlands, for example, has lost more than half its tree canopy in the past several decades.
These benefits are priorities for people making decisions on where to live, work and recreate.
Economic development follows demand. Delete the reference to planners.
Because of the economic value of the tree canopy, Arlington should consider requirements that
impose economic consequences on people who remove large numbers of trees.
Similarly, developments conducted by Arlington county (such as the new center at Lubber Run)
should be required to account for the cost of tree removal. Merely planting immature trees to replace
mature trees should not be treated as adequate compensation for the tree loss.
Unfortunately, trees on County property, including APS property are threatened by invasive species english ivy, poison ivy, other types of climbing vines and by bamboo, which is treating to kill scores of
newly planted trees on the Western edge of the WMS campus. This is an area where specific plans,
with adequate funding are needed to prevent loss of canopy and $$$ invested in new plantings
Trees have quantifiable environmental value, but they also have qualitative value that comes from
attractive, scenic places. Need to include this health benefit that comes from trees and nature.
The Northern end of Harrison St (i.e., the "glen" near Williamsburg MS) is another example where
invasive species such as ivy are killing trees on public property. In addition to building new
structures, Arlington should prioritize removal of invasive species on public property.
Instead of focusing on the number of trees (755,4000), suggest that we focus on the QUALITY OF
TREES. The county's own iTree 2016 analysis shows that the majority of Arlington's trees are less
than 6 inches in diameter see Fig. 2 at
https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/13/2017/02/iTre
e-2016-Written-report.pdf. These are young trees that are likely to have a high mortality rate, given
that we provide inhospitable, urbanized conditions and do not spend the money to adequately water
or provide sufficient space for trees to mature. If you have not yet seen the Rule of Four in "Positively
the Pits" at http://www.umass.edu/urbantree/publications/pits.pdf. We need to preserve EVERY
mature tree possible â€” on public land (school included) as well as private land. Unfortunately,
county staff and elected officials try to hide behind the number of "replacement" trees planted. These
young trees are NOT EQUIVALENT to the mature trees they are replacing and won't be for nearly 30
to 40 years (if they manage to survive). In 2003, it cost NYC almost $600 to plant every tree. In 2012,
I discussed with then-County Manager Donnellan the approximate cost to Arlington for the
replacement of one street tree: $800. We are wasting money trying to replace trees that are highly
unlikely to survive rather than preserving the mature trees and existing canopy that is already
established. This makes no financial sense and is not environmentally sound.
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• Pages 11 – 13 Says: “Nature’s services” ultimately reduce infrastructure costs as they conserve soils in flood‐prone areas, reduce heat island Email
effects, reduce air and water pollution and reduce energy costs for cooling.” This section discusses the environmental and economic benefits
of trees and green spaces that is not reflected in the actions. The County has a fiduciary responsibility to protect the $1.4 billion in value of
these trees.
3. We appreciate and applaud the plan’s use of the i-Tree Eco Urban Forest Benefit Analysis. The use of data and evidence from this analysis Email
provides the Arlington community with important contextual information on the benefit of trees in an urban setting, which will help them
evaluate better the goals and actions in this plan.
Context:
Email
Value of Public Spaces: First sentence seems unnecessary. (Strike: Arlington’s public spaces bestow unique and irreplaceable benefits on
residents, workers, and visitors in the county and broader region.”)
--Using PRC white paper is fine, but a more robust appendix with links to data would be useful.

The Value of Public Spaces (p. 13)

This brief summary shows how little the county values its trees. Why not mention the ITree 2016
analysis and repeat some of the important information here? This section would be a perfect place to
establish set concrete goals and criteria for 1) preservation of what remains of the mature tree
canopy and identifying strategies to combat loss of mature trees 2) setting up a system for tracking
the loss of mature trees, street trees and the existing canopy 3) establishing rules that must be
integrated into the planning and development processes that truly support tree preservation (and
limited impact development â€” minimizing the disturbance of soil and natural infrastructure) instead
of replacement.
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The Value of Public Spaces (p. 13)

Because of the economic value of tree cover, people who remove trees to build expensive homes
are engaging in a self-defeating activity. Essentially, they are free-riding on the backs of neighbors
who preserve their own trees, thereby preserving the value of the expensive homes. Arlington
should consider prompt steps to require homebuilders who remove mature trees to compensate the
neighbors (in order to discourage the removal).
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Planning Context

p. 15 Add to end of third sentence: The county has long maintained a commitment to managed growth in its high-density transit corridors,
and this plan identifies the need for parks and public spaces to take a larger role in that planning.
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Planning Context
Planning Context (p. 16)

50 plans seem like a lot! Consider consolidating these plans. Also, emphasize action over planning!
This pie chart is NOT a hierarchy. Where is the prioritization? There is no prioritization in this graphic
or text. I can tell you from sitting through interminable SPRC and PFRC meetings that the goals in
the Public Spaces Master Plan and its subsidiary elements (UFC and NRM Plans) are routinely
ignored with respect to environmental preservation, conservation or restoration. This plan like its
predecessor will be ignored so long as staff and elected officials consider trees, green space and
natural habitat and infrastructure to be "underutilized" space. You cannot save and preserve nature
by cutting it down, reworking it with a backhoe to suit human desires and then paving it over.
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Planning Context

p. 17 Urban Forest Master Plan, last sentence, strike the word “take”:

Email

…the Urban Forest Master Plan will be updated to set new goals that take build on
this plan’s recommendations
Planning Context
Planning Context

Planning Context

Planning Context (p. 18)
Planning Context

• Page 17 –The urban forest master plan from 2004 has not been implemented and has been ignored for 13 years. Complete top to bottom
revision is needed in parallel with this Plan
The Urban Forestry Master Plan is way out of date. Updating this master plan should be a County
priority now given the significant value and increasing loss of our tree canopy. Do not wait until
PSMP is finished. The Urban Forestry division is in a different department, Natural Resources
Department and could have staff resources directed by the County Board to begin this important
update.
The Urban Forestry Master Plan is way out of date. Given that our tree canopy is recognized for it's
environmental, economic and healthful benefits, this update should be undertaken now and not wait
for the PSMP to be finished. The Natural Resources Department is the department that updates the
UFMP. This PSMP should identify the critical need to update now.
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...the Open Spaces Master Plan was adopted in 1994 as a tool to implement the Open Space Policy
adopted by the County Board on September 26, 1992.
p. 19 Status of PSMP Priorities
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2. Develop a land acquisition policy
Strike “was developed”
The groundwork was laid for a comprehensive land acquisition policy was developed, but a final..
Planning Context (p. 19)

North Tract/Long Bridge is the lowest point of land in ArlCo. Isn't it part of a riparian corridor? What
restoration efforts have been made to repair the environmental degradation? See item 3.3. Why
hasn't the plan included the planting of trees and improving habitat rather than adding impervious
surfaces (or semi-pervious astroturf surfaces) and built infrastructure? As a former brownfields site
that is prone to flooding and has a very high water table, why hasn't there been a greater effort to
naturalize and restore this sensitive area?
b. Re Long Bridge Park (p. 19 status report), instead of “Future phases will include additional park amenities and a connection…”, say “Future
phases will include a fourth large rectangular field and a connection …” Same change on 1.2.1 (p.74).
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Planning Context
Planning Context

c. The final sentence on p.19 is incomplete.
On page 21, the Community Facilities Study (2015) is mentioned. UNBELIEVABLY, the most important recommendation with respect to parks
and public spaces is NOT EVEN MENTIONED: "Establish a land acquisition fund."
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Planning Context

p. 21 under JFAC, omit last sentence and reference to two subcommittees studying Buck and Carlin Springs properties. (This will become
dated quickly and does not seem necessary to include).
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Planning Context

P. 21 MTP
Tighten up references to bicycle element update. This will sound out of date before this plan is adopted.
Add: The 2008 Bicycle Element is being updated to reflect significant changes in technologies, facilities and best practices.
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Planning Context

The Paved Trail Study addresses the 95-mile network of National Park Service owned trails that wind through Washington, D.C., five counties
in Virginia and Maryland and the City of Alexandria. In Arlington, these include improving safety and access at the intersection of the Mount
Vernon and Custis Trails and the Mount Vernon and Four Mile Run Trails, developing connections from the Mount Vernon Trail to Long Bridge
Park
• Page 22 - importance of trees has been reinforced in the Lee Highway master planning and should be reflected in the actions taken under
Email
the PSMP. Preserving and planting street trees in public spaces is an important component
p. 25. “Need to preserve natural resources and provide casual use spaces.” In the Route 1 corridor of Pentagon City, where growth and
Email
density have accelerated, this is essential. This need should figure into acquisition of parkland, easements on private land, and revised use of
existing facilities in this area, including Virginia Highlands Park.

Planning Context

Planning Context
Trends
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Trends (p. 25)

"need to preserve natural resources and provide casual use spaces."• In the Route 1 corridor
of Pentagon City, where growth and density have accelerated, this is essential. This need should
figure into acquisition of property, easements on private land, and revised use of existing facilities in
this area, including Virginia Highlands Park.
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Trends (p. 26)

Is unrestrained growth good for Arlington County? Is this question being considered by anyone or is
it assumed that growth "will / should happen to us, no matter the costs?
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Trends

p. 26. Growth Corridors: “Arlington will have to prepare to accommodate additional users… and provide public space amenities to serve
Email
existing and new residents.” This is reason enough that Virginia Highlands Park needs a master plan, and that the County needs to reconsider
existing sports-centric uses at the park to accommodate the needs of existing and new residents in the fast-growing Pentagon City area.

Trends
Trends

i. Arlington is not “nearly built out” (p. 26, end of 1st paragraph). It has very little undeveloped privately-owned land.
p.27
need space between Pre K-12 Population (it currently reads as PREK)
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Trends (p. 29)
Trends
Trends
Trends
Trends
Trends
Trends

Trends
Trends (p. 31)

Trends (p. 31)

Trends
Trends (p. 32)
Trends

Trends (p. 33)

Trends

Trends
Trends (p. 34)

The most important trend is that in the statistically valid survey referenced later in this document
Arlingtonians selected hiking trails and natural areas as the first and second priorities for investment
in outdoor facilities.
iii. Re age distribution (p.27), the plan should note county forecasts of a growing number of seniors, and APS anticipation of more high-school
students (i.e. teenagers). Both have distinct recreation interests. (See p.32, increase in senior memberships.)
ii. It’s not necessary to compare every element of Arlington’s population with nearby places or the region as a whole. We’re not comparing
park systems, so what’s the point? Also, some comparisons are convoluted (see Asians, top of p.28).
iv. The area “around John M Langston/Glebewood” (p.28) is called Hall’s Hill/High View Park.
v. Re housing (p.28), does the number of new units since 2010 refer only to single-family or owner-occupied units? In either case, 2% seems
unremarkable. It would be more telling to cite the number of new multi-family units in recent years, or the percent of total housing stock
comprised of multi-family units, i.e. units without individual yards.
Page 29: In the paragraph immediately preceding Figure 6, add “tennis” to the activities mentioned. Tennis ranked second highest in market
potential, and it is a fitness activity (attested to by the growing popularity of cardio tennis).
p. 30
Athletic Programs
Both formal league and sports and drop-in activities are extremely popular and (delete: some) many are often over-subscribed,…
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p. 31
Nature, Art and Other Community Programs
Second sentence: These centers enable residents (add: of all ages) to experience…
An effort is needed to examine participation in organized sports programs in relation to income and to
ensure that sufficient effort is devoted to locating facilities and investing in programs that provide
equal opportunity to residents, especially children, who are in greatest need. Partnerships should be
sought out, encouraged and supported by County staff to help lift opportunities for disadvantaged
kids to gain the health, achievement and other benefits of participating in organized sports. Right
now, the most attention appears to be devoted to neighborhoods with the highest household incomes
and the lowest proportion of minority students.
Care should be taken to avoid triple counting based on newly-instituted separate counting of the
same child who belongs to a travel soccer team, and also signs up for one or more single shot or
weekend clinics and skills training sessions. Nationally, there has been an 8.9% decline in the
number of people playing soccer, which is reinforced anecdotally by Wash Post news coverage of
children rebelling against over-programming of their lives.
Page 31: Because tennis ranks among some of the increasingly popular athletic programs, Arlington County should better maintain its
existing tennis courts and add tennis courts.
There appears to be serious triple counting in the number of soccer participations with only 9000
ASA members and <7000 adult soccer players. The count should not be based on the same
individual participating in "add on" / one time activities.
p. 33. Sports trends: Baseball/softball constitutes a very small proportion of participation. In fact, fast- and slow-pitch softball and baseball
have all declined significantly since only 2010. Yet there remain almost as many diamond fields as rectangular fields. This shift needs to be
considered in the planning for public space. Diamond fields take up large amounts of space to accommodate a small and declining fraction of
sports participants and an even smaller fraction of total users of public spaces. Virginia Highlands Park now has 3.5 acres dedicated to
diamond fields.
Sports trends: Baseball/softball constitutes a very small proportion of participation. In fact, fast- and
slow-pitch softball and baseball have all declined significantly since only 2010.
Yet there remain almost as many diamond fields as rectangular fields. This demographic shift needs
to be considered in the planning for public space. Diamond fields take up large amounts of space to
accommodate a small and declining fraction of sports participants and an even smaller fraction of
total users of public spaces.
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e. Fig. 7 (p.33) continues to be confusing, especially since one has to tilt sideways to read it. The same goes for figs. 8, 9 and 10.
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Page 34: The types of courts for which demand will increase will include tennis courts.
Compare the importance of walking to the fact that Arlington still has many streets without a sidewalk
on either side of the street!
Note also that walking is a primary means of reaching other outdoor activities.
P34. There is a reference to “passive space” on this page. Should we call out casual use spaces here?
P34. There is a reference to “passive space” on this page. Should we call out casual use spaces here?
page 34 and all of the fitness considerations--When considering types of exercises that people participate in, please do not forget the use of
outdoor bodyweight fitness parks including pull-up bars and parallel bars, such as we have at Thomas Jefferson, Crystal City, and Shirlington.
More of these throughout the county would be nice. I frequently use the one at the Thomas Jefferson fields and often see multiple users
there with me. Please maintain these and, when installing new ones, make sure they are actually usable for their intended purpose (it is hard
to do a pull-up on a bar that is only 6-feet high, thus making the investment useless).
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Trends
Trends
Trends (p. 35)
Trends

p.34 Move National Trends to Appendix (unless particularly relevant to Arlington)
P35. Why do aquatics not appear in any of the graphs? Why are aquatics not included as part of fitness?
P35. Why do aquatics not appear in any of the graphs? Why are aquatics not included as part of fitness?
Note significant decline in outdoor soccer.
Trends
--National trends may not be particularly relevant to Arlington. Move this section to appendix, or shorten and perhaps highlight where
Arlington is consistent with or deviates from national trends.
-- Flag football trends should be included in statistics. It’s even more important because of the decline in regular football.
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Trends

Local Market Potential
--Add discussion concerning private recreation facilities and services in Arlington and how they complement public facilities. A large portion
of Arlington residents/employees/visitors get their exercise in private health clubs/swim clubs/YMCA, etc.
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Existing Public Space System

We need to scrub the numbers on acreage of parks and make a statement about what is included and why. We know that people have been
looking closely at this so we need to be able to justify the numbers.
Existing Public Space System
--We should include a section on recreation needs being met by private swim clubs, tennis clubs, health clubs, country clubs, YWCA, Kettler
Ice Arena, etc. We may also want to mention the importance of new developments including recreation amenities on site (swimming pools,
exercise rooms, dog runs, gardening, etc.). I suspect a large number of people use private facilities for recreation needs and we should
acknowledge that these exist and play an important part in meeting overall demand.
--Tabs are confusing and distracting – are we going to have tabs in the final document, or are these just graphic?
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Existing Public Space System

P40. These maps/images are misleading. What are the “green corridors?” The corridors in the map are not really green. And what is up with Email
the green fabric map? Why are plazas and indoor spaces being considered green? This does not make sense.
P40. These maps/images are misleading. What are the “green corridors?” The corridors in the map are not really green. And what is up with Email
the green fabric map? Why are plazas and indoor spaces being considered green? This does not make sense.
Sections about “The River and the Run” could be much more nuanced:
Email
a. The “framework” summary (p. 40) and sketch maps make awkward, arbitrary distinctions between the two waterways and their tributaries’
“green corridors”. It would be better to show the two watersheds (one draining into the Potomac above the Pentagon, the other feeding into
the Potomac via Four Mile Run) as defining topography whose surviving open stream corridors house essential natural resources and
accommodate important trails.

Existing Public Space System (p. 41)

Add "Natural Areas" and "Wildlife Habitats"

Existing Public Space System
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Existing Public Space System
Existing Public Space System (p. 42)
Existing Public Space System (p. 42-43)
Existing Public Space System
Existing Public Space System (p.43)
Existing Public Space System

Existing Public Space System

P42. What is a “combination field?”
How many miles of hiking trails?
How many miles of multi-use trails?
How many acres of unprogrammed natural areas and wildlife habitats?
I continue to be disappointed that DPR's "at a glance" (pages 42-43 in the attached, but used in many of their public presentations) ignores
trails.
We need to have an explanation for why the number of diamond and rectangular fields differ in the summary (pages 42 and 43), from the
level of service description
Shouldn't there be a graphic capturing number of off leash Dog parks
p. 42-43 Some where in the plan we should have a much more detailed inventory of what we have. I get that the graphics provide a snapshot,
but it would be really helpful to have a detailed listing of each category, size of each park, specific amenities at each site, square footage of
each of the community centers, amenities at Upton Hills, etc. Could we add something like that to the appendix, or is that what the visual
map is supposed to accomplish?
Page 43: Add and quantify “courts.” Otherwise, this page gives no indication that Arlington County parks include various types of courts.
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Existing Public Space System

• Page 43 – Because Arlington County is the largest owner of land, it is essential that the government conserve these resources. The 40% tree Email
canopy in existing public space is irreplaceable. Current practice of justifying tree removal with planting programs is a sham. Small trees will
take decades to replace mature trees, if they are able to at all. With large numbers of tree in public space like Donaldson Run (81 planned, 52
endangered, similar numbers removed in previous projects), Lubber Run (over 100 removed plus endangered), Four Mile Run (? How many?),
and many other County projects underway, the damage is continuing and there is a responsibility to curb it.

Existing Public Space System

Page 44: The narrative should refer specifically to the many courts in the system of parks. Courts should not simply be lumped into the catch
all category, “many other amenities.”
â€oeThroughout the system of parks are sitting â€¦ areas.â€• Arlingtonâ€™s parks universally have a
dearth of casual sitting opportunities. Benches are usually either picnic tables or by sports fields. The
demand for more casual use space needs to be accompanied by more seating opportunities in
desired places, which should include movable seating. This is essential to making public spaces
work. Recommended listening is NYC Parks Commissioner Amanda Burdenâ€™s TED Talk How
Public Spaces Make Cities Work
I second natashaatkins' comment about seating in public spaces. Casual, social seating (moveable)
is critical to people's enjoyment of public spaces, whether it's a park or a plaza
Please note neighborhoods that have no parks >1 acre.
Counting Parkland
The PSMP states (p. 44): “Arlington has over 2000 acres of parkland, both County and non-County owned…” However, what is counted as
parkland? This number is surely inflated and misleading.
The relevant issue is the amount of additional parkland needed in Arlington to meet present and future demand. See the “Population-Based
Standards” chart (p. 90).

Existing Public Space System (p. 44)
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Existing Public Space System (p. 44)
Existing Public Space System
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Existing Public Space System

p. 44. “Throughout the system of parks are sitting … areas.” Arlington’s parks universally have a dearth of casual sitting opportunities.
Email
Benches are usually either picnic tables or by sports fields. The demand for more casual use space needs to be accompanied by more seating
opportunities in desired places, which should include movable seating. This is essential to making public spaces work. Recommended listening
is NYC Parks Commissioner Amanda Burden’s TED Talk How Public Spaces Make Cities Work.

Existing Public Space System

p. 45. Smallest Parks. 23rd and S. Eads “Park” is a small patch of pavement approx. 12 feet x 20 feet by a sidewalk on an unattractive corner of
two very busy streets. This and possibly several others should be excluded as functional parks for the purposes of your public spaces
inventory.
• Page 47 – Talks about the importance of trees to high density areas, but there are no action plans for how to increase the number of trees in
these areas
A hardscape plaza devoid of people.
An almost empty hardscape plaza
Plazas and small urban spaces usually don't have space for "natural lands". Adding greenery to
these spaces, however, is very important and can be done in a variety of ways such as green walls,
planters, and trellis covered with flowering vines. But, shade trees are perhaps the most important
"green" element in a plaza because they provide shade, clean the air, provide wildlife habit in the
urban setting, and soak up storm water
Please note neighborhoods that have no trails or casual recreational areas within walking distance.
In addition to setting a standard for trail width, as a bike commuter, it would be great for there to be a
standard for trail grade as well. To the extent possible, limiting grades on trails like the Custis Trail
would encourage greater use by bike riders.
The existing trails don't fit the classifications they've been assigned - the Bluemont Junction trail, for
instance, has been classified as a "Secondary" trail which primarily serves a "recreation" purpose and yet according to Arlington's trail counters it generally sees more traffic on weekdays than
weekends and there are clear traffic spikes during regular commute hours. The same holds true for
the 110 Trail. Arlington is so starved for comfortable, low-stress bike infrastructure that any trail we
build, if it connects two places that people want to go, is going to be used heavily for transportation
purposes unless there is a parallel, equally good or better piece of infrastructure. This is why the
Four Mile Run Trail west of Walter Reed is able to function as a "primarily recreational trail", because
the W&OD is parallel and clearly superior for most transportation purposes.
Trail widths should be set based on observed and/or expected usage, not based on "classification".
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Existing Public Space System (p. 49)

PAGE 49: The Trail classification definitions are going down entirely the wrong path. The existing trails don't fit the classifications they've been
assigned - the Bluemont Junction trail, for instance, has been classified as a "Secondary" trail which primarily serves a "recreation" purpose and yet according to Arlington's trail counters it generally sees more traffic on weekdays than weekends and there are clear traffic spikes
during regular commute hours. The same holds true for the 110 Trail. Arlington is so starved for comfortable, low-stress bike infrastructure
that any trail we build, if it connects two places that people want to go, is going to be used heavily for transportation purposes unless there is
a parallel, equally good or better piece of infrastructure. This is why the Four Mile Run Trail west of Walter Reed is able to function as a
"primarily recreational trail", because the W&OD is parallel and clearly superior for most transportation purposes.

http://bikearlingtonforu
m.com/showthread.php
?12085-Arlington-sPublic-Spaces-MasterPlan-Update-Commenton-Trails!

Existing Public Space System

P49. There is a disconnect between the POPS trail width proposals and the Bike Element. The Bike Element recommends that all shared use
trails (other than “Connector Trails”) be 10’ wide. POPS recognizes two classes if shared use trails allowing 8’ width for “Secondary” Trails.
This is problematic for any of these that are considered part of the bike network by the Bike Element. There is also a disconnect regarding
Connector Trails (8’ versus 5’). These two plans need to be consistent and that the designations aligned!
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Existing Public Space System

P49. There is a disconnect between the POPS trail width proposals and the Bike Element. The Bike Element recommends that all shared use
trails (other than “Connector Trails”) be 10’ wide. POPS recognizes two classes if shared use trails allowing 8’ width for “Secondary” Trails.
This is problematic for any of these that are considered part of the bike network by the Bike Element. There is also a disconnect regarding
Connector Trails (8’ versus 5’). These two plans need to be consistent and that the designations aligned!
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Existing Public Space System

p. 49 Trails: I’m assuming that the Bicycle Elements folks have adopted this methodology but just want to double check.
--can we turn the graphic horizontally, instead of vertically? I think it would be easier to read.
P50. There can be hiking trails within a park, right? I don’t want to commit to 8’ wide paved trails any and every time we add a trail within a
park.
Please note neighborhoods that have no hiking trails or side paths within walking distance
P50. There can be hiking trails within a park, right? I don’t want to commit to 8’ wide paved trails any and every time we add a trail within a
park.
• Page 51 – Discusses the importance of street trees, but there are no subsequent actions to be sure planting street trees is part of any public
spaces projects.
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Existing Public Space System
Existing Public Space System (p. 51)
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Existing Public Space System (p. 52)
Existing Public Space System
Existing Public Space System

P51. What is a furniture zone?
It should be noted that because of the warm summers in Arlington, it is very difficult to use streets as
public spaces without trees. One primary example of Lee Highway west of Glebe, which has virtually
no pedestrian traffic because of its inhospitable atmosphere. This is simply unacceptable and should
be a high priority for correction.
Use an example from Arlington
Yet another hardscape plaza devoid of people
Clarify which agency is responsible for the maintenance of green spaces around schools (as
compared to recreational facilities at schools). This relates to the poor maintenance and invasive
species on school property.
Pg. 53 County-wide inventory of public access easements (with the opportunity to add public space related community benefits on a buildingby-building basis). This is a resource that would be an incredibly useful tool, and its utility would extend beyond public space planning, and to
other applications where public access easements are involved.B199
OWNERSHIP (Pg 52)
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The opening assertion that “Arlington’s over 2,000 acres of pubic space are owned and managed by different entities.” at best obfuscates the
underlying critical issues/definitions and at worst will be misused by some to argue that “we already have enough” parkland. See Barbara
Donellan’s comments to this effect when she was County Manager. To be at all useful, this global number needs to be broken down in some
meaningful fashion so that underlying assumptions, definitions and associated acreage can be ascertained and analyzed. For example,
reference is made to “350 acres of APS school campuses (including buildings)” without clarifying whether all or some subset of those acres are
included in the asserted 2000 acre total. It may be that at most 100 acres is as a practical matter “joint use” available to non students and
even then that may be on a less than 24 by 7 basis that should be “pro-rated”. Similarly, inclusion of all of the George Washington Memorial
Parkway would be an obvious overinclusion.
The most useful approach would be to break down the actual Arlington County owned “parkland” by the previously mentioned typology
because at the end of the day that is what is entirely under the programming/use control of the County, what is popularly perceived as
Arlington’s “parks” and most importantly what needs to be assessed as to whether it is sufficient to meet current but especially future County
needs. The answer is clearly “no” and these Sections should not result in obfuscating that reality.
Existing Public Space System

6. County Land & Parklets– There are many places in the County where existing but never to be used right-of-way could be considered for
email
public green areas, gardens, and “paper streets” (such as 19th Street and Wakefield in Waverly Hills). The County has also passed a policy for
temporary parklets. To facilitate low costs and reduced County maintenance, LHA recommends that unused right-of-way be considered for
partnership agreements with civic associations in terms of design and maintenance, rather than being ignored and not maintained by the
County, and that parklets be encouraged as added public amenities where sidewalk space is limited.

Summary of Engagement

The statistically valid survey is the only portion of the engagement activities that was fully transparent
Online
and not subject to manipulation by organized groups pushing for specific actions by the County.
Attendance at public meetings held in July 2017 was very low as could be expected in mid-summer
with very little time to read the 272 page document that was posted 49 hours before the first meeting.
This use has spent 5 hours trying to read and post comments on the first 1/3 of the draft report.
Community members did not have an opportunity to raise questions and express views on the draft
plan open meetings - instead they were asked to post "post it" notes on poster boards. This process
seems designed to obscure rather than share information about people from various parts of the
County with various concerns and interests care about.
P58. Can we mine the survey for a comparison of investment between outdoor and indoor? We end up spending waaay more for indoor than Email
outdoor activities, even though it seems that outdoor amenities are more highly valued. Separating out indoor activities has the effect of
putting them on par with outdoor ones, even if that isn’t true. If there is no way to evaluate this now, it should be considered in the future.

Summary of Engagement

Summary of Engagement

Summary of Engagement
Move this section to appendix
p.58 Statistically valid survey – expand discussion about demographics captured in survey (see note above)
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Summary of Engagement (p. 59)

To add to transparency, the demographics regarding participants in and summaries of results of the
focus groups should be posted for community review.
P60. Consider using the term “community interviews” instead of “stakeholders” because “stakeholders can be a loaded term that implies
priority status.
P60. Consider using the term “community interviews” instead of “stakeholders” because “stakeholders can be a loaded term that implies
priority status.
Was an organized effort made to meet with Civic Association leaders as part of this process? If not,
why not?
f. Following the list of engagement efforts (ending p. 61), it would be fine to include a summary of community input like that now wrapped
around the strategic directions on pp. 64-67. (See A.3 above about the problems of combining the two.)
Page 64: Precisely because Arlingtonians “need more” park and recreational space, the Park Master Plan for Jennie Dean Park should not be
compromised. The five properties specifically acquired to expand the Park should not be repurposed into non-park uses.
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Summary of Engagement

P64. This overview starts pretty randomly and without introduction. Some intro text is provided on p65 and should maybe be moved to p64.
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Summary of Engagement (p. 64)

Natural space like Four Mile Run does not require a cohesive identity. I do not believe this statement
accurately reflects what public meetings and stakeholders said. This is natural green space and
should be left in its natural state
I'm confused here. Is the point here that there are too many people and too few recreational
opportunities? Or are we going to use tax dollars to create more facilities and then use tax dollars to
sell them? Are we trying to meed residents needs or are we trying to enhance the power and
resources of the County Department of Parks and Recreation?
The safety of trails should be the highest priority. The Intersection of Death, where the bike trail on
Lee Hwy crosses N. Lynn St., should be mentioned prominently as an urgent problem to be resolved.
It is unacceptable that this situation is allowed to continue at the "Gateway to Arlington" which is
surrounded by multimillion dollar skyscrapers. The people who paid to build those skyscrapers
probably don't want to look down on a horrific, and entirely preventable, accident at this intersection.
Although it may be that resolution of this life threatening intersection requires coordination with
federal and state authorities, that is no excuse for the County's failure to address this situation
through means such as a bridge or tunnel. It is County residents who would primarily benefit, so it is
up to the County to get moving!
Incidentally, correcting this hazard would also help to make the Potomac River more accessible - a
high priority.
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Summary of Engagement (p. 64)

Summary of Engagement (p. 64)
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Summary of Engagement (p. 64)

First, growth in Arlington is not just something that happens. The County makes choices about
development and those choices have consequences. County Government is portraying growth in
Arlington as something beyond its control. This is disingenuous.
Second, I'm confused about the goals of this project. Is the point here that there are too many
people and too few recreational opportunities? Or are we going to use tax dollars to create more
facilities and then use tax dollars to sell them? Are we trying to meed residents needs or are we
trying to enhance the power and resources of the County Department of Parks and Recreation?
Finally, natural space like Four Mile Run does not require a cohesive identity. I do not believe this
statement accurately reflects what public meetings and stakeholders said. This is natural green
space and should be left in its natural state.
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Summary of Engagement (p. 64)

If these trails are the most and third most desired amenity, then why are trails not a priority action for
the County?
Please be more specific about the kinds of public spaces where stakeholders and focus group
participants / millennials were asking for electrical hook ups (is this to boost noise / what purpose?)
and nearby food options. Note that some parts of the County have no restaurants or mom & pop
stores based on the zoning ordinance.
Pages 64-66 – The Strategic Directions identified do not reflect the results of the survey. They seem to bring in directions that have little to do
with the desires expressed in the survey. They seem to reflect views of County staff and their narrow concerns about continuing with
programs they are currently involved with rather than broadening and revising their directions to reflect the real future needs and desires of
the citizens.
p. 65. With the growth that is occurring in the high density corridors…the preservation and restoration of natural lands is of growing
importance. Almost every public space in an urban setting could have “natural” areas added to it—small areas of native plantings, bog or
water gardens, small meadows or butterfly gardens, native fruit trees, etc. These do not need to be big spaces. Preservation of mature trees
should be a priority in these areas, where their role in mitigating temperatures and air pollution will especially be necessary. Maintaining
mature trees and planning space for planted trees to reach full size, should be important considerations for development of both public and
private space everywhere in the county.
P65. The first resource bubble is missing part of a sentence.
It will hard to have nature programs if there are no natural places. I don't think the children will find
lots of wild life to examine on soccer fields and tennis courts.
And yet, only a few years ago, we were told that Arlington County just couldn't scrape together the
funds to continue the nature programs at Gulf Branch.
The County's top priority should be the protection of the trees that are already here. The second
priority should be to plant more trees.
The County's top priority should be the protection of the trees that are already here. The second
priority should be to plant more trees.
This streamlined permitting process must not be at the expense of the environment. Getting to
environmental degradation faster does not help the community.
Given the 2 and 3 to 1 preference among Arlingtonians for more nature access and emphasis on
environmental stewardship, please be wary of partnerships with groups that are earning revenue via
use of the County's athletic fields and then donating a portion of the proceeds to create more
programmed / lighted / artificial public places. In forming partnerships, the number one priority
should be on those that deal with the dearth of resources for maintenance of natural areas and green
space. Let partners donate time to clean out invasive species and provide credit to employers and
employees who donate time and resources for this purpose
This comment is on behalf of the Arlington Soccer Association. Additional amenities would
encourage greater use. Long Bridge is a good example--while it is a cluster of fields, it has trails,
bike paths, playgrounds, views and is used by a variety of community members from throughout the
county and Crystal City.
How about creation -- not just the preservation -- of "natural" areas (small meadows, bog gardens,
etc.) in high-density corridors?
p. 66. Nature programs were the most sought after programs. Any park that has native plantings, water retention gardens, large trees, etc.
can be a place to hold a nature program. Plant ID, bug collecting, basic ecological and biological concepts (changing fall color, insect
metamorphosis, etc., bird communication) all can be taught. This would make such programs way more accessible.
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P66. #5 should come before #6
This works only if calling up the "Arlington Way" is not used as a means to silence dissent!
This sounds like a failure on the part of the Department of Parks and Recreation to communicate the
facilities and resources available to the community. Perhaps DPR should spend less time enhancing
its power and prestige and more time serving the public.
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Summary of Engagement (p. 66)

special events and festivals:
Virginia Highlands Park needs a space where such events for social gatherings could be held. It is an
ideal location, in a walkable, metro-accessible, high-density neighborhood.
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Summary of Engagement (p. 66)

Tread carefully when it comes to more programming of Arlington's public spaces. With the exception
of initiating more programs to demonstrate and teach good environmental stewardship, the
statistically valid survey and recent experience in many neighborhoods (Aurora Highlands, Bluemont,
Shirlington, Williamsburg - the list goes on - shows people want less - not more programming of
parkland and green space.
Virginia Highlands Park needs a space where such events for social gatherings could be held. It is an
ideal location, in a walkable, metro-accessible, high-density neighborhood.
The County needs to specify exactly which public spaces are underused and demonstrate this
underuse with numbers.
I am now beginning hour 6 of trying to comment on this draft plan. Yet I have yet to see the
comments of any other individuals. Has no one else commented? Why are comments not shared
with members of the community. This openness and transparency are essential to genuine
engagement and communication.
Maintenance should be at the top not the bottom of the list of strategic directions. Specific,
actionable proposals should be included.
The County would have a greater positive environmental impact if it prioritized preservation of the
tree canopy.
Strategic Directions
p. 64-67 I find the graphics distracting and the information is not easily digestible. Perhaps just changing the ink colors would help, to put in
black instead of the lighter green each of the strategic directions (and use the lighter green for Strategic Direction 1, etc). Graphics should
help convey information and I’m not sure that this one does it.
I also really hate using the worn out term “the path forward” in the heading. How about striking the first sentence of that header? Instead:
Each strategic direction illustrated below highlights a broad goal…..
--the headers on this page say “Summary of Engagement” and they should say “Strategic Directions”
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--Same comment about tabs – if we are going to have actual tabs that is fine, but the printed tabs are distracting.
SD 1: PUBLIC SPACES (p. 69)

Increasing the tree canopy in Arlington should be a priority action.
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SD 1: PUBLIC SPACES (p. 69)

SD 1: PUBLIC SPACES (p. 69)
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SD 1: PUBLIC SPACES
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p. 69. Ensure equitable access to spaces for recreation, play, and enjoying nature. Public-space planning in high-density areas should
especially be attentive to this. Virginia Highlands Park does not have "equitable access" — right now it is heavily tilted to organized
recreational sports. Many areas are off limits to the public during all or some periods, even when the facilities are not being used for sports.
DPS needs to create a more "equitable" balance between organized sports and casual use space for the thousands of residents living near
VHP.
Note: some civic associations have no accessible parks, nature trails, hiking trails, etc. within their
boundaries. The County needs to refrain from destroying what limited areas there are for casual
recreation (e.g. lighting the WMS soccer fields) in places that lack access to parks.
Virginia Highlands Park does not have "equitable access" -- right now it is heavily tilted to organized
recreational sports. Many areas are off limits to the public during all or some periods, even when the
facilities are not being used for sports. DPS needs to create a more "equitable" balance between
organized sports and casual use space.
P69. I’m not sure we agreed to the term “equitable access” when we chose the hub and spoke access model.
STRATEGIC DIRECTION 1 - PUBLIC SPACES (Pg 69 et seq)
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Consistent with the intent of the Typology, you should modify the head line from “Ensure Equitable Access to Spaces for…” to “Ensure
Equitable Access to and Availability of Spaces for…” “Equitable Access” can be interpreted to indicated proximity to users whereas
“Availability” at least hopefully implies ensuring adequate space for such purposes.
SD 1: PUBLIC SPACES
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SD 1: PUBLIC SPACES

• Page 69 – Public spaces action item 1.6. This assumes that there is not adequate access to tributaries of the Potomac throughout Arlington.
While some may benefit from greater access, many are natural areas where additional access will degrade the natural nature of the area.
Donaldson Run is one of these areas where visual and physical access is more than adequate and further development would degrade the
natural areas.
Page 73: Tennis courts represent a great opportunity for deck parks. New tennis courts easily could be built on tops of decks.
P74. “dispose of surplus properties” – are there examples for why properties wouldn’t be suitable for use? Instead of dispose you could say
sell or swap…sounds better than dispose.
P75. 1.2.2 Jennie Dean MP has not yet been adopted.
pp. 94, 104. Support Services and Amenities, Activation of Public Spaces. Virginia Highlands Park would benefit from having a space that
allowed gatherings and events where such amenities could be provided—much like the private Crystal City Waterpark. Right now, many
Pentagon City residents walk to Crystal City to attend the music and beer/wine tastings. This sort of activity could revitalize the struggling
Pentagon Row area as well as being a place for high-rise residents to mingle with each other and with single-family residents.
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SD 1: PUBLIC SPACES

2. Recognize that there needs to be an underpass connecting the Lubber Run Trail with the Four Mile Run Trail under Rt. 50:
Email
Action Section 1: 1.2.16 Install a multi-use tunnel connecting the Lubber Run Trail to the Four Mile Run Trail under U.S. Route 50, constructed
in such a way that it also acts as a back-up water culvert under Rt. 50 in the event of a severe weather event.
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P96. Picture does not match text. This is not the type of space to add wifi or infrastructure.
P99. Exemptions in natural areas? Acknowledge that we will try to limit tree removal.
P107. The actions are listed out of order.
Keep natural setting, i.e.. grass, as a possible option for dog park standards.
Look at dog population in County to determine number of dog parks needed.
Keep Shirlington Dog park in current location + size.
More green space involving dog parks.
Please install roof-top play spaces in all new school projects.
Agree with all actions & recognition of importance of connection to 4MRun + Potomac
Improved access to Teddy Roosevelt Island and Potomac in Rosslyn would be great. This area of Arlington is dramatically underserved when it
comes to open space- and it's shrinking with the Wilson School development plan.
Play spaces on building rooftops must be developed. This is the only space that is increasing in ARL.
Strongly agree with adding at least 30 acres of new public space. Even distribution throughout County should be priority, not economic
development.
As part of improvements to current spaces, The County should clean up Long Branch Creek and Fraser Park (add fence) and Troy Park, and
amenities.
When public space is developed, please make sure that we get more diamond fields.
Yes to casual use + increased space (at least 30 acres).
Work with developers of commercial buildings to install play spaces/facilities.
1.10 We urge the County to consider the views of Arlington County Tennis Association (ACTA) during the 2018 CIP. We urge expedited
renovations of Bluemont, Quincy and other tennis courts, which have badly deteriorated. Thank you. ACTA
I appreciate space is tight, but I strongly encourage the County to consider New and More baseball/softball diamond fields. Diamond fields
are run down + we need more. Thanks.
I appreciate any efforts to create more public spaces offer passive uses- a place to read, walk, etc. w/seating + enjoy nature.
Dog parks, baseball fields + playgrounds all box me out!
New corner lot 20th + Ives for sale
Old Dominion Power substation 18th + Ives NE corner- Contaminated? Available?
Desperate need to add indoor activity. Field Space. Inclement weather & winter use especially.
I like the emphasis on open common spaces that can be used for pick up sports too - Frisbee, soccer, etc.
1.3 - Yes. Particularly with tweens/teens in mind. They need places to hang out outside.
You are missing sports! Where is the priority action for fields!
Given the limited space for recreation activities. Thinking "outside the box" with rooftop type spaces is an excellent idea!
Yes, acquire more acreage. Support addition of new programmed space but not by taking any existing sports fields away!
Reach out to owners of significant green space (1 or more acres) to see if county can acquire those properties, rather than small expansions
like that at Chestnut Hill Park.
Definitely need non-sports related open spaces.
3. Public Art – The POPS references the importance of public art. However, the County’s public art staff at Arlington Economic Development
(AED) are more supportive of long term, expensive investments rather than shorter term less expensive art such as murals. LHA recommends
that shorter term public art be re-considered as a way to enliven areas and contribute to economic revitalization, particularly in the Lee
Corridor. It was noted that temporary signage is important and can contribute to public awareness.
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SD 1: PUBLIC SPACES (Bus stops)

15. Bus Stops – LHA encourages the POPS process to coordinate with the DES bus stops project, which could encourage opportunities for
improved green/open spaces in the Lee Corridor. These might include opportunities for improved tree plantings and benches.
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1.1.
Add at least 30 acres of new public space over the
next 10 years.

New Public Space
Email
Proposed “Action” 1.1 (p. 70) states: “Add at least 30 acres of new public space over the next 10 years.” Inclusion of this land acquisition goal
is critical and has widespread community support. However it is not enough due to the current and future population of the county. There
consequences to unlimited development.
“Natural Areas and Wildlife Habitats” ranked as the second highest outdoor need on the 2015 Parks and Recreation Needs Assessment
Survey, and county citizens are consistently calling for more natural green space: “We want natural grass, trees, and a place to relax.” This
goal should be clearly focused on the county acquiring more “green space” or it will be met mainly by more hardscape plazas and/or synthetic
turf in our urban corridors.
Thie Plan should also provide explicit prohibitions on any loss of natural lands and “casual use” areas. The so-called maintenance work at
Virginia Highlands is a case in point where open space was destroyed but DPR claimed that it wasn't.

1.1.
Add at least 30 acres of new public space over the
next 10 years.
1.1.
Add at least 30 acres of new public space over the
next 10 years.

Yes, yes! But where and how?
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This does not seem sufficient for a County as dense as Arlington is predicted to become.
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1.1.
Add at least 30 acres of new public space over the
next 10 years.
1.1.
Add at least 30 acres of new public space over the
next 10 years.
1.1.
Add at least 30 acres of new public space over the
next 10 years.

Absolutely, Yes, Please, And Thank you!
More people=more families=more kids who need more places to play and be active.
Big ups on recognizing the need for creative solutions, creating spaces where there is none, growing up instead of out.
Yes! This effort has seriously lagged and some bond funds used for non-park use.

July Public Meetings

1.1.
Add at least 30 acres of new public space over the
next 10 years.

I genuinely appreciate that the working group has adopted the Civic Federation’s goal of Arlington County acquiring in total 30 acres of
Email
parkland over the next ten years. However, again, there is no breakdown of the asserted 3.25 acres per year purportedly acquired by the
County over the last 20 years. As a result we don’t know whether “Urban Spaces” are included in that total and certainly Long Bridge Park
represents a material portion of those acres acquired and is primarily devoted to Structured Uses. As the paragraph itself makes clear, over
half of survey respondents supported acquiring “passive facilities” and this goal should not be met by counting “urban spaces” manufactured
through site plan processes. The goal should instead be clearly focused on the County acquiring new land, in fee simple, equitably for use
among Natural Lands, Unstructured Use Spaces and Structured Use Spaces. Thus Urban Spaces should be excluded from meeting the goal as
well as easements, etc.

July Public Meetings

p. 70. Parkland acquisition. The guidelines for acquisition seem to overlook the value of acquiring land for pocket parks. These are often the Email
most successful spaces in urban settings. They allow for the retention of mature trees (or the space for mature trees to grow) on lots that
might otherwise be completely cleared for houses, garages, and pavement. Some areas of Aurora Highlands have lost more than 50% of their
tree canopy, and this will never be restored because the new building footprints preclude the planting of large species (or preclude them from
reaching mature size). Moreover, most streets do not have adequate space for planting large species. Pocket parks in a neighborhood where
land is being snapped up by developers would ensure the retention of large trees. One way to address the “need more public spaces”
problem is to put more pressure on new developments to include quasi-public as well as private park space. Even providing roof-top parks
including dog parks that are accessible only to residents can take some of the pressure off existing public spaces.

Additionally, although setting an acquisition goal is imperative, I have yet to find in the PSMP any goal for the County setting aside
monies/authorizing park bonds in amounts reasonably sufficient to support the 30 acre goal. Without County allocated monies, the goal will
be meaningless.
1.1.
Add at least 30 acres of new public space over the
next 10 years.

Section 1.1 (p. iv and p. 70), Add at least 30 acres of new public space over the next 10 years: Consistent with comments you already received, Email
include acquisition of green space for passive use and preservation of natural resources as a priority. A paved public square set aside by a
developer (or a rooftop “park” that most people are unaware of) do not provide the same quality of environmental benefit that green space
does. Adding to green space is important because the County continues to implement plans that take away passive green space (e.g., adding
a second set of playground equipment to GlenCarlyn Park instead of replacing the old one).

1.1.
Add at least 30 acres of new public space over the
next 10 years.
Figure 18 (p. 70)

• Page 70. – The goas of only 30 acres of new public space over 10 years is ridiculously low given the needs of the County. Through
condemnation and deals with developers, much more space could and should be acquired.
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j. Figure 18 (p. 70) has problems:
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i. It is described as showing land acquisition for the past 20 years and through FY16, but the chart includes FY 17-18 and goes back 22 years
before FY 16 to include FY 95-96.
ii. The annual totals for 20 years (FY 97-16) add up to 60.71 acres or 3.035 ac/year, not 3.25.
iii. In what year(s) is the acreage of Long Bridge Park?
1.1.
Add at least 30 acres of new public space over the
next 10 years.
1.1.1.
Acquire land where feasible according to
acquisition guidelines.

i. Rec. 1.1 (pp. iv, 70) refers to developing “passive facilities”. The term also shows up on p. 34. Shouldn’t that be “casual use spaces and
facilities”?
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1.1.1 Acquire land where feasible… Land for acquisition does not become available according to any particular set of criteria and waiting for Email
parcels that “will have the most impact’ will result in the dynamic of less rather than more land being acquired, particularly in an already
developed County and where the Parks Department will perhaps legitimately say that with limited funds they have to wait for the optimal
parcel. We need to purchase parkland when and where we reasonably can.
1.1.1.
d. Rec. 1.1.1 (p.70) dusts off the 2005 call for a land acquisition policy, and suggests that the proposed acquisition criteria meet that goal. (The Email
Acquire land where feasible according to
status report on p.19 also says the criteria “complete the policy”.) Even if they work as advertised – and I’m not confident of that – the criteria
acquisition guidelines.
are just one of several tools sought in 2005. That plan also called for “proactive practices in securing property, including purchasing options …
paying for the first right of refusal, and the use of eminent domain when necessary”. Have any of these been adopted? If so, progress should
be noted. If not, shouldn’t they be endorsed again?
1.1.2.
1.1.2 Secure or expand the pubic spaces envisioned by sector, corridor… My understanding is that many of these plans are old with the result Email
Secure or expand the public spaces envisioned by that that identified parcels have already been developed. In newer plans, greater parkland acquisition plans were ultimately reduced in the
sector, corridor, and other plans adopted by the
final version contrary to the wishes of many residents. Given continuing development pressures, mechanisms need to be developed for
County Board — including the Clarendon Sector
residents to much more quickly identify important parcels that may not be in an existing plan that become available without having to go
Plan, Virginia Square Plan, Courthouse Sector Plan, through the arduous process of adopting brand new plans, e.g. mechanisms for “ad hoc” identification with material public support and
Rosslyn Sector Plan, Crystal City Sector Plan, and
prompt County acquisition.
Columbia Pike Form Based Codes — and ensure
they provide amenities that meet County needs.
1.1.2.
• Page 70 – Priority Action 1.1.2 Should be implemented noting the importance of a network of green streets that are tree-lined as part of the Email
Secure or expand the public spaces envisioned by plan
sector, corridor, and other plans adopted by the
County Board — including the Clarendon Sector
Plan, Virginia Square Plan, Courthouse Sector Plan,
Rosslyn Sector Plan, Crystal City Sector Plan, and
Columbia Pike Form Based Codes — and ensure
they provide amenities that meet County needs.
Places to Start: Deck Parks
Places to Start: Deck Parks

1.1.2.
Secure or expand the public spaces envisioned by
sector, corridor, and other plans adopted by the
County Board — including the Clarendon Sector
Plan, Virginia Square Plan, Courthouse Sector Plan,
Rosslyn Sector Plan, Crystal City Sector Plan, and
Columbia Pike Form Based Codes — and ensure
they provide amenities that meet County needs.

k. Deck parks: over the GW Memorial Parkway (p.73)? Too far-fetched to be worth mentioning, especially if we want to encourage NPS to
Email
collaborate on anything.
18. Gateways - POPS notes rehabilitation and possible expansion of deck parks over I-66. In the future, a possible deck over I-66 at East Falls Email
Church would create opportunity for a gateway to Arlington and the Lee Highway Corridor from the west, as Rosslyn’s Gateway Park over I-66
marks the gateway from the east. Presently, the approved pedestrian/bicycle bridge at East Falls Church will soon provide a realized gateway
opportunity to Arlington, the Lee Highway Corridor and trails. LHA encourages POPS to embrace and incorporate this bridge not only as a
pedestrian and open space link, but as a gateway to Arlington and to include opportunities that engage public art and the community in
creating a gateway feature to the LHC.
e. The securing and tracking of strong public use easements is so important that it merits a separate point instead of being added onto 1.1.4. Email

1.1.2.
d. In 1.1.2 (p. 71), Courthouse Square is a fine example of a major public space called for in a sector plan. It is not, however, an example of a
Secure or expand the public spaces envisioned by space justified by LOS analysis, since there is no LOS or population-based standard for a central public square. That text should be revised.
sector, corridor, and other plans adopted by the
County Board — including the Clarendon Sector
Plan, Virginia Square Plan, Courthouse Sector Plan,
Rosslyn Sector Plan, Crystal City Sector Plan, and
Columbia Pike Form Based Codes — and ensure
they provide amenities that meet County needs.
1.1.3.
Incorporate the recommendations of this plan into
future sector, corridor, and other County plans,
and use County-wide needs and level of service
analyses to guide the inclusion of additional public
space in those plans.
1.1.2.
Secure or expand the public spaces envisioned by
sector, corridor, and other plans adopted by the
County Board — including the Clarendon Sector
Plan, Virginia Square Plan, Courthouse Sector Plan,
Rosslyn Sector Plan, Crystal City Sector Plan, and
Columbia Pike Form Based Codes — and ensure
they provide amenities that meet County needs.
1.1.3.
Incorporate the recommendations of this plan into
future sector, corridor, and other County plans,
and use County-wide needs and level of service
analyses to guide the inclusion of additional public
space in those plans.

Email

c. The reach of LOS analysis needs to be clarified. Much of the description refers to using LOS standards to suggest needed amenities. Yet
Email
rec. 1.1.3 (p.71) says that LOS standards “will guide the inclusion of additional public space” in future sector etc. plans. Could LOS analysis also
support land purchases, for example for a needed dog park?

a. 1.1.2 and 1.1.3 should focus on securing the public spaces identified in adopted plans, and making sure that adequate public spaces are
included in future sector etc. plans.

Email

1.1.2.
h. Re priority actions, 1.1.2 (spaces envisioned by sector plans) is a priority action within a priority action (1.1, add 30+ acres). Does that make Email
Secure or expand the public spaces envisioned by implementing the sector etc. plans more important than buying property? Or is the significant part of 1.1.2 to “ensure” that site plans include
sector, corridor, and other plans adopted by the
needed amenities? (p. 70)
County Board — including the Clarendon Sector
Plan, Virginia Square Plan, Courthouse Sector Plan,
Rosslyn Sector Plan, Crystal City Sector Plan, and
Columbia Pike Form Based Codes — and ensure
they provide amenities that meet County needs.
1.1.4.
Ensure that public space amenities proposed in site
plans are informed by level of service analyses and
include well-designed, clearly defined public
easements that are regularly maintained.

b. The use of LOS standards to guide the selection and design of amenities for spaces secured through sector plans and related site plans
Email
should be a separate point. The explanatory text should mention including amenities for active play, and/or for children, in future plazas and
similar spaces if LOS analysis shows those are needed. It should also state that these should be provided as developer contributions, not addons at county cost. In short, this plan needs to be very clear that county expectations for developer-provided public spaces have changed.

1.1.4.
Also require a minimum number of trees be planted and cared for.
Ensure that public space amenities proposed in site
plans are informed by level of service analyses and
include well-designed, clearly defined public
easements that are regularly maintained.

Online

1.1.4.
p. 72. Public space amenities in site plans. The Planning Commission and the County Board should not approve any residential site plan for a
Ensure that public space amenities proposed in site dog-friendly building if the applicant does not have a plan for a dog exercise area – either its own space or a shared space with another
plans are informed by level of service analyses and building.
include well-designed, clearly defined public
easements that are regularly maintained.

Email

1.1.5.
Continue to acquire ownership or easements from
willing sellers for land adjacent to County
waterways, particularly Four Mile Run. (see also
1.5.2.)

1.1.5 Explore strengthening…the County’s Transfer of Development Rights policy…Strongly support “banking” development rights but
Email
presumably that requires the County to purchase such rights (unless a private entity could be enlisted to do so) and therefore again requires
material County financial support. I would think that the County would also need to reassess the “donating” parcel for property tax purposes
to provide a further incentive for selling the development rights which should also be highlighted in this section if I am correct. If this is done
elsewhere in the country that should be noted as supporting examples.

1.1.5.
Continue to acquire ownership or easements from
willing sellers for land adjacent to County
waterways, particularly Four Mile Run. (see also
1.5.2.)
1.1.5.
Continue to acquire ownership or easements from
willing sellers for land adjacent to County
waterways, particularly Four Mile Run. (see also
1.5.2.)
1.1.6.
Explore strengthening and expanding the use of
the County’s Transfer of Development Rights policy
as a tool to create and consolidate future public
space.
1.1.6.
Explore strengthening and expanding the use of
the County’s Transfer of Development Rights policy
as a tool to create and consolidate future public
space.
1.1.6.
Explore strengthening and expanding the use of
the County’s Transfer of Development Rights policy
as a tool to create and consolidate future public
space.
1.1.9.
Identify and evaluate potential surplus public
properties, and determine if they should be
disposed of or incorporated into the public space
system.

• Page 72- Priority Action 1.1.5. Easements have been acquired for a number of project that have nothing to do with enhancing waterways as Email
natural resources. Donaldson Run is a good example where trees are removed for unsubstantiated storm water purposes that have nothing
to do with preserving these areas for real natural resource purposes.
Preserve existing trees.

Online

Preserve existing trees.

Online

e. Rec. 1.1.6 (p.72) re TDRs is too wishywashy. Instead of “Explore strengthening and expanding the use …” it should say, “Strengthen and
expand …” (Yes, this is a thorny topic, but the ground should not be given up so soon.)

Email

17. Transferrable Development Rights (TDRs) – LHA encourages a continued conversation on TDRs as a tool for the provision of open space in Email
the Lee Highway Corridor.

1.1.9 Identify and Evaluate Potential Surplus Public Properties…The criteria for determining inclusion of such properties as parkland should
Email
not be only “locations with poor access to public space and of the right size to site needed amenities”. That means that parcels that could be
restored as natural areas, for example, which are likely to be outside transportation corridors, might not be retained even when the survey
clearly indicates a desire for more passive space. Similarly the repeated emphasis on “amenities” in this document biases acquisition against
spaces that could become “Unstructured Use Spaces” but might not be appropriate for “amenities”. The practical reality is that much
“surplus” County land may be excluded because of the continuing emphasis in the document on equitable distribution of amenities/public
space when again, available land may not align with those criteria and the public clearly has indicated that it wants more public land,
especially for passive uses.

1.1.9.
Identify and evaluate potential surplus public
properties, and determine if they should be
disposed of or incorporated into the public space
system.
1.1.9.
Identify and evaluate potential surplus public
properties, and determine if they should be
disposed of or incorporated into the public space
system.
1.1.9.
Identify and evaluate potential surplus public
properties, and determine if they should be
disposed of or incorporated into the public space
system.
Page 73- Deck Parks

What surplus properties does the County have? Why are these not listed somewhere for the public
to see?

Online

These can be great areas for micro-parks. Micro-parks are small slivers of green space in otherwise
hard to develop land. Consider the corner of Columbus Street and Columbia Pike as a great location
for a micro-park.

Online

County should also reclaim property that has been encroached particularly where it is adjacent to
Parks.

Online

This comment is made on behalf of the Arlington Soccer Association. ASA strongly supports different
play space types (like deck parks). We suggest piloting this idea to see how it works.

Online

Page 73- Deck Parks

These parks are amazing. They also build in space for things like food trucks and other
transformative ideas, so that the park is able to be a living and breathing thing.

Online

Page 73- Deck Parks

Deck parks, widely separated from nearby homes and apartment buildings are a great place to add
to school and sports user capacity.

Online

Page 73- Deck Parks(Places to Start)

How will you address the noise and the air pollution? How will you protect trees planted on such
"deck parks" from decimation from the car exhaust?

Online

Page 73: Surface Parking(Places to Start)

Consider removing the parking lot at Four Mile Run Drive and Columbia Pike, and replacing with a
deck style park, that is open, transformative and inviting
14. Park(ing) Becomes Park(land) or Open Space – LHA encourages the County to converse with VDOT and DES regarding autonomous
vehicles and their impacts on open space by decreasing parking needs. However, successful retail places like the Lee Harrison Shopping
Center – which was mentioned in the POPS text - will continue to require parking.
This comment is on behalf of Arlington Soccer Association. ASA strongly supports facility
development or renovation that encourages multi-sport access.

Online

6. Add a recommendation 1.1.11 - Seek to locate some municipal functions outside of the County if doing so is cost-effective and preserves
County space for recreational uses (page 74)
Why? Citizens would prefer to have their recreational activities located in the county.

Email

Page 73: Surface Parking(Places to Start)

1.1.10. Consider the acquisition of defunct private
indoor and outdoor recreation facilities using
acquisition guidelines.
1.1.11. Proposed New Action Step

email
Online

1.2.
Section 1.2 (p. 74), Make better use of existing public spaces through system-wide planning and investment in facilities: I note that none of
Email
Make better use of existing public spaces through the priority actions from this section specifically cites preservation of existing green space or preservation of existing tree canopy. The plan is
system-wide planning and investments in facilities. biased in favor of recreational “FACILITIES.” I live near Glen Carlyn Park, an invaluable natural resource that the County has allowed to
degrade in several ways: by taking away passive green space, allowing major damage to natural resources from the Glen Carlyn Dog Park
(particularly loss of vegetation and erosion), and complete failure to maintain Sparrow Pond, a natural wetland and beaver pond that used to
host nesting wood ducks and now hosts released goldfish. Planning should include recognition of the need to maintain park resources
(particularly natural resources).
1.2.
Take great care not to overload residential neighborhoods with totally inappropriate high Kelvin field
Make better use of existing public spaces through lights and noise levels extending well past children's and adults' bedtimes.
system-wide planning and investments in facilities.

Online

1.2.
The complete lack of planning and coordination regarding the field lights at Williamsburge MS should
Make better use of existing public spaces through be included in this discussion as an example of what NOT to do.
system-wide planning and investments in facilities. Throughout the many years of this process, Arlington never considered the question of WHERE field
lighting would be most important. Instead, Arlington simply asked whether or not lights should be
installed at WMS, which divisively pitted residents against field users.
The better approach is simple, and should be discussed. In this situation, Arlington should make a
list of all the rectangular fields, and the pros and cons of installing synthetic turf or lights at each one.
After public discussion, a decision can be made about where to prioritize investment.
Over and over, whether the issue is fields lights or dog parks or sidewalks, Arlington fails to conduct
this simple initial step, which leads to leads to years of argument.
The solution, which should be discussed here, is better planning and coordination about where to
prioritize an investment. The question is not whether some facility is a good idea or not (because all
facilities are good for something) , but what priority should be given to that facility as compared to
others and, if the facility is a high priority, where it should be located.

Online

1.2.
Not included in this section is the need for restroom facilities in Parks. Even smaller Parks with fields
Make better use of existing public spaces through and playgrounds need facilities. Portapotties are just not an acceptable option where hundreds of
system-wide planning and investments in facilities. kids can be playing soccer on any given weekend. Specifically thinking of Arlington Hall Park.
1.2.1.
Complete the remaining elements of Long Bridge
Park.
1.2.1.
Complete the remaining elements of Long Bridge
Park.
1.2.1.
Complete the remaining elements of Long Bridge
Park.
1.2.1.
Complete the remaining elements of Long Bridge
Park.
1.2.2.
Complete the implementation of adopted park
master plans.
1.2.2.
Complete the implementation of adopted park
master plans.
1.2.2.
Complete the implementation of adopted park
master plans.
The County Board has adopted a number of parkspecific master plans that show the location and
type of park elements as well as design guidelines.
The County should continue to implement the
adopted park master plans for Mosaic Park,
Penrose Square, Four Mile Run, Rosslyn Highlands
Park, and Jennie Dean Park.

1.2.1 Complete the Remaining Elements of Long Bridge Park This is an example of where changed circumstances, including the dramatically
increased capital demands of schools, etc. warrants revisiting and further reducing the scope of the proposed Aquatics Centers so that the
park bond monies can be used for other distributed park purposes, e.g. one or two community swimming pools elsewhere in the County, as
identified through this PSMP as County funding will continue to be constrained.
This is must do. There should be a new lighted rectangular field at Long Bridge park, an affordable
aquatics center and workout facilities that attract users from Central and North as well as South
Arlington.
Please stop the non-sense of this aquatics facility. We can't afford it. We don't need it. And there
are other areas of the county in desperate need of that funding.

Email

Look at the numbers of that public survey again. Where did the numbers come from? Was it the
whole county? Put it to a public vote like you did our street car.

Online

Online
Online

Page 75: The adopted Park Master Plans specifically include the Plan for Jennie Dean Park. Do not repurpose park property there into an arts Email
district or other non-park uses.
a. Re 1.2.2 (p. 75), can the text or sidebar show real-world benefits by describing features planned for, say, Mosaic Park, Rosslyn Highlands or Email
Penrose Square?
b. Which “Four Mile Run” adopted plan does 1.2.2 refer to? If the joint Arlington-Alexandria plan, it should be fully identified. And isn’t the
Jennie Dean plan under review now?

Email

1.2.2.
Complete the implementation of adopted park
master plans.

Virginia Highlands Park is conspicuously absent. As one of the largest parks, and one with
competing needs in a densely populated area, it should have a master plan

Online

1.2.3.
Consolidate recreation facilities and activities that
are currently distributed throughout community
centers into fewer, larger recreation centers.

Page 75: The “centers that have dedicated space for recreation are needed” include a public indoor tennis facility.

Email

1.2.3.
Consolidate recreation facilities and activities that
are currently distributed throughout community
centers into fewer, larger recreation centers.

1.2.3 Consolidate Recreation Facilities… Proposing to shut down recreation centers is a non-starter given the acknowledged demand for even Email
more recreation space. If that is the intent, that it is an invitation to obvious and justifiable community conflict and reaction. That would
also contradict the overall tenor of the PSMP to provide “equitable access” since it would concentrate availability, and financial/other
resources, in specific locations. This provision should clarify that shutting down recreation centers is not the intent. While expansion of
facilities may be warranted by sheer demand, it cannot be done by cannabalizing existing Natural Lands, Unstructured Use Spaces, etc., which
may require, if feasible “building up”. The current design for the new Lubber Run Community Center exposes the dangers of “building out”
and the impact on Natural Lands as well as the conflicts that arise from neighbors in “building up”. You really need to clarify the intent here
and hopefully will eliminate any implication about eliminating recreation centers whereas your actual intent may be to concentrate center
functions at various centers, although that still will raise questions of equitable access. Finally, needless to say, ongoing constraints on capital
make this unlikely in the near term; what is more likely is that monies will be reduced/not allocated for land acquisition to pay for this.

1.2.3.
Consolidate recreation facilities and activities that
are currently distributed throughout community
centers into fewer, larger recreation centers.

Larger facilities in residential areas is completely inappropriate. What will the County do with the
spaces that are closed? The surrounding community must have input in these decisions and their
wishes should be honored by the County.

Online

1.2.3.
Consolidate recreation facilities and activities that
are currently distributed throughout community
centers into fewer, larger recreation centers.

What specific kinds of summer camps and drop in opportunities are envisioned at the Madison
Center?

Online

1.2.4.
Designate and expand 4 sports-specific complexes
that will provide access to prime recreational
amenities and will accommodate sports
tournaments.

1.2.4 Designate and Expand 4 Sports-specific Complexes I strongly object to inclusion of this proposal, certainly without significantly more
Email
explanation as to what is intended, and then only if the following concerns are allayed. First, it again contradicts the overall tenor of the
PSMP to provide “equitable access” since it would concentrate availability, and financial/other resources, in specific locations. Tournament
revenue will not offset these costs nor justify this concentration given the other impacts. Even more importantly, unless such facilities can be
restricted to the footprints of the existing comparable facilities, which is highly doubtful, this will potentially result in the loss of existing
Natural Lands, Unstructured Use Spaces, etc. for facilities with expanded footprints. We have seen significant conflict justifiably arise at
Bluemont Park and Virginia Highlands Park resulting from such conversions to Structured Use Spaces and I strongly object to purposely doing
so here and setting up the community for yet more conflict. These resources need to be distributed provided that that can be done without
conversion of other types of uses. Finally, needless to say, ongoing constraints on capital make this unlikely in the near term; what is more
likely is that monies will be reduced/not allocated for land acquisition to pay for this.

1.2.4.
Designate and expand 4 sports-specific complexes
that will provide access to prime recreational
amenities and will accommodate sports
tournaments.

Page 76: A “tennis complex” at Bluemont Park should increase the number of courts beyond nine. Indoor courts should be added.
Alternatively, the County annually should bubble some of the outdoor courts at Bluemont Park so that residents can play tennis indoors
during inclement weather. In planning and designing the anticipated tennis complex, Arlington County should consult the Arlington County
Tennis Association (“ACTA”).

Email

1.2.4.
Designate and expand 4 sports-specific complexes
that will provide access to prime recreational
amenities and will accommodate sports
tournaments.

l. Rec. 1.2.4 (p.76) clarify that the proposed sports complexes are outdoors, in contrast to 1.2.5.

Email

1.2.4.
Designate and expand 4 sports-specific complexes
that will provide access to prime recreational
amenities and will accommodate sports
tournaments.

This comment is on behalf of the Arlington Soccer Association. ASA agrees that grouping fields is the
most efficient for maintenance and believe it helps create community parks.

Online

1.2.5.Construct 2 new multi-use activity centers to
Email
provide year-round access to indoor athletic courts 1.2.5 Construct two new multi-use activity centers…Suffice it to say that my comments to Section 1.2.3 and 1.2.4 apply here as well, including:
and fields.
- where will you get the space without cannabalizing existing Natural Lands and Unstructured Use Spaces?
- where will you get the money without precluding acquiring additional parkland which ranked so highly in the PSMP survey or making the
multitude of other investments recommended in the PSMP?
- where will you site these facilities without making access prohibitive for many parts of the County?
My overall fear from the recommendations at 1.2.3 - 1.2.5 is that future investment will be seriously skewed to implementing these major
facilities/facilities changes which largely benefit organized sports activities and because of their better ability to organize and influence the
County, result to the determent and reduction of other critical park uses and needs outlined in other recommendations.

1.2.5.Construct 2 new multi-use activity centers to
provide year-round access to indoor athletic courts
and fields.
1.2.5.Construct 2 new multi-use activity centers to
provide year-round access to indoor athletic courts
and fields.
1.2.6. Develop park framework plans with
community input for all public spaces that identify
intended uses and in what zones those uses are
intended to occur.
1.2.6. Develop park framework plans with
community input for all public spaces that identify
intended uses and in what zones those uses are
intended to occur.
1.2.6. Develop park framework plans with
community input for all public spaces that identify
intended uses and in what zones those uses are
intended to occur.
Page 78- Roof Spaces

P76. Why are we advocating for 2 multi-use activity centers? How is this supported by the survey? Perhaps for this plan we should focus on 1 Email
and not 2. With the many competing priorities, the survey favoring trails and natural resources, and limited funds, advocating for 2 expensive
activities centers will pull resources away from the community priorities.
Page 76: Needed multi-use activity centers include an indoor tennis facility.
Email
p. 77. Defining zones for different uses. “Casual use” spaces can be as small as a garden nook with a bench. They don’t need to be part of a
“zone” dedicated to casual use such as the open area by the Virginia Highlands Park sprayground, which has a prominent sign in right in the
middle of it telling visitors the space isn’t for “active use.”

Email

List parks that need Framework Planning including Virginia Highlands Park. Due to its size and
importance to the County park system, it should be on the Master Park List.

Online

11. Park Design – LHA supports the concept of inexpensive park master plans or framework plans and documentation of neighborhood
conversations and approvals; to be funded under Neighborhood Conservation Plans. LHA also supports that park design include welcoming
multi-generational spaces, which are common in Europe (contemplative space and active space including play and exercise equipment for all
ages to enjoy from tots, to millennials, to seniors).
People would support use of roof spaces for nighttime as well as day time sports. Less noise and
light pollution affecting neighborhoods and no needless sacrifice of natural values, including trees,
wildlife and green space.

email

Online

1.2.7.
p. 92. Develop park master plans, to be adopted by the County Board, for approximately 10 parks that are of high importance to the park
Email
Develop park master plans, to be adopted by the
system. Why does this list leave out Virginia Highlands Park, one of Arlington’s largest parks? It is in a densely populated area with competing
County Board, for approximately 10 parks that are recreation and open-space needs. This is a significant omission.
of high importance to the park system.
1.2.7.
c. Re 1.2.7 (p. 78), several questions: Is the list of ten important parks needing master plans in priority order? If so, how soon does DPR expect Email
to start working with APS on Quincy Park? Would it be more prudent to list the ten alphabetically? As for the overall timetable, doing all ten in
Develop park master plans, to be adopted by the
County Board, for approximately 10 parks that are 0-5 years as shown in the matrix (p.175) seems wildly optimistic even with ample funding. Are these already lined up in the CIP?
of high importance to the park system.
1.2.8.
Convert an additional 12 existing rectangular fields
and 4 existing diamond fields to synthetic turf as
funding is available.
1.2.8.
Convert an additional 12 existing rectangular fields
and 4 existing diamond fields to synthetic turf as
funding is available.
1.2.8.
Convert an additional 12 existing rectangular fields
and 4 existing diamond fields to synthetic turf as
funding is available.
1.2.8.
Convert an additional 12 existing rectangular fields
and 4 existing diamond fields to synthetic turf as
funding is available.
1.2.9.
Add lighting to synthetic fields and other multi-use
fields, according to field lighting guidelines

P78. I think we need to provide support/explanation for the number of fields for turf and lighting, including what that gets us in terms of
needing less space for fields. This is discussed later in the draft but should be discussed or references/cited here.

Email

Which fields will be converted to syn turf? I would like to know the location of the fields. When are
each of the fields scheduled to be converted?

Online

Please identify the specific candidates for conversation of grass to synthetic turf fields - both
rectangular and diamond. Failure to identify the candidate locations is unacceptable. It's clear that
candidates known to DPR staff and sports user groups. It's unfair to keep this information shielded
from affected neighborhoods.
As I commented on the introduction to section 1.2, the County should carefully consider the pros and
cons of converting a particular field to synthetic turf, and make a system-wide plan. Ad hoc
conversion of fields without a plan will only cause disagreements and arguing, as has been the past
experience.
Page 78: Also add lighting to unlit courts including tennis courts, and upgrade existing lighting of tennis and other courts.

Online

Online

Email

1.2.9.
This comment is on behalf of the Arlington Soccer Association. ASA strongly supports adding
Add lighting to synthetic fields and other multi-use synthetic turf to maximize field use when grass fields are wet.
fields, according to field lighting guidelines

Online

1.2.9.
What "field lighting guidelines" does this refer to? Is this the 1 foot candle mentioned in Appendix B
Add lighting to synthetic fields and other multi-use and/or the bullet points listed just after it? There is no mention of deciding which fields would be lit
fields, according to field lighting guidelines
based on the community character, zoning, or proximity of homes. Is this recommendation to light
any field anywhere in Arlington? I suggest adopting the guidelines provided in the WFWG report.
While there was no consensus on the particular site, the guidelines on siting lights were a consensus
recommendation. I suggest the POPS committee meet with the WFWF members to discuss this
issue.
1.2.9.
If lighting is made a precondition for installing synthetic turf on natural gas fields, many
Add lighting to synthetic fields and other multi-use neighborhoods will adamantly oppose synthetic turf, depriving the County of 700 additional
fields, according to field lighting guidelines
hours/field (excluding additional time for outdoor PE on APS sites) that could be achieved via turf
alone. Adult field use is declining - existing lighted fields are almost half empty after 9 pm. More
playing time for kids can be achieved by moving up the start of the fall and spring soccer seasons.
Lights are the poison pill that will bring progress on adding playing capacity for children to a
screeching halt.
1.2.9.
More on the "field lighting guidelines:" One foot-candle is appropriate for some fields and totally
Add lighting to synthetic fields and other multi-use inappropriate for others. Whoever says that one foot-candle should be the rule is not considering the
fields, according to field lighting guidelines
setting. It's a blank check for putting lights some places where they don't belong.

Online

1.2.9.
This section 1.2.9 is a blanket and summary statement that must be reconsidered and fleshed out.
Add lighting to synthetic fields and other multi-use There is no evidence that installing lighting would, as a practical matter, significantly increase the
fields, according to field lighting guidelines
number of hours that fields are used.
Installing more synthetic fields will greatly increase the number of hours that fields are available, and
just as importantly, reduce aggravation over closures due to rain.
The incremental benefit of adding lights to a synthetic field is much smaller.
As a first step, Arlington should complete the installation of synthetic fields where they are
appropriate. Only AFTER that is done, and IF there is still unmet demand for field space, should
Arlington proceed to the next step of adding lights.
Quite simply, the number of people who NEED to use fields after dark (mainly because they are
working during the day) is relatively small. The reason people are using fields at night right now is
because there are not enough fields available for day use, which is because the fields are closed
when wet.
Making more synthetic fields available for use during the day will meet the demand, and lights will not
be necessary
1.2.9.
This comment is on behalf of the Arlington Soccer Association. Adding lighting to synthetic fields will
Add lighting to synthetic fields and other multi-use benefit kids and their families by reducing cross-county traffic (as currently lighted fields are clustered in South Arlington), expanding overall
fields, according to field lighting guidelines
field capacity (allowing more playing time--between 415-600
additional hours of use per year), and reducing field crowding to improve practice session quality
1.2.9.
The County's sole source sports lighting vendor is overselling the ability of LED technology to control
Add lighting to synthetic fields and other multi-use glare and light scatter. The Next Gen Luminaire LED lighting competition found that technology is
fields, according to field lighting guidelines
not yet good enough to limit pole heights, glare & light spill on high school (non-pro) and recreational
fields
1.2.9.
This comment is on behalf of the Arlington Soccer Association. ASA encourages the county to
Add lighting to synthetic fields and other multi-use consider a practice of installing lighting for synthetic turf fields.
fields, according to field lighting guidelines

Online

1.2.9.
P79. 1.2.10 Lighting is controversial right now so be careful with how you reference lighting.
Add lighting to synthetic fields and other multi-use
fields, according to field lighting guidelines

Email

1.2.10.
P79. 1.2.10 Lighting is controversial right now so be careful with how you reference lighting.
Review and study possible modifications to the
County’s regulations and codes — including zoning
and other requirements related to setbacks,
lighting, parking, signage, height, and temporary
use of public and private property as public space
— to allow more flexibility in park planning and
respond to high-density contexts.

Email

Online

Online

Online

Online

Online

1.2.10.
Any zoning changes should be approached with great caution. Some vocal residents think all of
Review and study possible modifications to the
Arlington should be a big city, but most neighborhoods, including those in our urban corridors,
County’s regulations and codes — including zoning adamantly disagree.
and other requirements related to setbacks,
lighting, parking, signage, height, and temporary
use of public and private property as public space
— to allow more flexibility in park planning and
respond to high-density contexts.

Online

1.2.10.
7. Signage – Signage is not consistent across the County and there needs to be improvement in design. LHA recommends that more creative Email
Review and study possible modifications to the
signage/wayfinding be considered, including the use of public art as signage, along with sufficient, comprehensive signage to mark access
County’s regulations and codes — including zoning points to trails and public spaces, such as the access point to Stratford Park from Old Dominion Drive.
and other requirements related to setbacks,
lighting, parking, signage, height, and temporary
use of public and private property as public space
— to allow more flexibility in park planning and
respond to high-density contexts.
1.2.11.
For larger parks or parks with buildings, evaluate
replacing on-site surface parking with structured,
underground, or on-street parking to maximize
space for ground-level uses.

Page 79: Build new tennis courts on top of parking garages.

Email

1.2.11.
For larger parks or parks with buildings, evaluate
replacing on-site surface parking with structured,
underground, or on-street parking to maximize
space for ground-level uses.

n. Rec. 1.2.11 (p. 79) Could note that the county and APS are gaining green recreational space as well as 725+ school seats at Thomas
Jefferson by replacing a large surface parking lot with a new elementary school with underground parking.

Email

1.2.11.
For larger parks or parks with buildings, evaluate
replacing on-site surface parking with structured,
underground, or on-street parking to maximize
space for ground-level uses.

Add a qualification that money should not be spent on parking structures until all the streets in the
surrounding neighborhood have sidewalks.
Sidewalks are much less expensive than parking structures, and should be the priority.
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Page 79.

What county policies should be reflected in these recommended updates? This is vague, can you be
Online
more specific? Or if you mean that the policies should be changed, please say which ones and how
they should be changed?
Page 80: Potential roof spaces intriguingly include those on top of a parking garage at the East Falls Church Metrorail Station. First, however, Email
a parking garage would have to be constructed there; currently, that Metrorail stop provides only surface parking.

1.2.12.
Explore opportunities to add or relocate
recreational amenities above structured parking
and on roofs and walls of County buildings.
1.2.13.
Explore opportunities to improve public spaces
that are underground or underneath
infrastructure.
1.2.14.
Provide all-season access to athletic fields,
commensurate with demand, through the use of
temporary or permanent structures.
1.2.14.
Provide all-season access to athletic fields,
commensurate with demand, through the use of
temporary or permanent structures.
1.2.16.
Develop a network of green streets that connect
public spaces.
1.2.18.
Develop design guidelines for privately-owned
public spaces.
1.2.18.
Develop design guidelines for privately-owned
public spaces.

Page 81.

1.2.22.
Incorporate new and interactive technologies into
public spaces.
1.3. Ensure access to spaces that are
intentionally designed to support the
casual, impromptu use and connection
with nature.
1.3. Ensure access to spaces that are
intentionally designed to support the
casual, impromptu use and connection
with nature.
1.3. Ensure access to spaces that are
intentionally designed to support the
casual, impromptu use and connection
with nature.
Casual Use Spaces
Casual Use Spaces
Casual Use Spaces

Casual Use Spaces

A tunnel beneath the Intersection of Death at Lee Hwy and N. Lynn St. should be included here as
an example of an underground structure that would be not only attractive, but life-saving!

Online

Page 81: Temporary, climate controlled “bubbles” should include bubbles over outdoor tennis courts.
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What are the analytics that would support the use of bubbles? Is there evidence of excess demand
for climate controlled bubbles during summer and winter seasons that would justify the expense.
Children play on the WMS fields even when it's snowing.

Online

This should be moved to a much higher priority!
While a nice street may not be as eye-catching as a large parking structure or synthetic field, it is
going to be used over time by many more people. As noted, trees are necessary to making a street
usable during the summer.
c. Creating design standards for privately-owned public spaces should be moved up from 1.2.18 (p. 82) and rewritten to apply to all such
spaces as they are created or revitalized, not just to the “negative” areas mentioned in 1.2.18. (Through the MTP, the county actually has
detailed design standards for sidewalks and such.)
4. Privately Owned Public Space – The County does not have a complete list of privately owned public access areas/land. LHA strongly
encourages that the data base be established, including acreage, starting with the Ballston Corridor but including Lee Highway in the future.
The POPS plan identifies a need for guidelines to identify extra space within private development that can be aggregated to create useable
space. LHA recommends that guidelines also provide for all public spaces on private property to be visually or physically connected to, and
accessible from, the public realm. In addition to public space, opportunities for public connections and linkages through private property
should also be encouraged wherever possible.
Finding ways for children in south and central Arlington to get to and from existing fields should be a
high priority. It appears that lower-income children are underserved by organized sports user groups
in relation to population density and by the County in terms of access to fields
o. Rec. 1.2.22 (p.84) calls for public art, water features and signage. Is there a recommendation about good maintenance of same?
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This is an important priority but, as stated, it is aspirations, not specific, measurable or actionable. It
lies at the heart of what Arlingtonians say they want - a cozy, not walled canyon - community.

Online

In the Route 1 corridor of Pentagon City, where growth and density have accelerated, this is
essential. This need should figure into acquisition of property, easements on private land, and
revised use of existing facilities in this area, including Virginia Highlands Park.

Online

Sidewalks are a key element of casual use. If people cannot walk out their door and down a
sidewalk, they can't interact with nature or their community in the many ways noted in the rest of this
document. It all comes back to sidewalks. Until Arlington completes its sidewalk network, it can't claim to be a
world-class community.
• Page 87 – Casual use spaces include trees as shown in the picture. Why aren’t trees part of the plan then?
• Casual Use Spaces: Is LOS for casual use spaces coming? I hope so! But if not, we must explain that reaching LOS for other activities will not
be at the expense of important casual use spaces. Include/explain their importance to the community and that they will not be sacrificed to
meet the LOS for other amenities just because we were unable to quantify them.
P86. While parts of schoolgrounds might be casual use spaces, the entirety of the schoolgrounds should not be counted. School buildings,
parking, and playgrounds are not casual use spaces. And what about school fields? They are reserved for much of the time so should
probably not be casual use spaces. What part of the schoolgrounds are casual use? This needs to be clarified and worked through carefully.
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P87. This is not just about creating casual use spaces, but also preserving/maintaining existing ones.
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Casual Use Spaces

4. We commend the plan’s recognition that ‘casual-use’ spaces are valued by the community and that land needs to be intentionally designed Email
for this purpose and be an integral part of Arlington’s system of public spaces. We commend the plan’s effort to define a term and concept
that is currently without a widely agreed upon definition. We believe the inclusion of accessible forested areas in this definition makes sense
and will help to prioritize the design and management of the county’s urban forest.

Casual Use Spaces

Casual use spaces should be defined at least in part as publicly owned spaces that may be used to
take walks and appreciate nature. They need not contain cement or other paved walkways, nor
benches nor other structures. Just trees, wildlife and people who would like to enjoy them.
Please provide information that will assist the County Board in acting on the goal of creating more
casual use spaces, identifying #, location, and unique needs of the surrounding neighborhoods - e.g.
comparison between % of public land devoted to programmed vs casual use activities.
Some casual spaces are too small to comply with ADA standards. Common sense is needed. The
perfect should not be the enemy of the good.
Better community engagement processes are needed. It's important to involve the community before
staff reach a conclusion. Use of multiple channels, including "Next Door" websites, as well as the
County's email network, Civic Associations and signage should be utilized. Every individual who has
served on a County advisory committee should receive information about decisions affecting their
neighborhood - they can opt out if they wish to do so.
Dog walking?
(lying [not laying] on a lawn)
These can also be small spaces--a bench in a small planted garden area at the periphery of
recreational space. Just use a little creativity in designing plantings and seating.
Arlington's acquisition criteria do not seem to envision the value of pocket parks on small lots. These
are important in crowded areas.
"continue to monitor amenities" -- in some cases, this approach tends to mean replacing perfectly
functional amenities such as playgrounds, simply because they are not the most up-to-date. We do not always need the newest, snazziest
things.
On the other hand, the County has used the "we never remove facilities" argument (e.g., with
underused softball fields), even in the face of changing demand.
Good example of casual use space is Wellburn Square- feels green and protected
Add labyrinth to the list of spaces to include.
We need more casual space. Wooded area west of Williamsburg Middle School fields is prime candidate. There is no accessible parkland in
Rock Spring Civic Association.
Gateway Park feels unsafe + like a dessert- needs more programming + food trucks.
Add food trucks to Gateway Park
Save our green spaces in a natural manner.
Provide amenities (e.g. movable seating) that promote socializing.
More benches + other seating
Benches under trees.
Only include spaces that have minimal man made elements.
Casual spaces around rec. facilities offer flexibility + options for families of facility users.
Farmers market @ Rosslyn
Great idea! Encourage neighborhoods to identify candidates for their areas.
No mandatory hardscape in existing natural areas.
Make a better use of rooftops, they can be casual use spaces too.
Amphitheaters are not casual use spaces.
Like the term Casual Use better than programmed.
Casual use spaces are great- should be designed w/natural features + native plants/tress
We need casual use spaces that are aesthetically beautiful/follow traditional/classical forms
Program Williamsburg fields for casual use/community use.
Appreciate casual open spaces for variety of recreation. For example: pick up soccer, Frisbee, etc.
Need spaces for tweens/teens to hang out and kick a ball around without feeling odd. Now only option is to go to a playground or organized
sports.
There is a lot of casual use space in Arlington already. Are you considering the huge U.S. parkland located in Arlington? Sports space is more
needed than casual use space.
Consider reaching out to students at Arlington Career Center. They have developed a solar-powered charging station (e.g. to charge phones)
that could be added into these public spaces, as appropriate. This is a way for students to be involved in hands-on learning and real world
projects. Educator
2. Informal Open Space - The POPS has created a term, “Casual Use Space” to cover un-programmed open space. A charrette was held with
90 volunteer professionals to discuss this and other issues. The objective is to think more intentionally about flex use space, which can be
anywhere. LHA agrees that Casual Use Space – including public art areas - should be more formally integrated into DPR’s planning and design
efforts.
From a Crystal City vantage point, it is natural that there is a special focus on ‘Casual Use Spaces’. This type of open space often seems to get
lost in discussions about open space, in comparison with large parks, trails, sports fields and indoor facilities. But for a high-density
neighborhood, with 13,000 residents living mainly in small apartments, and in addition a large number of day-time workers and visitors, the
need for close access to ‘pocket size’ parks and plazas is a significant issue. Residents get upset when they are told: “you do not need such
space because you have Long Bridge Park”. But older residents, parents with toddlers and workers with their lunch sandwich do not see that
as the answer.
The Crystal City Sector Plan acknowledges the need for finding more open space, but this does not mean that such space automatically and
mysteriously appears. After seven years, we are still waiting for the first small space. Land-owners and developers tend to focus more on
open space within the new buildings, on terraces and rooftops, without any public access. And the County’s planning guidelines for the buildout of Crystal City may even work against a developer notion of unanticipated open space.

Casual Use Spaces
Casual Use Spaces
Casual Use Spaces

Casual Use Spaces
Casual Use Spaces

Casual Use Spaces

Casual Use Spaces (General)
Casual Use Spaces (General)
Casual Use Spaces (General)
Casual Use Spaces (General)
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Casual Use Spaces (General)

Level Of Service
Level Of Service
Level Of Service
Level Of Service
Level Of Service
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Level Of Service
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July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
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P78. I think we need to provide support/explanation for the number of fields for turf and lighting, including what that gets us in terms of
Email
needing less space for fields. This is discussed later in the draft but should be discussed or references/cited here.
• Page 88 Context Sensitive, activity-based approach to planning. More gobbledygook! Just protect and expand the natural areas and trees
Email
and that will satisfy the real needs of the citizens. Population-based standards are quantitative alternatives to listening and responding to the
expressed desires of citizens. Easy to do on computer in an office, but not effective in real life.
a. The crucial explanatory section (rec. 1.4, pp. 88-93) is still too dense and laden with jargon (“context-sensitive, activity-based”).
Email
b. That section also comes after LOS has been invoked several times. Should this new tool be described earlier in the plan?
Page 90: Based on the deficit between the Current LOS and the Recommended LOS and the increasingly popular playing of tennis, more than
five new tennis courts should be added, and they should be added before 2045.
p. 90. Population Based Standards & Level of Service. Do these calculations factor in whether a sport is declining or increasing in popularity, or
only whether the population will increase? If a sport is declining in popularity faster than the population is increasing, shouldn’t there be a
declining LOS in the future?
Casual Use Spaces: Is LOS for casual use spaces coming? I hope so! But if not, we must explain that reaching LOS for other activities will not
be at the expense of important casual use spaces. Include/explain their importance to the community and that they will not be sacrificed to
meet the LOS for other amenities just because we were unable to quantify them
LOS: 1) Be explicit about the effect that turfing and lighting has on LOS for fields. Put both in table or add a footnote and a reference to the
appendix, but everywhere field LOS is discussed this issue should also be mentioned. 2) Some amenities are needed less in low density areas
because people have yards for this (dog parks and community gardens). Is this factored in? Could qualitatively explain that it’s okay to not
meet the access standards in certain areas because of this. 3) I don’t understand the LOS numbers. Compare dog parks with tennis courts –
both are medium priorities where our LOS already outpaces peers and typicals. But we recommend improving our LOS for dog parks further,
while lowering our LOS for tennis courts.
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Level Of Service

• LOS: 1) Be explicit about the effect that turfing and lighting has on LOS for fields. Put both in table or add a footnote and a reference to the Email
appendix, but everywhere field LOS is discussed this issue should also be mentioned. 2) Some amenities are needed less in low density areas
because people have yards for this (dog parks and community gardens). Is this factored in? Could qualitatively explain that it’s okay to not
meet the access standards in certain areas because of this. 3) I don’t understand the LOS numbers. Compare dog parks with tennis courts –
both are medium priorities where our LOS already outpaces peers and typicals. But we recommend improving our LOS for dog parks further,
while lowering our LOS for tennis courts.

Level Of Service

P90. Reference Appendix E so people know where to look for supporting information.
Email
What is a small game court?
Is LOS for casual use spaces coming? If not, we must explain that getting to LOS for other activities will not be at the expense of important
casual use spaces.
Do these numbers include turfing and lighting fields? If not, how does LOS change if we turf and light fields. I think both entries should be
included (LOS with current state of fields and LOS with proposed state of fields). At the very least there should be a footnote that explains this
situation and references the appendix.
Some of these facilities should have impacts from private facilities. For example, I am pretty sure we have more private pools than most
communities because of all of the apartments/condos. In my understanding, this is not factored in. But when we’re benchmarking a LOS per
person against other communities, this will end up skewing our needs. If X% of our population lives in a place with a pool, then those people
do not need to access a community pool. This should be addressed. If not quantitatively, then at least qualitatively (with a footnote)!
Some amenities are needed less in low density areas (dog parks and community gardens) because people have yards for this. Is this factored
in to the analysis at all? Could at least qualitatively explain that it’s okay to not meet the access standards in certain areas because of this.

Level Of Service (p. 90)

The problem with population based standards is that they do not appear to take into account access
in relation to average household income. The issue is not the LOS we provide to the highest but to
the neediest parts of our County. So the data need to be reworked to take into account need. If you
look at rectangular fields, for example, the locations most in need of easier access to facilities is in
Central and South and not North Arlington. Families in North Arlington tend to have at least 2 cars
and a family member or caregiver who can take children to activities. This is less true in Central and
South Arlington. As examples: average income per household in in 22204 $76,000; average income
in 22207 $170,000. Why is the County proposing to spend so much money on playing fields in North
Arlington?
What are the candidates for new lighted diamond fields
What are the candidates for new synthetic / lighted rectangular fields?
1. Increase the Recommended Level of Service, or Targeted Recommended Ratio, for Diamond Fields (page 90) – A decrease in the level of
service for diamond fields is currently shown.
Why? While the national typical standard has a lower targeted number of fields, Arlington does not follow national trends. Nationally
baseball enrollment has shown a pattern of decreasing; however, Arlington diamond sports has not been following a pattern of decreasing
enrollment. Also, the peer level of service for similar localities has an increased level of service for diamond fields than what Arlington has
today.
Note: The level of service recommendations for diamond fields on page 90 do not match the level of service recommendations shown on
page 241 in Appendix E.
2. Increase the Recommended Level of Service, or Targeted Recommended Ratio, for Rectangle Fields (page 90) – Keeping the level of service
the same for rectangle fields is currently shown.
Why? Arlington County has established a Field Allocation Policy, and has not been able to follow the policy and allot the required field space
to the soccer league and the flag football leagues (fall 2016), which play on rectangle fields. Also, the peer level of service for similar localities
has an increased level of service for rectangular fields than what Arlington has today.
Note: The level of service recommendations for rectangle field on page 90 do not match the level of service recommendations shown on
page 241 in Appendix E.
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3. Correct the Number of Tracks Shown for the Current Inventory (page 90) – Two tracks are shown
Why? There are at least four tracks – each main high school has an outdoor track and Thomas Jefferson Middle School has an indoor track.
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Level Of Service (p. 90)
Level Of Service (p. 90)
Level Of Service

Level Of Service

Level Of Service
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Note: Since this draft document will be published in FY18, should we be referencing what amenities were needed back in 2016? (page 90)

Level Of Service (p.90)

While this entails gathering qualitative, not quantitative information, it would be useful to gain
additional insight as to why children who live in some high density, lower income neighborhoods are
under-represented on organized sports teams and what responsibility and means the County has to
actively assist through sliding scale fee structures and improved transportation access in enabling
these kids to play on recreational and travel teams.
1.4. Use a context-sensitive, activity-based
When so many children the County appear to be underserved by organized sports activities, it makes
approach to providing amenities.
more sense for staff to devote effort to giving children from families and neighborhoods that are
underserved basic access to sports / exercise opportunities before worrying about amenities for
communities that are highly engaged in using the County's existing public spaces.
1.4.1.
Can you be more specific about what is meant by this clause and how it would be interpreted if it
Identify opportunities during park master planning were included in the final master plan?
to add or change amenities or enhance multimodal access based on County-wide needs and
resident input.
1.4.3.
RE: 1.4.3. NCAC projects appear to be exempt from PRC review and often, therefore, duplicate
Based on level of service, determine where to
parks amenities that are available nearby. The playground at Nelly Custis Park â€” the bulk of which
reduce duplication of services without reducing the is owned by a private party â€” is a prime example of adding playground space when there were
overall quality of service provided to the
already multiple playgrounds for a variety of age groups within a short distance. Until NC projects are
community.
forced to follow the same rules as every other project, then there is no way to implement this item
1.4.3.
It should be acknowledged that, in the past, Arlington has not engaged in the rigorous planning
Based on level of service, determine where to
described in this section 1.4. (Rather, the County has made a series of ad hoc decisions about
reduce duplication of services without reducing the public improvements.) The plan should emphasize the benefits of, first, considering the pros and
overall quality of service provided to the
cons of each proposed new facility and, second, considering the pros and cons of the possible
community.
locations for the facility.
1.4.5.
1.4.5 We support the increasing provision for dog parks across the County, recognizing that this is an increasing need as more and more
Implement revised standards for dog parks and
households have pets. Rosslyn residents have voiced concerns about the lack of green space to exercise their pets, and any efforts to increase
new standards for smaller dog runs that may be
these in creative ways (such as the Rosslyn Pet Garden) should be encouraged.
more appropriate in high density areas or areas
where dog parks are not feasible.
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1.4.5.
Implement revised standards for dog parks and
new standards for smaller dog runs that may be
more appropriate in high density areas or areas
where dog parks are not feasible.
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Beyond this point about new small Dog runs, it is likewise Important to preserve Shirlington Dog Park
which attracts users from all over the county because of its unique size and length.
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1.4.6. Proposed New Action Step

4. Add a recommendation 1.4.6 To Convert a Series of Playgrounds to Small Game Courts (page 93)
Why? A decrease in the level of service for playgrounds is currently shown, and even with the population growth through year 2045, no new
playgrounds will be needed. There is a surplus of playgrounds. An increase in the level of service for small game courts is currently shown,
and we have an immediate need for 14 courts.
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1.5.
Provide more support services and amenities for
public space users.
1.5.
Provide more support services and amenities for
public space users.
1.5.
Provide more support services and amenities for
public space users.

Page 94: Every Arlington public park should include functioning restrooms and functioning drinking fountains.
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1.5.
Provide more support services and amenities for
public space users.
1.5.1.
Expand the offering or permitting of concessions in
programmed public spaces in high density
corridors, adjacent to sports fields, and at special
events. (See also 8.4.1.)
1.5.2.
Revise County regulations to allow the County to
issue permits for the sale of alcoholic beverages in
programmed public spaces at specified times at
permitted special events as well as in high density
corridors.
1.5.3.
Ensure that indoor public restrooms in facilities
adjacent to public spaces are available to public
space users, and use signage to inform users of
their availability.
1.5.6.
Use Wi-Fi to provide public internet access in all
public spaces that are programmed more than half
of their time (e.g., community centers, sports
fields) as well as in plazas and other public spaces
in high-density corridors.
1.5.6.
Use Wi-Fi to provide public internet access in all
public spaces that are programmed more than half
of their time (e.g., community centers, sports
fields) as well as in plazas and other public spaces
in high-density corridors.
1.6.
Ensure high-quality visual and physical access to
the Potomac River, Four Mile Run, and their
tributaries.
1.6.
Ensure high-quality visual and physical access to
the Potomac River, Four Mile Run, and their
tributaries.
1.6.
Ensure high-quality visual and physical access to
the Potomac River, Four Mile Run, and their
tributaries.

Page 94: Invite potential concessionaires to bid for opportunities to provide food and beverages including alcohol in public parks. Keep
Email
contract terms short in order to retain the County’s flexibility to weed out underperforming contractors and upgrade offerings when possible.
The County should set priorities among things people want versus need. Sale of alcohol or dog
washing in public parks is definitely a want and not a need. Creating opportunities for disadvantaged
kids to play sports and have access to green space is a need. Surveys show millennials don't pick
communities to live in based concessions in parks - they look for affordable housing, access to good
quality day care and, to some extent, nightlife that is not subsidized by the community.
Virginia Highlands Park would benefit from having a space that allowed gatherings and events where
such amenities could be provided ”much like the private Crystal City Waterpark. Right now, many
Pentagon City residents walk to Crystal City to attend the music and beer/wine tastings. This sort of
activity could revitalize the struggling Pentagon Row area as well as being a place for high-rise
residents to mingle with each other and with single-family residents.
I would save this issue for a time when other, higher priority needs have been met.
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What are the costs & benefits to AC of allowing booze in parks, especially programmed spaces
where noise problems, trash & inappropriate behavior are likely to increase.
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Page 95: With rare if any exceptions, all public parks should include restrooms. Large parks like Quincy Park need their own restrooms. The
existing restrooms at the Arlington Central Library do not meet needs. The outdoor restrooms at the Library are not open during all hours in
which patrons use the Park. The indoor restrooms are open only when the Library itself is open, and the Library hours are quite restricted.
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A want not a need
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Wi-Fi should be moved to a much lower priority. This shouldn't even be considered unless data
shows that the current availability of wi-fi at libraries and other public locations is insufficient.
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1.6 Connectivity to the Potomac is of particular importance to the Rosslyn BID, and we would support any effort to introduce a Boathouse to Email
the shores of the river. It would add another recreational space to the area, while providing an incredible gateway for rowers and kayakers
alike. Access to the Potomac for non-motorized uses are limited in Arlington, and this presents a great opportunity to realize a significant
legacy project for the County.
Apropos the Mount Vernon Trail, the notion of vastly increased access to the Potomac should indeed be a priority. This should happen along Email
the river essentially the whole distance from Roosevelt Island to Gravelly Point. Especially this latter location could, in collaboration with NPS,
become a major attraction, well beyond what it is today. But this would require an investment in amenities and facilities, but also a focus on
mode separation.
p. 97. 64% supported maintaining and preserving existing trees and natural areas – the highest rated improvement to the parks and
Email
recreation system. Arlington’s tree canopy loss can’t be reversed by replanting in public parks and along streets. Arlington itself needs to put a
greater value on the preservation of mature trees on its own properties. Mature trees should be viewed as an environmental, economic, and
aesthetic asset to incorporate into design of a facility instead of something that can be removed and replaced.

1.6.
Ensure high-quality visual and physical access to
the Potomac River, Four Mile Run, and their
tributaries.
1.6.
Ensure high-quality visual and physical access to
the Potomac River, Four Mile Run, and their
tributaries.

While the Priority Action 1.6 (pg. v. & pg. 97) states that “nearly two-thirds (64 percent) of respondents indicated they would support
Email
maintaining and preserving existing trees and natural areas — the highest rated improvement to the parks and recreation system,” Action 1.6
includes no items to address trees at all. This is a serious omission to the plan

1.6.
Ensure high-quality visual and physical access to
the Potomac River, Four Mile Run, and their
tributaries.

Section 1.6 (p. v and p. 97), Ensure high-quality visual and physical access to the Potomac River, Four Mile Run, and their tributaries: I am
Email
concerned about the meaning of providing “waterway access” to Lubber Run, Spout Run and Long Branch. All of those tributaries are
predominantly forested stream valleys. They are ecologically important natural resources and, at least Long Branch is supposed to be
protected by the Chesapeake Bay Plan. Page 97 includes the following note:” “64% of people indicated they would support maintaining and
preserving existing trees and natural areas--the highest rated improvement to the parks and recreation system,” yet the goal of adding
“Waterway Access” on sensitive Four-Mile Run tributaries (boat docks? more paved trails?) appears to contradict that goal.
I suggest that improved visual access to Four Mile Run would include restoring and maintaining Sparrow Pond as a beaver pond wetland that
supports wildlife. The water level gates have been damaged for years and not replaced. Leaving the damage as is reportedly makes it easier
for the County to maintain the adjacent bike path. Higher water levels in the pond (i.e., the levels that were maintained historically and
allowed for a wider variety of wildlife) reportedly create some bike path erosion problems. Surely there is a way to address both goals -- that
is, don’t achieve the bike path goal by sacrificing the natural resource goal. The County’s activities in recent years have been restricted to
replacing the viewing stand (for a better look at the diminishing resource) and relocating the industrious beaver that actually restored the
historic water levels. The lack of care for truly natural resources is very discouraging.

1.6.
Ensure high-quality visual and physical access to
the Potomac River, Four Mile Run, and their
tributaries.

b. Rec. 1.6 (p. 97) is much too sweeping. What does “high quality visual and physical access” mean? How is it consistent with preserving
nature? As one critic has asked, could it include clear-cutting to improve views? Does it mean the same thing along upper Four Mile Run as
along the tidal Potomac with its world-class vistas? Does “physical access” mean wading, swimming and boating, or hiking along the bank?
And how can Arlington “ensure” any access to the Potomac when we don’t control the shore? This whole recommendation should be
rethought and then rewritten. (The “ensure access to the Potomac” line also appears in the Vision, p.3, and is equally unrealistic there.)

While the Priority Action 1.6 (pg. v. & pg. 97) states that “nearly two-thirds (64 percent) of respondents indicated they would support
Email
maintaining and preserving existing trees and natural areas — the highest rated improvement to the parks and recreation system,” Action 1.6
includes no items to address trees specifically at all. This is a glaring omission to any open space plan. Action Plan 3.4.2 vaguely proposes to
only “Promote the planting, preservation, and maintenance of canopy trees on public and private land” with no measures for success.
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1.6.
Ensure high-quality visual and physical access to
the Potomac River, Four Mile Run, and their
tributaries.

c. Re Four Mile Run, descriptions and recommendations should recognize that it has two distinct zones. For the sections above Shirlington
Road, especially those upstream of the current 4MRV effort, recommendations should emphasize streambank restoration , stormwater
management, and protection of natural resources as well as trail improvements. For the tidal reaches downstream, there should be a
separate recommendation for ongoing collaboration with Alexandria and the regional commission to implement the adopted joint master
plan. (If these points are covered in other sections, they should be cross-referenced in 1.6.)

1.6.
Ensure high-quality visual and physical access to
the Potomac River, Four Mile Run, and their
tributaries.

Likewise, priority action 1.6 (Ensure high-quality visual and physical access to the Potomac River, Four Mile Run and their tributaries) directly Email
UNDERMINES action 3.3 (Protect, restore, and expand natural resources, particularly riparian corridors along County waterways). We all know
what ensuring "high-quality visual and physical access" — it means more chainsaw massacres of existing trees and vegetation and paving over
every scrap of land humanly possible even though these areas are next to important surface waters that are already stressed and degraded.

1.6.
Ensure high-quality visual and physical access to
the Potomac River, Four Mile Run, and their
tributaries.

Item 1.6 conflicts with the top responses to high priority investment in outdoor facilities (see Fig. 17).
It is impossible to cut down trees and add pavement and built infrastructure so that every can have
"high-quality visual and physical access" to riparian corridors while simultaneously trying to save and
protect these corridors (see item 3.3).
Suggest that staff get serious. Either you want to protect nature, preserve the mature tree canopy
and conserve/restore riparian areas like the Potomac, Four Mile Run and their tributaries or you want
to develop these areas. You cannot do both. Stop wasting people's time by pretending to have
"green" goals while at the same time destroying and degrading what remains of our natural
infrastructure and environment with every project on public or private land.
e. Re the tributaries and stream valley parks, the plan does refer to their importance as natural corridors as well as problems such as erosion
and lack of trail maintenance. Sec. 1.6 should cross-reference 2.3.2 and 3.3.1. Also, this plan or the Natural Resources Management Plan
could call for an inventory of current conditions and a remedial plan for each major tributary, to be done by DPR/DES as soon as funds allow.
(DES is doing a gradual review of stormwater management problems but this would be broader.)
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1.6.
Ensure high-quality visual and physical access to
the Potomac River, Four Mile Run, and their
tributaries.
1.6.
Ensure high-quality visual and physical access to
the Potomac River, Four Mile Run, and their
tributaries.
1.6.1.
Continue to enhance public access to and along
waterways.

q. Water access (p.97): Spout Run, with its major roads, is a dubious candidate for increased water access. How about Donaldson Run, Gulf
Branch or Pimmit Run?

Email

Unlike alcohol sales or WiFi, here is a core mission of DPR that is also an ultra high priority of
community members. What are the specific, actionable steps planned for maintaining existing trees
and natural areas?
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1.6.1.
Continue to enhance public access to and along
waterways.

Correcting the Intersection of Death at Lee Hwy and N Lynn St. is not an "enhancement," it is a
necessity.
It currently is not safe to walk or bike from Rosslyn to the Key Bridge or Teddy Roosevelt Island,
because there is no safe place to cross N. Lynn St, or to avoid the high volume of traffic coming off
I-66.
A bridge or tunnel should be of the highest priority to allow Arlingtonians worry-free access to the
Potomac river.
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1.6.1.
Continue to enhance public access to and along
waterways.
1.6.3.
Develop a boathouse facility as part of improved
riverfront access and potential new waterfront
park for Rosslyn between Theodore Roosevelt
Island/Little River and Francis Scott Key Memorial
Bridge, as recommended by the Water-Based
Recreational Facility Task Force and the Rosslyn
Sector Plan.
1.6.4.
Provide opportunities for recreational boating and
fishing
1.6.2.
Continue to acquire ownership or easements from
willing sellers for land adjacent to both sides of
Four Mile Run. (see also 1.1.6.)
3.3.3.
Pursue easements to protect natural areas and
heritage resources.
1.6.3.
Develop a boathouse facility as part of improved
riverfront access and potential new waterfront
park for Rosslyn between Theodore Roosevelt
Island/Little River and Francis Scott Key Memorial
Bridge, as recommended by the Water-Based
Recreational Facility Task Force and the Rosslyn
Sector Plan.

d. Re the Potomac, recs. 1.6.1, 1.6.3 and 1.6.4 are much too coy about the need to work with the National Park Service to get a boathouse,
better links to riverside trails, and any other physical access to the riverfront. Rec. 3.3.5 is much better and should be cross-referenced if not
repeated here.
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f. It’s not clear how the easements called for along Four Mile Run (rec. 1.6.2 p. 98) differ from the conservation easements mentioned in rec.
3.3.3 (p. 122).
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1.6.3.
Develop a boathouse facility as part of improved
riverfront access and potential new waterfront
park for Rosslyn between Theodore Roosevelt
Island/Little River and Francis Scott Key Memorial
Bridge, as recommended by the Water-Based
Recreational Facility Task Force and the Rosslyn
Sector Plan.

As you know so well, the cost of acquiring or restoring land for the creation of new playing fields, tennis courts, and the like within the county Email
is becoming prohibitively high. Maintenance costs for playing fields and courts are significant as well. In contrast, the Potomac River is an
extraordinary, highly cost effective opportunity. It exists. It is available. The County’s shoreline extends from the river’s fall line near Chain
Bridge to the wide estuary below National Airport.
But this resource is largely inaccessible. Gravelly Point’s powerboat launching ramp and NPS’s Columbia Island Marina are unsuitable for
small, non-motorized boats, such as kayaks, canoes, paddle boards and rowing craft. County residents and businesses are investing heavily in
a clean Potomac through their water and sewer charges. Their taxes contribute to this great natural legacy as well. Yet any resident or visitor
wishing enjoy the river actively or more leisurely, must go to the District or Alexandria or Fairfax, Prince William or Prince George’s Counties
to do so. By developing a modest boathouse facility on a single acre of Rosslyn land in partnership with the National Park Service, the County
can provide sustainable access to thousands of acres of natural open space.
Please consider highlighting these aspects and expanding the current text in section 1.6.3 of the preliminary draft on pages 98 and 99. Should
you be interested in specific language, we would be pleased to provide a draft for consideration.

1.6.
Ensure high-quality visual and physical access to
the Potomac River, Four Mile Run, and their
tributaries.

Email

Email

• Page 97 - Priority Action 1.6.1 only mentions access to waterways, not preserving the natural areas and trees near them. Is this really all that Email
you can come up with when 64% said it was their highest outdoor priority? Access to Donaldson Ru is more than adequate now. This is not a
stretch that needs more “improvements”. It needs more effort to protect it and extend the size of the existing natural area. The planned
stream “restoration” project is working against all that is hoped for by the citizens.

On behalf of the directors of the Arlington Boathouse Foundation, I would like to applaud the work that has gone into the preliminary draft of Email
the Arlington Public Spaces Master Plan currently being circulated for public comment. The work seems to reflect well-researched and
inclusive perspectives from across the County. We did want to share our collective thought, however, that as good as the draft report is, the
current text on pages 98 and 99 regarding the proposed boathouse should be enhanced. We do not think the current language adequately
highlights the extraordinary open space opportunity such a new facility would provide for the County.
Simply put, the boathouse project envisioned on upper and lower Rosslyn sites would be transformational. Not only would it provide a
gateway to the Potomac for rowing and paddling, it would literally open thousands of acres of natural space for exercise, exploration of
regional history, recreation, and even meditation and spiritual connection. A functioning boathouse would offer residents and visitors alike
world-class opportunities to enjoy the thousands of acres of natural open space up- and downstream from Rosslyn that border Arlington’s
Potomac shoreline. Throughout the region – including in both the District and in the City of Alexandria –
new innovative parks and river access will be making those communities more vibrant and economically competitive. To take full advantage
of the ongoing renaissance of the Rosslyn area, Arlington should make a showcase of its own Potomac River waterfront and provide real
access to the extensive natural area the river provides.

1.6.3.
Develop a boathouse facility as part of improved
riverfront access and potential new waterfront
park for Rosslyn between Theodore Roosevelt
Island/Little River and Francis Scott Key Memorial
Bridge, as recommended by the Water-Based
Recreational Facility Task Force and the Rosslyn
Sector Plan.

1.6.3.
Develop a boathouse facility as part of improved
riverfront access and potential new waterfront
park for Rosslyn between Theodore Roosevelt
Island/Little River and Francis Scott Key Memorial
Bridge, as recommended by the Water-Based
Recreational Facility Task Force and the Rosslyn
Sector Plan.
1.6.4.
Provide opportunities for recreational boating and
fishing.
1.6.4.
Provide opportunities for recreational boating and
fishing.
1.7.
Strive for universal access.
1.8.1.
Create facility design standards.
In order to ensure a predictable process for facility
design that results in high-quality spaces and
supports placemaking, standards will be set that
utilize best management practices, account for
operations and maintenance costs, and meet
accessibility and sustainability requirements.
1.8.4.
Use rating systems such as the Sustainable Sites
Initiative (SITES) rating system as guidance in
designing sustainable landscapes.
1.8.6.
Promote the planting, preservation, and
maintenance of canopy trees on public and private
land.
1.8.6.
Promote the planting, preservation, and
maintenance of canopy trees on public and private
land.

The text of the master plan would be much enhanced if it acknowledged the transformative impact
that the proposed boathouse would have on recreation in the county if it were built. It would not
simply offer Arlington youth and adults the ability to paddle and row on the Potomac River adjacent to
the county, important as that goal is. A functioning boathouse would more importantly offer to
residents the ability to recreate on thousands of acres of river water both upstream and downstream
from Rosslyn. The costs of acquiring land for the creation of new playing fields, tennis courts, and
the like within the county are prohibitively high. Maintenance costs for these overused fields and
courts are significant as well. Recreation on the ever-flowing river has few maintenance costs.
Development of the needed boathouse and its facilities on one acre of land in Rosslyn is all that is
needed to open up the thousands of acres of river to explore and enjoy. From a cost-benefit
perspective, getting Arlington residents onto the water to recreate will cost a very small fraction of the
expense of enlarging the county€™s land-based sports facilities as our local population grows.
1.6.3 - Regarding the Arlington Boathouse - please remove the location specifics. This could be seen as pre-decisional for the Environmental
Assessment process currently being undertaken by NPS.
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p. Rec. 1.6.4 (p. 94) talks of river access for “casual boating, sailing, kayaking, rowing and fishing”. Is an Arlington boathouse likely to support
all those activities, particularly sailing? If not, don’t raise hopes.
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1.6.4 - Similarly, please remove location specific references to Arlington Boathouse. The partnership language otherwise looks good.

Email

r. Rec. 1.7 (p. 99) says the county “will strive to ensure these spaces are accessible”. How about “strive to make these spaces accessible”?

Email

P100. 1.8.1 “meet sustainability requirements” – we should do more than that! People support natural areas and trees and this should be
included as part of the design standards.

Email

Email

9. We commend the plan’s call for the use of rating systems, particularly utilization of the Sustainable Sites Initiative (action 1.8.4). This
Email
initiative is LEED for landscaped areas in development. Its principles include the preservation and use of good soils, planting to create wildlife
habitat, water conservation, and mitigation of storm-water runoff.
• Page 102 – Promoting tress as a strategic direction 1.8.6 says: “Arlington’s tree canopy provides many economic and environmental
benefits; increasing tree cover will also help advance the goals laid out in the Urban Forest Master Plan. (See also 3.2.2.)” But nothing is
proposed as a goal.

The County (including APS) is simply not adequately protecting mature canopy on its own sites much
less pressing as hard as it should for best practices on privately-owned lands. Newly planted trees
take decades to grow and these are often treated as expendable. This should not be happening in
Arlington. Before any County sponsored work group is asked to approve an action on a site, it
should be given full information/complete answers to their questions about the
impacts on adjacent tree canopy. Developers and architects should perhaps receive ratings based
on their commitment to protect canopy.
1.8.6.
Discussion of planting more trees should be secondary to preserving the existing canopy. It's always
Promote the planting, preservation, and
nice to plant a tree, but a young tree, no matter how lovely, simply cannot make up for the loss of a
maintenance of canopy trees on public and private mature tree.
land.
1.8.7.
p. 103. Incorporate public art into public spaces. In space-restricted areas, art should be functional—climbing structures, benches, bike racks,
Incorporate public art into public spaces in
shade structures, paving design. Met Park is a good example of where sculptures take up large amounts of space – and not in a way that
alignment with the Public Art Master Plan.
showcases them as art –when they could have been part of a playground or functional art elements in a seating area.
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1.9.
Enhance spaces with temporary uses and “pop-up”
programming.
1.9.
Enhance spaces with temporary uses and “pop-up”
programming.
1.9.1. Continue to allow and actively encourage
the activation of public spaces and other publicly
and privately owned property through temporary
activities like parklets, special events, seasonal
markets, and pop-up events.

1.9 The focus on pop-ups as an interim use is a great way to program spaces, and to showcase their future potential for permanent uses. We Email
have had great success with pop-up spaces, such as the Plaza on 19th, and have seen this transition to a permanent installation after its initial
pop-up phase. C441
16. Pop-Up Parks and Spaces– LHA encourages the opportune and nimble creation of temporary public space to enliven the public realm,
Email
promote walkability, enhance underutilized space and encourage community activity
Please make sure that such activities are consistent with neighborhood character by reaching out
and listening to affected civic associations.
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1.9.1. Continue to allow and actively encourage
the activation of public spaces and other publicly
and privately owned property through temporary
activities like parklets, special events, seasonal
markets, and pop-up events.

12. Events on Public Spaces including Parkland – The current approvals process is confusing and discourages communities from hosting
events. LHA encourages the County to simplify the process for event coordination and approvals, including wine tastings, music, etc.
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1.9.3.
Streamline the process of permitting temporary
spaces on both public and private lands.

We applaud the objective to more frequently close streets for public use as discussed in 1.9.3 and
recommend the county explore opportunities for an Arlington Open Streets program that combines
regular multi-block or corridor-longstreet closures with programming (see NYC Summer Streets,
Atlanta Streets Alive, and LA’s CicLAvia for examples).
Yes, strongly support this!
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1.9.4. Expand the use of temporary road closures
to create public spaces that can be used for the
community at large or for special events.

1.10.
P105. 1.10 Can CIP be used to support natural resources and invasives treatments? This goal shouldn’t just be for rec facilities.
Coordinate the construction of new or replacement
recreational facilities with the Capital
Improvement Plan.
1.10.
P105. 1.10 Can CIP be used to support natural resources and invasives treatments? This goal shouldn’t just be for rec facilities.
Coordinate the construction of new or replacement
recreational facilities with the Capital
Improvement Plan.
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1.10.
Coordinate the construction of new or replacement
recreational facilities with the Capital
Improvement Plan.
1.10.
Coordinate the construction of new or replacement
recreational facilities with the Capital
Improvement Plan.

s. Rec. 1.10 (p. 105) re coordinating facilities with the CIP is so general and bland that it’s useless. Instead, address capital as well as
maintenance outlays in Section 8 with a serious recommendation about how to determine priorities.
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Coordination is key and should be discussed more fully. Instead of an ad hoc decision on each
proposed facility, Arlington should include decision making about which facilities to construct as part
of its capital improvement plan. That way, everyone can participate in decisions about how to
prioritize all the good ideas we have, and where the facilities should be located. Once we all agree
on the plan, we can proceed to construction of the facilities.
The County should not engage in any more arguments about whether or not to construct a particular
facility at a particular location (or proceed with construction) until an overall plan is completed.
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Page 105.

It has become increasingly difficult to get from one place to another in Arlington. The combination of
road maintenance, storm sewer and neighborhood conservation projects has increased the amount
of disruption, causing County residents to head to McLean, instead of Lee Harrison or Cherrydale or
other locations in Arlington to buy groceries, go to restaurants, etc. Please be mindful of the impact
on the County's consumers and merchants of making it difficult to do business in Arlington
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Page 105.

Please provide specifics of how the dotted line areas in the outer loop would be constructed. What
streets would be affected and how would they be changed to accomplish the stated goal?
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Page 105.

PAGE 105: I strongly support the expansion of temporary road closures to create public spaces, especially the creation of a "open streets"type event.

SD 2: TRAILS (p. 107)

Making the existing trails safe is not even mentioned here, but it should be the highest priority.
Fixing unsafe conditions, such as the Intersection of Death at Lee Hwy and N. Lynn St, should be
made a new Action Number One in this section.
If hiking trails were the public's highest priority for investment in outdoor facilities, shouldn't hiking
trails be the first priority in this section, rather than third?
PAGE 108: 2.1 - this strategic action should have an associated timeline like the land acquisition action "X miles of trail in the next Y" years in
the same way that 1.1 has a timeline.

http://bikearlingtonforu
m.com/showthread.php
?12085-Arlington-sPublic-Spaces-MasterPlan-Update-Commenton-Trails!
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SD 2: TRAILS (p. 107)
SD 2: TRAILS (p. 108)

SD 2: TRAILS (p. 109)

SD 2: TRAILS
SD 2: TRAILS

SD 2: TRAILS
SD 2: TRAILS
SD 2: TRAILS
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http://bikearlingtonforu
m.com/showthread.php
?12085-Arlington-sPublic-Spaces-MasterPlan-Update-Commenton-Trails!
PAGE 109: Given current status of Navy Annex land exchange, proposed Inner Loop should probably follow Columbia Pike east of where the http://bikearlingtonforu
Washington Blvd Trail connects.
m.com/showthread.php
Seems like inner loop should include the trail connection from TR bridge >> Iwo Jima called for in Rosslyn Sector Plan.
?12085-Arlington-sPublic-Spaces-MasterPlan-Update-Commenton-Trails!
t. (p.110) The illustration from the NPS trails study shows the short-term, indirect link between the Mount Vernon Trail and Long Bridge Park. Email
Instead, show the long-term direct connection between the Esplanade and the MV Trail/14th St Bridge recommended in county plans and
mentioned in 2.1.4 (p. 111).
I like the discussions about improving connectivity of trails for pedestrians and cyclists, as well as better access/signage for streams and
Email
watershed areas. However, there will be some tension between intrusion into natural areas and providing universal access (e.g., paved
travels). The plan is not very specific and says only that trail widening will minimize impacts on natural resources. It is not clear if there would
ever be a case for not moving forward on a project because of too great an impact.
Plan for robust bike infrastructure along the 9th street bike "boulevard" that parallels Columbia Pike to connect population centers in
Email
Penrose, Glebe, George Mason, and Bailey's. Robust bike infrastructure along this East-West corridor seems appropriate for such a heavily
used route, and the current bike "boulevard" is not enticing to use.
As a long time resident of Arlington and avid cyclist, HOORAY for more bike trails and protected lanes and bike-friendly planning! I often cite Email
Arlington's greenery and other-than-car infrastructure (walkability, metro access, bike trails) as a principle reason why I love, and live, here.
Please keep it up and keep pushing for even more.
I commend Arlington County for pursuing a more bike friendly community.
Email
I strongly support Arlington County to do the following:
• Use standardized cost / benefit measures that include the decrease in operations and maintenance costs associated with bike transport vs.
vehicle transport as it is related to road maintenance. This matters because each time I commute (now over 1,200 commuter bicycle rides), I
am (up to) one less car on the road. Cars have significantly greater impact on road maintenance than cycling. By including the costs / benefits
of road maintenance and operations in bicycle master planning, the county may be better informed.

SD 2: TRAILS

• The county needs to develop an overall bicycle master plan that includes a vision for the county that includes bicycles as a major commuter Email
type. This includes developing what / if scenarios so that the county could achieve 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, and 35% cycle penetration. There
are numerous benefits to vehicle commuters that occur when cyclists replace vehicles including obviously fewer cars on the roads that enable
vehicle commuting. Hence, with much greater cycle penetration, the county could be in a situation with less financial strain on its road
maintenance budget (given less wear and tear) and a more pleasant community for both cyclists and vehicle commuters. But this requires a
broad vision of incorporating cycling and protected cycleways into numerous commuting trips. Ironically, by not developing a broad and deep
vision for cycling - and then executing this same vision - we as cyclists are stuck with block-by-block solutions that make us literally "weave in
and out of traffic", which can exacerbate the problems between vehicles and cyclists.

SD 2: TRAILS

• Finally, I hope the county can focus on cycling as a long-term county solution to vehicle traffic commuting. As I stated earlier, I have
Email
commuted now over 1,200 times on my bicycle. Each time is up to one less car on the road (as I sold my car when I decided to bike commute).
This is over 25 months. This is close to 50 less car rides per month since August 2015. The benefits to the county are enormous if the county
can secure 1,000 more cyclist commuters. This would be 50,000 less car rides (up to one passenger per vehicle) per month. After reviewing
the VDOT 2016 Arlington County data (here: http://www.virginiadot.org/info/2016_traffic_data_by_jurisdiction.asp), it is easy to see how
developing and executing a bicycle master plan for the county - with (for example purposes only) 100 to 300 miles of separate bike lanes
could enable significant vehicle commuter gains. Assuming a low cost (because of scale of bid) of $50,000 per mile, 100 miles of separated
bike lanes would cost the county $5,000,000 (see; http://www.pedbikeinfo.org/planning/facilities_bike_bikelanes.cfm). Road maintenance
costs per lane / mile range from $10,000 to $50,000. Upgrading key routes to separated bike ways, could greatly reduce road maintenance
costs while increasing space for vehicle commuters, and clearly decreasing bicycle / vehicle interactions.
I hope the county pursues a much a broader strategy as described above. With proper cost / benefit analysis and scenario modeling, Arlington
County could both decrease costs to the county, increase bicycle commuting broadly, and improve vehicle commuting at the same time.

SD 2: TRAILS

There is a major trail problem and opportunity in Arlington that is not covered in the POPS document.
Email
I am referring to a connection between Arlington and Chain Bridge.
The current configurations (Glebe Road or 41st St.) are extremely dangerous and/or virtually impossible for most average cyclists.
I would like to suggest an alternative that utilizes approximately 3,000 feet of the Potomac Heritage Trail along Pimmit Run and then connects
to the existing Arlington County trail along the creek and the existing sewer right of way up to Richmond Street.
This would make for a somewhat less steep and less dangerous routing to the residential area of Arlington.
It would entail hardening and widening a short portion of the current narrow, soft-surface NPS and Arlington County Trails. I recognize the
challenges of doing this, but I believe that the extreme danger and inconvenience of the present situation is ample justification for this kind of
upgrade.

SD 2: TRAILS
SD 2: TRAILS

I have just read the draft Public Spaces Master Plan and wanted to comment that the trails section is spot on.
Providing safe and convenient places to walk and bike in Arlington County is of particular interest to
our members and supporters. We are encouraged to see Arlington County include and celebrate trails
and bikeways in this plan. As the plan notes, the 2016 Needs Assessment Survey in the Public Spaces
Master Plan showed that paved, multi-use trails were the most desired outdoor facility, with 87% of
respondents indicating that their household has a need for trails.
Trails
--Connecting parks to each other is much less important that connecting parks to population centers, metro, transportation
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Create trail segments w/separate bike + ped lanes
More lighting and police on bikes
Yes to more trails. Keep them shaded.
Rt 50 bike trail
Pair the trail network with economic development
Create off + on ramps + wayfinding to connect trails to activity nodes- e.g.- Westover, Ballston, Shirlington.
Everything I've seen today is about turning Arlington into a city, instead of preserving open space & our hiking trails - the natural beauty that
makes Arlington so special.
Aspirational/inspirational: MALT in San Francisco Bay Area
Trails to transit hubs (not solely recreational)
Connect trails to Crystal City, Pentagon, etc.
appreciate casual open spaces for variety of recreation. For example: pick up soccer, Frisbee, etc.
Trail seems to focus heavily on northern Arlington. Would love to see real connections to Shirlington, etc.
Dedicated trail N/S in middle of county (continuation) of W&OD (bus + 66).
There is a major trail problem and opportunity in Arlington that is not covered in the POPS document.
I am referring to a connection between Arlington and Chain Bridge.
The current configurations (Glebe Road or 41st St.) are extremely dangerous and/or virtually impossible for most average cyclists.
I would like to suggest an alternative that utilizes approximately 3,000 feet of the Potomac Heritage Trail along Pimmit Run and then connects
to the existing Arlington County trail along the creek and the existing sewer right of way up to Richmond Street.
This would make for a somewhat less steep and less dangerous routing to the residential area of Arlington.
It would entail hardening and widening a short portion of the current narrow, soft-surface NPS and Arlington County Trails. I recognize the
challenges of doing this, but I believe that the extreme danger and inconvenience of the present situation is ample justification for this kind of
upgrade.
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I had a couple to start off:
- I continue to be disappointed that DPR's "at a glance" (pages 42-43 in the attached, but used in many of their public presentations) ignores
trails.
- They should talk more about partnering with APS/SRTS in the trails section. E.g. It's great that they mention the need for learn to ride areas
(2.26 page 113), but they should explicitly coordinate with APS to make sure the learn to ride areas serve the APS needs.
- I didn't see anything in there about the need for space for cyclocross and mountain biking.
- The graphic on the left on page 49 seems to say that PBLs (the picture is Fairfax Dr in front of the Blue Goose, I believe) are trails under
DPR's purview. I sure hope not. It also says that "secondary multi-use trails" are solely recreation, when they are described in the write-up as
partly connecting.
- I appreciate the language on page 51 on "streets" being public spaces. Did anyone see if they did a breakdown of land in Arlington County?
When I've seen this in the past (e.g. JFAC reports) they just ignore "right of way" (i.e. roads). So if there 150 acres in Arlington, 50 acres of
roads, 25 acres of public spaces (parks, schools, publicly owned buildings) and 75 acres of privately owned land, the reports say that it's 75%
private, and 25% public (when in reality, it's 50% private and 50% public (33% roads + 17% public ppty) (** These numbers are made up to
illustrate the point **) I didn't see that here, but if someone does, please point that out.

http://bikearlingtonforu
m.com/showthread.php
?12085-Arlington-sPublic-Spaces-MasterPlan-Update-Commenton-Trails!
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- The "outer loop" and "inner loop" trails are a good idea, but we should also provide connections in north, north Arlington, making the
Potomac Heritage Trail (along the river) at least a safe gravel trail (~C&O) with connections to Chain Bridge and the Wilson Bridge.
- Otherwise I think the trails section (strategic direction 2, pages 108-117) is pretty great.

SD 2: TRAILS

1. I really like the discussion of trail standards. I am motivated to see if Alexandria has a set of trail standards, and if we don't if we can adopt
some, and if we do, if we need to improve them to match Arlington's. With a couple of new trails apparently on the way in the City, this would
be timely.
2. Signage. It explicitly mentioned regional cooperation, so I assume we in the City will be participating in this process?
3. I am interested in the commitment to finishing the Rte 50 trail, which I know is a WABA priority. I have less interest in what happens north
of the Custis.
4. Interesting that the map of the 4MR Valley shows the proposed underpass under Shirlington Road, but no mention of it in the text, even
though it would be a major improvement to the Arlington Loop. I assume because the 4MRV plan is still evolving?

SD 2: TRAILS

TRAILS: Plan should explicitly call for a new trail connection over the Potomac River to the C&O Canal Towpath and Capital Crescent Trail from http://bikearlingtonforu
the new Outer Loop Trail.
m.com/showthread.php
?12085-Arlington-sPublic-Spaces-MasterPlan-Update-Commenton-Trails!
http://bikearlingtonforu
Quote Originally Posted by chris_s View Post
m.com/showthread.php
Seems like inner loop should include the trail connection from TR bridge >> Iwo Jima called for in Rosslyn Sector Plan.
?12085-Arlington-sTRAILS: Plan should explicitly call for a new trail connection over the Potomac River to the C&O Canal Towpath and Capital Crescent Trail
Public-Spaces-Masterfrom the new Outer Loop Trail.
Plan-Update-CommentThanks. I'd add that the 50 Trail should continue West as well (right now it stops at the loop).
on-Trails!

SD 2: TRAILS

http://bikearlingtonforu
m.com/showthread.php
?12085-Arlington-sPublic-Spaces-MasterPlan-Update-Commenton-Trails!

Also, that DPR should develop expertise in its Department and commit to the trails being an important part of its mission.
2.1.
p. 108. Trail connectivity. Work to make access through the Army-Navy Country Club a priority by moving that item up in the CIP. I-395
Expand Arlington’s network of connected multi-use effectively cuts off a huge part of south Arlington. Also a connection from Long Bridge Park to the Mt Vernon trail should be a priority.
trails.

Email

2.1.
Expand Arlington’s network of connected multi-use
trails.
2.1.
Expand Arlington’s network of connected multi-use
trails.

This action should be concrete and have a timeline like 1.1 does, for instance "build 15 new miles of
trail in the next 10 years".

Online

In light of the feedback received during the 2016 survey, it is heartening to see that Section 2.1 calls for
a broad expansion of Arlington’s network of multi-use trails. Completing the Arlington Boulevard
Trail as part of the inner loop will provide tens of thousands of daily travelers non-motorized options
for getting around. Better connections are needed to cross the barriers that currently exist, including
large highways, federal lands, and rivers. We recommend that the plan specifically include discussion
of connecting Long Bridge Park to DC’s Anacostia Riverwalk Trail via a new Long Bridge, connecting
the Iwo Jima Memorial to the south side of the Roosevelt Bridge (I-66) via a bridge over Jefferson
Davis Highway, and linking trails on either side of I-395 via the Hoffman-Boston Connector.

Email

2.1.
• Page 108 – 2.1 Expand multi-use trail network. The County needs to set design standards for trails that include tree planting and
Email
Expand Arlington’s network of connected multi-use preservation of trees and natural areas. The proposed “outer loop” of multi-use trails in Donaldson Run park is in direct conflict with
trails.
preserving trees and natural areas. Already, too much of the trails in this park are paved. They are little used by bikers and access is still
available for handicapped and others. The existing paths are extensively used by walkers, runners, dogs, children, etc. who are disturbed by
the few bikers whizzing downhill at speeds that are not compatible with casual enjoyment of the trails. The extension on paved surfaces will
also only contribute to the existing problem with storm water runoff and loss of the natural feel of the area. The bikers should be rerouted on
existing paved streets. This is consistent with the goal on page 112 to make the paths safe for all users. The action item 2.3.1 is a very weak
attempt at addressing this concern.
2.1.
The figures in this plan list only the +/â€“50 miles of off-road trails but leaves out the on-road bike
Expand Arlington’s network of connected multi-use trails (some separate, some sharrowed). This has led to a duplication of effort, which reduces funding
trails.
for truly expanding the trail network. Example: The new Washington Blvd. (between Westover and
East Falls Church Metro) on-road trail duplicates an existing off-road trail nearby. Washington Blvd.
is heavily used and DANGEROUS, with hills, curves and poor lines of site. Cyclists should be routed
to the safest option, and the money should be reserved for true expansion or maintenance of existing
trails.
Suggestion: Incorporate both the off-road and on-road trail networks with respect to planning so that
the county is NOT duplicating existing infrastructure.

Online

2.1.
Expand Arlington’s network of connected multi-use
trails.
2.1.
Expand Arlington’s network of connected multi-use
trails.
2.1.
Expand Arlington’s network of connected multi-use
trails.

Online

2.1.1.
Complete an “inner loop” of protected routes that
connects the Custis, Four Mile Run, Arlington
Boulevard, and Mount Vernon Trails

2.1.1.
Complete an “inner loop” of protected routes that
connects the Custis, Four Mile Run, Arlington
Boulevard, and Mount Vernon Trails
Page 109 (Inner & Outer Loops Map)
Page 109 (Inner & Outer Loops Map)
2.1.1.
Complete an “inner loop” of protected routes that
connects the Custis, Four Mile Run, Arlington
Boulevard, and Mount Vernon Trails
2.1.2.
Complete an “outer loop” of protected routes that
connects the Four Mile Run, Mount Vernon, and
Zachary Taylor Trails.
2.1.1.
Complete an “inner loop” of protected routes that
connects the Custis, Four Mile Run, Arlington
Boulevard, and Mount Vernon Trails
2.1.2.
Complete an “outer loop” of protected routes that
connects the Four Mile Run, Mount Vernon, and
Zachary Taylor Trails.
2.1.2.
Complete an “outer loop” of protected routes that
connects the Four Mile Run, Mount Vernon, and
Zachary Taylor Trails.
2.1.2.
Complete an “outer loop” of protected routes that
connects the Four Mile Run, Mount Vernon, and
Zachary Taylor Trails.
2.1.1.
Complete an “inner loop” of protected routes that
connects the Custis, Four Mile Run, Arlington
Boulevard, and Mount Vernon Trails
2.1.2.
Complete an “outer loop” of protected routes that
connects the Four Mile Run, Mount Vernon, and
Zachary Taylor Trails.

Much of South Arlington is entirely disconnected from easily accessible trails that lead to parks.
Consider other green city loops and Arlington has a long way to go to achieve connectivity.

8. Trail Connectivity –LHA Recommends that trail connectivity in the Lee Corridor be explored (e.g., adding the new Virginia Department of
Email
Transportation (VDOT) Bicycle/Pedestrian Bridge in East Falls Church and its linkage from the Old Dominion Trail to Benjamin Banneker Park).
- 2.1 should include maintaining the current stock of trails. The action plan should also include developing plans for maintenance, and
working to develop a system to report problems such that they get addresses quickly (addressing all problems - downed trees, potholes,
failing subsurface, and workers blocking trails)
- 2.1 should address the massive delays in getting trails built -- we need a process that gets trails that are needed and funded built quickly,
with expedited review.
-2.1 should include develop way to use permeable pavers for trails, and develop standards for planting appropriate trees and plants beside
trails (i.e. ones with roots that won't damage the trail)
As noted, the much-praised Arlington Loop cannot be completed safely under current conditions.
The Intersection of Death at Lee Hwy and N Lynn St is a notable choke point, as is the area at
Memorial Bridge.
It is aggravating, to say the least, that Arlington is considering wi-fi at public parks, but there is no
prominent mention of these life-threatening situations.
While the area at Memorial Bridge may be under federal jurisdiction, Arlington County should make it
the highest priority to lobby federal officials and offer funding to correct these situations.

http://bikearlingtonforu
m.com/showthread.php
?12085-Arlington-sPublic-Spaces-MasterPlan-Update-Commenton-Trails!

Please be more specific about where and how will the dotted blue areas of the outer lope completed?

Online

Given status of Navy Annex land swap, the inner loop should probably now follow realignment of
Columbia Pike not Southgate Road which will likely go away.
Inner Loop should also include trail connection to TR bridge as envisioned in the Rosslyn Sector
Plan.
I like the idea of adding inner and outer loops. Kudos for thinking of that.

Online

Somewhere in 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 - I would encourage you to consider a sentence regarding partnering with NPS regarding paved trail
connections. Perhaps this makes the most sense when talking about the proposed “Outer Loop.”

Email

Online

Online
Email

P108. 2.1.2 Potomac Heritage Natural Scenic Trail is a hiking trail. What does “take advantage” mean? This is pedestrian only and should stay Email
that way – this seems to suggest allowing biking on this trail which should not be encouraged!
P108. 2.1.2 Potomac Heritage Natural Scenic Trail is a hiking trail. What does “take advantage” mean? This is pedestrian only and should stay Email
that way – this seems to suggest allowing biking on this trail which should not be encouraged!
The inner/outer loop plan makes a cohesive recommendation to prioritize the expansion of existing trails / protected on-road routes. Further Email
protecting the on-road portion of these loops will be important to increasing usage by less cavalier users. It would be great to see a similar
integrated plan for Arlington's hiking trails. Many of them connect or nearly do.
Note that WABA has created a detailed study of the current state of the Arlington Boulevard Trail. Creating the "inner loop" portion of this
would help to encourage DC and Fairfax to upgrade their segments. http://www.waba.org/advocacy/priorities/arlington-boulevard-trail/

2.1.1.
Complete an “inner loop” of protected routes that
connects the Custis, Four Mile Run, Arlington
Boulevard, and Mount Vernon Trails
2.1.2.
Complete an “outer loop” of protected routes that
connects the Four Mile Run, Mount Vernon, and
Zachary Taylor Trails.
2.1.3.
Evaluate opportunities to create better
connections across or around current barriers,
including the George Washington Memorial
Parkway, I-395, Joint Base Myer-Henderson Hall,
the National Foreign Affairs Training Center,
Arlington National Cemetery, and the Army Navy
Country Club.
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2.1.3.
Evaluate opportunities to create better
connections across or around current barriers,
including the George Washington Memorial
Parkway, I-395, Joint Base Myer-Henderson Hall,
the National Foreign Affairs Training Center,
Arlington National Cemetery, and the Army Navy
Country Club.
2.1.3.
Evaluate opportunities to create better
connections across or around current barriers,
including the George Washington Memorial
Parkway, I-395, Joint Base Myer-Henderson Hall,
the National Foreign Affairs Training Center,
Arlington National Cemetery, and the Army Navy
Country Club.
2.1.4.
Connect Long Bridge Park to the Mount Vernon
Trail.

Too cool - keep up the good work!
The plan reminded myself of the last activity I did since I titled it "Can We Loop?"
Good luck and keep us - Arlingtonians - updated!

Email

P110. 2.1.3 I would consider Columbia Pike a barrier to cycling.

Email

Add to this list the crossing of N. Lynn St at Lee Hwy.

Online

P110. 2.1.3 I would consider Columbia Pike a barrier to cycling.

Email

2.1.3. Please do evaluate & create accessible trails thru these federal sites. Thanks!

July Public Meetings

2.1.3 - Another opportunity to talk about partnering with NPS for trails.

Email

Action Items that PAC Supports
2.1.4 Connect Long Bridge Park to the Mt. Vernon Trail. The project addresses a bridge connection and a trail gap by establishing a formal
connection from the 14th Street Bridge to the Pentagon by way of Boundary Channel Drive and also connecting the trail network to the
recently constructed Long Bridge Park in Arlington County. This connection would greatly improve access to the Mount Vernon Trail and link
to major parks in Virginia to Downtown D.C. Because this connection is adjacent to NPS property, NPS should coordinate with Arlington
County and the Department of Defense in defining appropriate access points
An existing connection beneath the Humpback Bridge on the George Washington Memorial Parkway provides a link to the east side of the
Pentagon Lagoon, but the off-street trail segment currently terminates. This trail should be extended with the cooperation of the Pentagon
Reservation to directly connect to Boundary Channel Drive on the southwest side of the Lagoon. An on-street trail facility should then be
provided along Boundary Channel Drive to create a direct connection east under Interstate 395 to Long Bridge Drive (p. 111)

Email

2.1.4.
Connect Long Bridge Park to the Mount Vernon
Trail.
2.1.4.
Connect Long Bridge Park to the Mount Vernon
Trail.
2.1.4.
Connect Long Bridge Park to the Mount Vernon
Trail.

2.1.4. should call for connection LBP not just to the MVT, but also to DC's Anacostia Riverwalk trail
via a rebuilt Long Bridge. This is being explored as part of the Long Bridge Study and Arlington
should be explicitly supporting it. https://ddot.dc.gov/page/long-bridge-project
This should lead to proposed Long Bridge trail over the Potomac.

Online

Online

Page 111: 2.1.4. should call for connecting LBP not just to the MVT but also directly to DC via a rebuilt Long Bridge. This is being explored in
http://bikearlingtonforu
the Long Bridge Environmental Assessment and would help address 2.1.6. (Improve and add connections to adjacent trail systems beyond the m.com/showthread.php
county).
?12085-Arlington-sPublic-Spaces-MasterPlan-Update-Commenton-Trails!
Page 111
The County (either as a whole, or DPR, or DES or both) should JOIN THE CAPITAL TRAILS
Online
COALITION http://capitaltrailscoalition.org/. This is the best way to ensure that trail planning is
coordinated region-wide.
2.1.5.
Please add sidewalks everywhere where possible and have the county be responsible for clearing
Online
Create safe routes to parks and other public spaces and taking care of them instead of relying on home or office owners.
by filling gaps in sidewalks and trails that connect
public spaces to neighborhoods, schools, transit
stations, and other County facilities.
2.1.5.
Please be aware that some people commute by walking, not everyone drives. I think that should be
Create safe routes to parks and other public spaces taken into account when sidewalks and trails are being thought about.
by filling gaps in sidewalks and trails that connect
public spaces to neighborhoods, schools, transit
stations, and other County facilities.

Online

2.1.5.
Move this paragraph 2.1.5 from page 111 of the report to Page One.
Create safe routes to parks and other public spaces It is embarrassing that something as simple as the completion of sidewalks is buried in this report.
by filling gaps in sidewalks and trails that connect
public spaces to neighborhoods, schools, transit
stations, and other County facilities.

Online

2.1.5.
Create safe routes to parks and other public spaces
by filling gaps in sidewalks and trails that connect
public spaces to neighborhoods, schools, transit
stations, and other County facilities.

Action Items that PAC Supports
Email
2.1.5 Create safe routes to parks and other public spaces by filling gaps in sidewalks and trails that connect public spaces to neighborhoods,
schools, transit stations, and other County facilities. Sidewalks and trails are key to increasing access to public spaces. With facilities designed
specifically to enable pedestrians and cyclists to reach public spaces from homes and other neighborhood anchors, public spaces become
more desirable to visit. Coordination with the Safe Routes to School program will be critical.

2.1.6.
Plan should explicitly call for a new trail connection over the Potomac River to the C&O Canal
Improve and add connections to adjacent trail
Towpath and Capital Crescent Trail from the new Outer Loop Trail.
systems beyond the County, and show connections
on signage and in communication materials.

Online

2.1.6.
Improve and add connections to adjacent trail
systems beyond the County, and show connections
on signage and in communication materials.

Online

Please prioritize improving bridge crossings. The Key Bridge is often crowded and has difficult
intersections on both the Arlington and DC side. The Roosevelt Bridge has a very narrow pathway
with minimal protection from falling into traffic. Both potentially give great access to DC, including
Rock Creek Park, but I try to avoid them if I can.

2.1.6.
Page 111: 2.1.6. The County (either as a whole, or DPR, or DES or both) should JOIN THE CAPITAL TRAILS COALITION
Improve and add connections to adjacent trail
http://capitaltrailscoalition.org/. This is the best way to ensure that trail planning is coordinated region-wide.
systems beyond the County, and show connections
on signage and in communication materials.
2.2. Ensure trails function for a range of users. Remove section 2.2.4 on page 113, which states:

http://bikearlingtonforu
m.com/showthread.php
?12085-Arlington-sPublic-Spaces-MasterPlan-Update-Commenton-Trails!
Email

Separate modes, where space allows, on high traffic trail routes and where user conflicts often occur. .....
Explanation: There is no evidence that shows that separating modes increases safety, In actuality, separating bicycle and pedestrian traffic on
heavily used trail routes decreases safety for all users. That is because speeding cyclists disregard lane designations and utilize the least
congested lane so that they may decrease their travel times. The least congested lanes during peak commuting hours are usually the
pedestrian lanes.
When they use the pedestrian lanes, speeding cyclists create conflicts with slow-moving pedestrians. This increases the severity and
frequency of accidental collisions.
The separation also confuses other trail users such as skateboarders who will not know which trail that they should use. Many do not read
any signage that would direct them to the appropriate lane. This further increases conflicts and collisions.
Separated travel lanes additionally increase the total widths of the trails, needlessly destroying natural areas that surround the trails. They
increase the adverse environmental impacts of the trails.
Many people use trails to enjoy scenery and surrounding natural features outside of peak commuting hours. The increased widths of the
separated modes will decrease their enjoyment of the trails' environments, while providing them with no benefit.
2.2. Ensure trails function for a range of users. Add a new section that states:

Email

2.2.xx. Limit the width of mowed buffers adjacent to paved trails within the County, consistent with safe usage of the trails.
Mowed buffers of excessive widths that are adjacent to the sides of paved trails destroy natural resources, prevent the development of
meadows, pollinator habitats and woodlands and decrease the attractiveness of the trails' surroundings. To protect natural resources and
enhance trail user’s enjoyment of the natural environment while providing sufficient space to assure safety when leaving the trail, mowed
buffers adjacent to the sides of paved trails will not exceed three feet in width.
2.2. Ensure trails function for a range of users. Ensuring that trails work for a variety of users is very important. I am cyclist and made heavy use of the trails for many years. After a back
Email
injury, I took up walking several miles a day on the WO&D with my wife. Now we have to watch for cyclists - as well as a variety of other users runners, skateboarders, roller skaters, moms pushing strollers, older people in wheel chairs, etc.
2.2. Ensure trails function for a range of users. The wayfindings and surface marking plans for trails are also spot on. There is a mix of outdated and incomplete trail signage in Arlington.
Upgrading it, especially near Capital Bikeshare stations, metros, and key junctions would help additional people in Arlington recognize the
trails available to them.
2.2. Ensure trails function for a range of users. WABA supports the focus on design-based solutions to address trail user safety on crowded trails,
explained in Section 2.2. Both engineering and education will go into accommodating a broader set of
trail users. We recommend including trail intersections, signals, buttonless signal actuation, and trail
lighting in the review of trail design standards. In addition to the learn to ride loop discussed in 2.2.6,
we encourage the County to consider creating a “traffic garden” or “bike campus” which allows users to
learn and practice bicycle riding, handling, and street skills in a safe learning environment.

Email
Email

2.2. Ensure trails function for a range of users. • Page 112. Ensure trails function for a range of users. Throughout the system, bikers are creating problems for other users. As a biker
Email
myself, I want to use the trails, however, the County needs to impose and enforce strict speed regulations and other courtesy requirements to
ensure the safety of all users.
2.2. Ensure trails function for a range of users. The first point in this section should be safety. Discuss locations where existing trails are not safe,
Online
such as the Intersection of Death at Lee Hwy and N Lynn St.
2.2. Ensure trails function for a range of users. Re: Section 2.2 Ensure Trails Function for a Range of Users
http://bikearlingtonforu
m.com/showthread.php
I don't know how to word this correctly but if mode separation is to be a stated aim with action taken to separate bicycle and pedestrian on ?12085-Arlington-shigh traffic trail routes and where conflicts commonly occur, could we also consider modifying the prohibition on motorized vehicles to permit Public-Spaces-Masterelectric power-assisted bicycles to ride on Arlington trails?
Plan-Update-Commenton-Trails!
In 2015 California revised their vehicle code and adopted a new 3-tier classification system for ebikes at the same time they permitted Class 1
and 2 pedal assist and throttle ebikes with motors regulated to <20mph to ride off-street trails and bike paths - this California style ebike
regulation has since been adopted by several other states.
Virginia permits ebikes in on-street bike lanes and protected bike lanes and on sidewalks, and allows localities to regulate use in off-street
trails/paths. The current Virginia definition of an electric power-assisted bicycle limits power but not speed which is regulated by Arlington
with the 15mph trail speed limit.
I would like for there to be official recognition of the reality of ebikes on Arlington trails, with the aim of legitimizing those that can be shown
to meet both power and speed limits. I accept Virginia vehicle code may need to be changed first to introduce a California style ebike
classification, as in California the law also requires ebikes to display a motor classification decal put on by a bike shop or distributor who
electronically limit speed to comply with the classification. Having something in writing in the plan would indicate there is a need to do
something to legitimize ebikes on Arlington trails whilst recognizing the need to regulate motor assisted speed.
2.2.3.
Ensure paved, multi-use trails are wide enough for
passing and that there is sufficient space alongside
trails for pulling over.

I suggest the following change to Section 2.2 (Ensure trails function for a range of uses):
Email
Replace Section 2.2.3. with the following:
2.2.3. Limit the width of multi-use trails to assure that they protect the surrounding environment and discourage speeding and other unsafe
usages.
Narrower trails enhance safety by discouraging speeding and traveling side-by-side, which creates conflicts between trail users and increases
the severity of accidental injuries that result from collisions. Widening of trails also add impermeable surfaces that increase storm water
runoff, destroys surrounding natural areas and reduces the trails' attractiveness. Widening trails or constructing new trails that are greater
than 8 feet in width will therefore be discouraged. Any trail widening will attempt to minimize impacts on natural resources.

2.2.3.
Ensure paved, multi-use trails are wide enough for
passing and that there is sufficient space alongside
trails for pulling over.
2.2.3.
Ensure paved, multi-use trails are wide enough for
passing and that there is sufficient space alongside
trails for pulling over.
2.2.3.
Ensure paved, multi-use trails are wide enough for
passing and that there is sufficient space alongside
trails for pulling over.
2.2.4.
Separate modes, where space allows, on high
traffic trail routes and where user conflicts
commonly occur.
2.2.5.
Explore creative and efficient ways to educate
users about trail etiquette.
2.2.5.
Explore creative and efficient ways to educate
users about trail etiquette.

I think the trails need to be wide enough to allow for a variety of users. Ideally, the macadam trails would be for cyclists and wheeled vehicles, Email
and there should be some sort of cinder or softer material trail for runners and walkers to the side of at least 3 - 4 feet. That would be safer
and better for all parties.
Take a lane away from Lee Highway, remove/move the sound wall, and widen the Custis at least to
Scott Street.

Online

Maintain at least a ten foot trail width at all locations.

Online

Page 133 Trails--2.2.4 I strongly support the vision of separating bike and ped traffic in heavy use areas.

Email

Strongly support 2.2.5 Trail etiquette

Email

Don't get too wrapped up in this. Trail educate is a more natural phenomenon that will be heavily
influenced through the design. Separating bikes and pedestrians is likely the most straightforward
way to influence this. This can be done mostly by creating protected bike lanes and leaving large
sidewalks/paths for pedestrians and children.
This is a very good idea. It should be emphasized and expanded.

Online

trail counters are currently being maintained by Transportation Planning, this should be transitioned
to Operations which already maintains a large stable of in-the-field equipment like permanent traffic
counters, traffic signals, signs, etc for efficiencies.

Online

2.2.7.
Expand trail use monitoring to track usage across
all major trails by mode, and use gathered data to
help guide the trail planning process.

Page 114: 2.2.7. trail counters are currently being maintained by Transportation Planning, this should be transitioned to Operations which
already maintains a large stable of in-the-field equipment like permanent traffic counters, traffic signals, signs, etc for efficiencies.

2.2.8.
Use Wi-Fi to provide public internet access at
trailheads where feasible.
2.2.8.
Use Wi-Fi to provide public internet access at
trailheads where feasible.

The mandate for trail based internet service doesn't belong here unless it provides navigation or
wayfinding services. This should only be about trails and navigating trails.

http://bikearlingtonforu
m.com/showthread.php
?12085-Arlington-sPublic-Spaces-MasterPlan-Update-Commenton-Trails!
Online

2.4.
Develop and implement a consistent signage and
wayfinding system.

All of these ideas would increase the value of the trails for transportation. Some years back, I was
taking my daughter to a class at the Arlington Mill Community Center, which is right off the W&OD
and Four Mile Run trails. Finding the right turn offs, none of them marked in any way, was much
more difficult than any other part of the trip.
We also support improved wayfinding, as discussed in Section 2.4. Having a trail network that is well
signed will make it intuitive to use, and will increase trail use.

2.2.6. Continue to develop “learn to ride” areas
that provide
protected spaces for novice users to learn to
bicycle.
2.2.7.
Expand trail use monitoring to track usage across
all major trails by mode, and use gathered data to
help guide the trail planning process.
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Under 2.2.8, they should include amenities like bike repair stands, places to stop in the shade, restrooms and water fountains along with Wi-Fi http://bikearlingtonforu
2.2.8. Use Wi-Fi to provide public internet access at trailheads where feasible.E618
m.com/showthread.php
?12085-Arlington-sPublic-Spaces-MasterPlan-Update-Commenton-Trails!
2.3.
u. Rec. 2.3 and 3.3, trails in natural areas: These points seem to ping-pong between trails and natural area protection. Is there a way to
Email
Provide or make better connections to hiking trails. consolidate the recommendations or show how a trail and a sensitive area can coexist?
3.3.
Protect, restore, and expand natural resources,
particularly in riparian corridors along County
waterways.

2.4.
Develop and implement a consistent signage and
wayfinding system.
2.4.3.
Develop a County design standard for trail signage
and wayfinding that addresses hierarchy,
connections, destinations, landmarks, identity, and
areas of congestion.
2.5.
Better coordinate planning for and management of
trails.
2.5.
Better coordinate planning for and management of
trails.

•Trail signage should include distance markers and time-to-destination markers.

Online

Email
Email

● Better coordinate planning for and management of trails (2.5) – needs more detail

Email

Section 2.5, which addresses coordination and planning of trails, brings up an important point:
WABA is a founding member of the Capital Trails Coalition, a collaboration of agencies,
municipalities, non profit organizations, business improvement districts, citizen organizations and
more whose vision is to create a world-class network of multi-use trails that are equitably distributed
throughout the Washington DC metropolitan region. This network will provide healthy, low-stress
access to open space and reliable transportation for people of all ages and abilities, and will transform
public life by providing healthy, low-stress access to open space and reliable transportation for people
of all ages and abilities. We encourage Arlington County to participate fully in the Capital Trails
Coalition, and see this as one step in achieving the goals outlined in Section 2.5.
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2.5.
Better coordinate planning for and management of
trails.
2.5.
Better coordinate planning for and management of
trails.
SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP (GENERAL)

This would be helpful. Also, most people I know in Arlington have no idea of where the trails are,
what makes them interesting, etc.
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This is a critical piece, I'd really like to see this developed further. Including potential solutions to
problems that have historically been an issue.

Online

SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP (GENERAL)

1. Page 119, second sentence: remove the word “recreation” and have the sentence read “…prioritize for their protection and
conservation…”. In other words, for their own sake. These assets have inherent value for what they are. That value is not dependent on
recreational use, and doesn’t need such a justification. They might be used for some casual recreational purposes, but their importance to
Arlington heritage is independent of that use.

Natural Resources Strategic Direction: I am extremely concerned by the statement and sentiment that “preserving and enhancing natural
Email
resources will focus primarily on riparian areas.” There are many natural resources that are not riparian! This a dangerous statement and not
what our community supported in the survey. This needs to be changed/fixed! We need actions focused on removing invasives, planting
natives, following do-not-plant lists, restoring meadows, addressing deer browse, etc.
Email

SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP (GENERAL)

3. Encourage the County to look for ways to utilize every square foot of land in Arlington for both native species and for human residents.
Email
3.4.1.1 Particular attention with be for areas that are currently under- or un- utilized grass spaces such as the space between parking lots and
fences, sidewalks and public buildings, and areas surrounded by walkways that do not get used by people.
3.4.7.1 Use native or native cultivars in all seasonal or aesthetic plantings by Arlington Country.
In order to maximize the effect of plants on indigenous species within Arlington County, the County will use native plants or native
cultivars in plantings throughout the county.

SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP (GENERAL)

Chapter 3 (p.v and p 120), Natural Resource Actions: I wholeheartedly endorse updating the natural resource management plan (3.1) and the Email
urban forest master plan (3.2) and protecting, restoring and expanding natural resources, particularly in riparian corridors along county
waterways (3.3). As I have noted above, I do not see that the County currently acts to protect, restore and expand . . ., so it is not surprising
that item 3.3 is not a “Priority Item.” If 64% of the people support that goal, why is it not a priority? On some sub-topics:
• I note also that subsections 3.3.6 and 3.3.7, involving coordination with Arlington Public Schools (APS), appear to accede to the disturbing
trend by which the County has been allowing APS to take parkland for its schools: (a) allow APS to take the parkland, then (b) coordinate with
them to cajole them into preserving some of the “taken” natural resources. Stop giving away parkland.
• Section 3.3.9 should not focus solely on evaluating whether potential natural resources will be added but to make it a priority to add natural
resources.

SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP (GENERAL)

• Page 119 and following pages in Resource Stewardship section – many items aimed at “developing” these areas to varying degrees for
additional uses without mentioning how they will balance this with preserving trees in natural areas.
3.4.9 Explore the possibility of planting food-producing plants throughout the County.
The price of food, both monetarily and in environmental cost, is rising steadily. The County will explore installing food-producing
plants throughout the County, and making a county wide food map showing places where residents can harvest food grown on public land.
Examples include: apple, peach and persimmon trees, which provide shade on public walk ways; hazelnuts, blue berries, raspberries, which
can be substituted for bushes; and cucumbers, peppers and string beans, which can use fences for support.

SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP
Add new 3.4.9.

Email
Email

SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP (GENERAL)

As a concerned citizen I wanted to weigh in on the importance of keeping as much of the existing canopy and original soil in place as out
Email
ecosystem is very valuable. The tree canopy and unprogramed spaces are very valuable in their own right and deserve to be treated as such
whenever possible.
Just reading the Washington Post Home section from 8/10 on the value of natural soil and what lives there, and what science is coming to
realize should help inform any construction by the county and be taken into account.
I have been very upset by the lack of setbacks- no soil what-so-ever in most of the new construction along the Ballston Clarendon Courthouse
corridor.
I know the developers want to maximize their square footage but it is at a cost to the residents of this county.
And there is sadly a proliferation of concrete open spaces instead of green natural spaces, which I do not understand how those have become
so numerous in 'green' Arlington.

SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP (GENERAL)

Arlingtonians have made it crystal clear where their priorities lie. They choose the preservation/conservation/restoration of nature as their
Email
priority, which is NOT supported by this draft PSMP. See Figure 17 below, which is based on the "statistically valid" public survey conducted in
2016:
Yet in the draft PSMP, hiking is — remarkably — NOT INCLUDED as a type of recreation to which priority should be given, unlike every other
sport under the sun. Arlingtonians place a high priority on investment is trails, natural areas and wildlife habitats, but I see NO priority given
to these functions in the PSMP priority actions or really any actions stated in the PSMP. Why is nature and
preservation/conservation/restoration NOT GIVEN ANY PRIORITY in the draft PSMP?

SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP (GENERAL)

Arlington has so little in the way of natural land and natural infrastructure remaining. And yet, the draft PSMP provides only meaningless lip
service and toothless protections for these dwindling but critically important assets. Preservation/conservation/restoration of Arlington's
natural lands and waters, saving and restoring critical wildlife habitat, and preserving its remaining mature tree canopy and restoring the
larger tree canopy should be a prominent element of the PSMP. But it is treated as more or less an afterthought. This is unacceptable.

SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP (GENERAL)

I could go on and on for days about the shortcomings of the draft PSMP. I will stop here but will repeat my main objection: There is an
Email
inherent bias against the preservation/conservation/restoration of Arlington's natural lands and resources in this draft PSMP — critical and
valuable natural assets. Arlington's own statistically valid survey documents that the majority of Arlingtonians want to make investment in its
natural resources and lands to be a priority. Yet, the draft PSMP treats this imperative as if it were optional. Arlington County government has
more than sufficient evidence of the degradation it continues to inflict on what remain of our natural environment, which has been severely
degraded and is hanging on by a thread. If Arlington County truly believes in climate change, then it MUST take active steps toward relieving
the urban heat island effect instead of fueling it, as it has done for the past 30 years.
A good first step would be to update its identification of critical natural resources, natural lands, wildlife habitat, riparian areas (including
Chesapeake Bay Act resource protection areas) and other ecologically sensitive areas and assets, to catalogue the remaining inventory of its
mature trees and then to provide concrete guidelines and directives to preserve/protect/conserve/restore these valuable assets. These
natural assets have a valuable and crucial role to play in offsetting the urban heat island effect, improving the local environment and
supporting human health. I also recommend elevating the Natural Resources Management Plan and Urban Forest Master Plan to make them
full-fledged components to the county's Comprehensive Plan rather than subordinating them to the PSMP. The goals/priority
actions/protections to support nature must be given a priority in the PSMP and implemented in actual practice — a change from today's
reality. Only in this way will Arlington begin to reverse its long-standing trend of favoring development (even of its most sensitive natural
lands and resources) and degrading its environment.

SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP (GENERAL)

• Natural Resources Strategic Direction: I am extremely concerned by the statement and sentiment that “preserving and enhancing natural
Email
resources will focus primarily on riparian areas.” There are many natural resources that are not riparian! This a dangerous statement and not
what our community supported in the survey. This needs to be changed/fixed! We need actions focused on removing invasives, planting
natives, following do-not-plant lists, restoring meadows, addressing deer browse, etc. Has Alonso (the Arlington Natural Resources Manager)
reviewed this? I am extremely disappointed with 3.3 (which is the meatiest part of Strategic Direction 3) and the lack of addressing important
issues!

SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP (GENERAL)

P126. Are descriptions being added? This looks like an afterthought with the missing descriptions.

Email

SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP (GENERAL)

P128. Mention master naturalists, master gardeners, water quality monitoring, bioblitz, etc. Can reference 4.4 (and specifically 4.4.1).

Email

SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP (GENERAL)

P140. This picture was just used on p130.

Email

SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP (GENERAL)

5. We appreciate the plan’s recognition that the community prioritizes the preservation of natural areas and the tree canopy of the county
and commend the inclusion of specific actions calling for expansion of natural areas in high density corridors and promoting the planting,
preservation and maintenance of canopy trees.
This is the most important priority of Arlington residents, yet the content of Section 3 is largely
aspirational. It needs to be more specific, measurable and actionable. Maintenance must become a
much higher priority. Sports User groups earn money from use of programmed spaces and then turn
around and try to use this money (generated through use of taxpayer owned public lands) to obtain
investment in more synthetic fields and lights. We need to shift the focus to emphasize partnerships
with local employers and others to support maintenance, through volunteer efforts and philanthropic
contributions. It does little good to buy or own land only to see native species overrun by invasives,
trash strewn around, and the condition of casual use spaces as well as natural areas continually
deteriorate. Please make this a top priority.

Email

SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP

Email

Online

SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP (GENERAL)

Please help people understand the rules around environmental protections so that future public space planning (including dog parks) fit into
environmental rules and regs instead of continuing to degrade the environment.
Tap into biophilic design all over Arlington

July Public Meetings

SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP (GENERAL)
SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP (GENERAL)

Arlington should engage with DC on Biophilic Cities.

July Public Meetings

SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP (GENERAL)

July Public Meetings

SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP (GENERAL)

We need to:
1. Continue and increase invasive plant removal
2. Expand re-planting with native plants
3. Initiate deer "control" as other County's have done.
4. Expand wildlife habitat and natural areas- should be space at all but smaller urban area parks.
Revise UFC + NRJAG

SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP (GENERAL)

Love Arlington's parks and trails. They are well kept and hope that continues.

July Public Meetings

SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP (GENERAL)

SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP (GENERAL)

E2C2/Nat. Rec
July Public Meetings
Revenue Opportunity
Update Urban Forestry Plan to include proposal for a value added repurposing of high quality cut trees. Use un-occupied County industrial
space. Lease agreement w/ millwork enterprise in public-private collaboration to mill cut trees and sell lumber and manufacture furniture for
sale. Share profits. County revenue goes to re-planting trees.
Time to upgrade the nature centers. Maintain their historic aspect though.
July Public Meetings

SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP (GENERAL)

(+++++) for volunteerism and conservation stewardship. Hard, but necessary. Thanks!

July Public Meetings

SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP (GENERAL)

July Public Meetings

SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP (GENERAL)

The goals for programmed spaces (syn turf, lights, #s of fields converted) are concrete & actionable while goals + plans for
environmental/passive recreation/tree preservation/restauration are gauzy but need to be quantified or they will not be achieved. Make
preservation + access to nature a concrete measurable priority.
Need more county staff to work with volunteers and to move projects forward.

SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP (GENERAL)

40% canopy figure is out dated. Size matters and mature trees do more. Number of trees less important than their health and caliper.

July Public Meetings

SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP (GENERAL)

Need to add: Increase meadow areas and pollinator habitat. The county has very few of these.

July Public Meetings

SD 3: RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP (GENERAL)

Given 3.3, why has the Board gone along with a hands-off approach to Shirlington Dog Park? Keeping that park as-is is 100% inconsistent with July Public Meetings
this 10-year plan.
I just wanted to express my support for the views of the ad hoc Arlington Tree Action Group. While I have not been able to be involved in the Email
details of their response to the Long Range Plan, I agree strongly with their goals and concerns. I have personally seen trees cut down in
Arlington to make way for large homes with no regard for the tree canopy or for the neighbors who benefit from nearby trees.
With Arlington's expressed goal of being as sustainable/green as possible, this effort seems particularly appropriate to protect neighborhoods
from unnecessary clear cutting at neighboring lots--which is so far what I have seen done by developers.

Trees

July Public Meetings

July Public Meetings

July Public Meetings

Trees

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Public Spaces Master Plan Draft. We believe the draft Public Spaces Master Plan can be
Email
improved in several important ways. We are members of an ad hoc group of citizens concerned with tree preservation in Arlington named the
Arlington Tree Action Group. We, like a growing number of Arlingtonians, are very concerned about the rapid pace of removals. On July 26,
we hosted a meeting of more than 40 Arlington residents and organizations actively involved with tree preservation to identify and discuss
these issues. We found strong, unanimous support for the proposition that trees should be protected through public and private channels, as
well as many thoughtful ideas for improving the urban forest over time. Drawing on their insights and our own work to preserve trees in
Arlington, we will each be submitting our individual sets of comments for consideration.

Trees

Our main concern is that, taken as a whole, the draft Plan does not adequately address the severity of the loss of tree canopy already
Email
impacting our county and the attendant reduction in the numerous community benefits from a protected natural environment. Page 25 of the
Plan outlines the environmental and economic benefits of trees to Arlington. This is not adequately reflected in the Plan.

Trees

The draft Plan also reflects the fragmented and dysfunctional approach to dealing with public spaces by conducting the planning using a “silo” Email
approach. Arlington’s Natural Resource Plans and Urban Forest Plans are mentioned for updating as a possible follow-on to this Plan. It is
clear from the Priority Action 1.6 that trees and other natural resources must be addressed now and in coordination with these two plans as
well as other departments in County government. Better integration could yield a smaller number of high-level goals, each supported by
specific, measurable objectives that could be more effectively implemented. For instance, with regard to preserving Arlington’s urban forest,
there is a recognition that residents consider this is a priority (Priority 1.6) but a survey of the tree canopy is not scheduled in time to provide
essential information in defining the context and the goals needed for natural areas. Also, some of the action items are in direct conflict with
tree preservation such as stream restoration and intensified use of parklands. In order to properly balance between recreational and other
priorities, these connections across the Plan must be recognized in the Plan and methods for meaningful and effective cost/benefit analyses
established. Coordination of activities and budgets across functions will also lead to efficient budgeting and implementation. Rather than
create an Inter-Agency Coordinating Board, we urge the County to designate a Tree Ombudsman to maintain a focus on tree preservation and
re-development throughout County activities. To be effective, such a person must have sufficient authority to cross organizational lines
within the units of County government.
We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Draft Plan. We believe that significant improvements can be made and urge the County to
solicit more community input through open “listening” meetings at easily accessible locations and times for individual citizens as well as
organizations before preparing a final draft. We are not anti-development, but rather support smart development that benefits all.
In sum, we believe the steps outlined in this letter are vital to mitigate the increasing impacts of climate change and to ensure a healthy
environment for all in the long term.

Trees

1. I would like to see more emphasis on preserving the tree canopy and mature trees. In this regard, I thought there was too much emphasis Email
in the plan on formal public spaces, and too little on informal spaces, such as the trees lining the streets, along shopping districts, etc. These
trees need care to stay healthy and be worthy of the name trees.
2. Trees are planted but then allowed to decline, and even die, then stay in place for many years. It is not useful to require that trees be
planted but have no plan or requirement to maintain them, whether that maintenance is to be public or private. You may look at some of the
trees at the Central library for an example.
3. One particular issue I have with Arlington’s approach to trees is the way they are pruned to allow buses to pass. Or rather not pruned, but
chopped off. Often the trees are just cut off at the side, almost in half. Other times, they have a large L cut out. This is incredibly ugly. Trees
have an aesthetic value that should be recognized. Every time I see these trees, I am shocked at the unsophisticated city I seem to be living in.
And since I live in a dense area of Arlington (Ballston) these are my neighborhood trees, that I look at every day. There are alternatives that
are better for the trees and allow the trees to retain a tree shape. Planting the right kind of trees to begin with along these major routes
would also be a step in the right direction.
4. The draft seemed to contain way too much filler — platitudes, pictures and statistics that served little purpose, rather than a tight focus on
the actual plan. It read more like a consultants report than an actual masterplan.

Trees

I am writing to add my comments to the Planning out Public Spaces Master Plan, and want to emphasize trees.
Email
Arlington has always been proud of its beautiful tree canopy, and yet, I see it needlessly disappearing more and more. We all know of the
beauty of trees, and yet, I feel I see more trees being cut down than planted.
Trees are integral to Arlington County, and not just for their beauty. They add a peacefulness to a busy environment, places to pause that can
be used and appreciated by all ages.
Trees cool the heat of asphalt and concrete. Trees clean the air. Trees are primary contributors to biodiversity.
Why not require developers to have set backs to include a small green space of trees? Not too hard to do. As Arlington further develops,
adding a plan for trees..and places to pause...as requirements would benefit all.
I cringe at the spots in Ballston where new buildings swamp the four corners of an intersection...and contract those dry, barren corners with
others where developers have had green in mind. Trees are not only in parks, or standing along streets as soldiers on parade. They provide
shelters for a park bench where people can interact, relax, take a time out. They are accessible by all; usable by all. They don't need a large
parcel of turf, or special event lighting....they just provide (with a little water that is!).
Why doesn't Arlington have a tree protection program such as Takoma Park, Maryland, where trees are seen as the treasure they are? Where
a 100 year old healthy tree cannot disappear overnight?
Without a focus on trees, and the protection of trees, the Arlington of the future will not have its lauded tree canopy to be proud of.

Trees

I would like to add my voice to the citizens who are concerned about the big beautiful trees that are being cut down as mega-mansions are
Email
being put up. Green space is disappearing as the big homes are put up. Wildlife are losing their habitat. The homes that are being built take
up every bit of the lot size, and there is no room for the big trees. Small saplings are planted where there once were old beautiful trees. It's a
shame that Arlington is not overseeing the changing landscape. I hope something can be done about this.
Maybe a permit should be required to cut a tree over a certain size. Someone should be monitoring this. The houses that developers have
been putting on lots are way too big, and it is changing the serenity of the neighborhood. Please try to save our big trees!

Trees

In all aspects moving forward with Arlington Parks, make tree preservation and tree health a priority as opposed to removal of permeable
Email
land and trees to build more hardscape.
In the middle of Arlington summer we had an impromptu meeting regarding trees and natural space. Almost 50 people came and expressed Email
alarm at the county’s seeming disregard for the tree canopy and natural space. We have notes from those who spoke and will share those
with the Board.
Although we (Arlington Tree Action Group) did comment by letter on specifics of the POPS survey, we found it cumbersome to use the online
tool. Many people who feel strongly about the loss of trees in Arlington will pass on commenting because they may not know of the process,
and if they do, will find it too time consuming to read hundreds of pages and use the online tool. Therefore, this process should not rule for
years how the county will move forward as it will irreversibly affect our scant green space.
You have heard from individuals and groups all over the county detailing the loss of trees and natural land as the county trends to
development and “improvement” in all its forms. From Donaldson Run, to trees on county property being removed for the ease of
developers, to clear cutting of lots, to Aurora Highland’s softball field park request, to field light plans at WMS, to the neglect of trees covered
with ivy and invasive species, to Lubber Run Center tree destruction plans, to ill advised runoff solutions--- and the list goes on.
Solutions exist to act on now before Arlington loses its natural health and charm and we turn into Manhattan. We will be requesting meetings
with the Board to detail solutions and we implore the county to halt tree destruction in the meantime. Not every bit of land left in Arlington
needs to be hardscaped and manicured.
Since Arlington considers itself “green” and concerned about climate change, we must leave more land natural and, in fact, acquire more land
to make natural green vents and wildlife space-- for the economic and physical health and beauty of Arlington.

Trees

Trees

As our population increases, it is important provide for more green space. We need to protect our parks from being built on. We also need Email
to find ways to protect our tree canopy from being destroyed by development. In the upcoming Lubber Run Rec Center project 109 trees will
be cut down to build a sprawling building part of which is one story. The county is not following it’s up not out policy. Our tree canopy
provides so many benefits that we cannot afford to have it further reduced.

Trees

The goal of the PSMP should be to reduce the loss of mature trees, which provide several important services — including the interception,
detention, infiltration and evapotranspiration of storm water. Trees, particularly mature trees filter pollutants from the air, reduce
summertime temperatures, release oxygen back into the atmosphere, and filter pollutants from storm water. They hold the soil in place to
prevent erosion and they do all of running on free solar power. Trees, and particularly our few remaining mature trees, are our best weapon
to fight air and water pollution and to mitigate the urban heat island effect and climate change. And yet Arlington County dismisses their
value because they are god-given rather than man-made.

Email

Trees

Though the PSMP talks a lot about the value of trees, it provides NO MEANINGFUL PROTECTIONS for Arlington's remaining tree canopy. On
page 43 of the PSMP, the 40% tree canopy coverage figure is from 2011 and is OUTDATED. A more current figure could and should be
determined using the iTree analysis data collected in 2016 or other current remote-sensing data that can be obtained from other reliable
sources.

Email

Trees

Trees

Source: http://www.gufc.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/UrbanForestSystemsStormwater-Eric-Kuehler.pdf
The USDA Forest Service in cooperation with the University of MA also developed tree "nutrition" labels to highlight the value of individual
trees based on size and species. Below are the labels for a 27-inch-diameter red maple vs. a 14-inch-diameter pin oak:
Source: http://www.unri.org/wsb4713307301/wp-content/uploads/2010/08/nutrition_brief.pdf
Source: http://www.unri.org/wsb4713307301/wp-content/uploads/2010/08/Tree-Nutrition-Label.jpg
As you can see, the 27-inch tree intercepts nearly twice storm water as the 14-inch tree. Large, mature trees play a crucial role in stormwater
management and reduce the risk of flooding — yet the PSMP sets NO PRIORITY ACTIONS for their preservation.
The PSMP contains little or no information collected in Arlington's 2016 iTree Ecosystem Analysis, I highly recommend adding this information
to the PSMP: https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/13/2017/02/iTree-2016-Writtenreport.pdf
These two charts are particularly relevant:
As you can see, smaller trees now predominate. Arlington's tree canopy loss has been well documented — a 1% per year loss of tree canopy
(total of 3% loss) between tree canopy surveys performed in 2008 and 2011. If this rate of loss has been sustained into 2017, then the current
canopy coverage stands at just 35%:
Source: https://arlingtonva.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/13/2013/09/Tree-canopy-analysis-2011-36-36.pdf
Source: Adopted 2014 Stormwater Master Plan — https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wpcontent/uploads/sites/31/2014/05/SWMP_FINAL_Sept2014.pdf

Email

I am writing to add my comments to the Planning out Public Spaces Master Plan, and want to emphasize trees.
Email
Arlington has always been proud of its beautiful tree canopy, and yet, I see it needlessly disappearing more and more. We all know of the
beauty of trees, and yet, I feel I see more trees being cut down than planted.
Trees are integral to Arlington County, and not just for their beauty. They add a peacefulness to a busy environment, places to pause that can
be used and appreciated by all ages.
Trees cool the heat of asphalt and concrete. Trees clean the air. Trees are primary contributors to biodiversity.
Why not require developers to have set backs to include a small green space of trees? Not too hard to do. As Arlington further develops,
adding a plan for trees..and places to pause...as requirements would benefit all.
I cringe at the spots in Ballston where new buildings swamp the four corners of an intersection...and contract those dry, barren corners with
others where developers have had green in mind. Trees are not only in parks, or standing along streets as soldiers on parade. They provide
shelters for a park bench where people can interact, relax, take a time out. They are accessible by all; usable by all. They don't need a large
parcel of turf, or special event lighting....they just provide (with a little water that is!).
Why doesn't Arlington have a tree protection program such as Takoma Park, Maryland, where trees are seen as the treasure they are? Where
a 100 year old healthy tree cannot disappear overnight?
Without a focus on trees, and the protection of trees, the Arlington of the future will not have its lauded tree canopy to be proud of.

Trees

At 4am, my thoughts will not be expressed in an especially literate way, but the message is that these feelings are keeping me awake at night Email
as well as bothering me during the day.
In the Master Plan for Places and Spaces, the fact that trees/green space is good for mental health struck a chord with me. I travel on
Washington Blvd frequently and often am stopped at the traffic light at Wash & George Mason. There used to be a beautiful group of trees
on the corner and I sincerely would have a feeling of calm as I looked at it while waiting for the light to change. Now, it makes my blood boil
to see a crowded group of houses there. People say that the county officials allow this as more taxes are generated. This seems like a short
term gain. We are hearing so much about the crowding in the schools and the cost and difficulty of finding space for more schools. Well,
hello, more building of homes and especially bigger homes will mean more students. What about water run off from these properties. I'm
not just talking about that particular tract but all over when the footprint of a small teardown is replaced by something that nearly fills up a
whole property. What will this do to our water/storm runoff system.
People used to refer to the "Arlington Way". I interpreted that as people who were willing to live in smaller spaces to live in an atmosphere
where it was more like a village. People related to each other more. I know someone who lives on a street in Country Club Hills. A relatively
large house was torn down and a huge house complete with gates to keep out the surrounding riffraff was built. The neighbors call it "Ft.
Knox". The residents have nothing to do with the rest of the community.

Trees

I'm reminded of the Pogo cartoon that states something like "We have met the enemy and it is us". People blame the loss of trees and green Email
space on builders who are just doing what current zoning permits. I think that there must be ways to limit this. I wonder how many variances
are granted to let them bend the rules. I assume that you all know about the builder who was trying to subdivide a property on N. 23 St and
the neighbors fought the county all the way to the VA Supreme Court and stopped it. But not before a significant number of trees had been
cut down. Even more appalling is the loss of trees in projects by the county: Ashlawn Elementary's renovation, the proposed project at Lubber
Run--yes a slick new building but a loss of natural environment--and the proposed "improvement" of Donaldson Run. I'm sure there's more.
I went to a meeting of citizens who are interested in preserving the trees in Arlington. It's unusual for me to miss our family meal to attend
something like this but I couldn't not go. But I'm glad I did as I realized how many other people are concerned about these issues and it was a
learning experience. I know that many of the attendees are contacting you. I hope that you realize that there are many more people in the
county who feel this way and are talking about it among themselves but don't get out to meetings or feel comfortable writing to the board.
Please do all that you can to stop this loss of natural green environment!!!

Trees

I am responding to your request for comments on tree canopy in Arlington.
Email
When I moved here in 1987 (to Penrose neighborhood), there was a large virgin forest next to Tower Park (on Columbia Pike). We had no
mice problems at that time.
A few years later, that plot of land was sold and all the trees were razed, and an apartment complex built. Every evening, I saw foxes, deer,
and other mammals going through my back yard, looking for new homes. Since then, we have become overrun with mice. All my neighbors
complain about it.
We also need trees to clean the air and create oxygen for humans. It is also environmentally beautiful to have large old trees in the
neighborhood.
Please save the old trees!
There also needs to be better oversight on permits to cut down trees--I have heard of many builders who do not bother, and just cut them all
down. We need prohibitive penalties for builders who do not follow the laws, and cut roots and/or trees, so that they stop this practice.
And stop allowing builders to put up McMansions on lots that leave little in the way of yards and trees!
Thank you for protecting our county and environment.

Trees

Tree Canopy and Vegetation – The update to the Urban Forestry Master Plan will commence soon. LHA encourages the County to recognize Email
the importance of shade as a primary ingredient of walkability, and to design streetscapes accordingly, as well as identify creative strategies
for incorporating trees into existing hardscape areas. The inclusion of appropriate vegetation should be encouraged as an additive to tree
canopy, and as an alternative where canopy is not possible.
The most revealing data for me is that nearly two-thirds (64%) of respondents support maintaining and preserving existing trees and natural Letter (mail)
areas. At the same time, the plan lacks specific items to address how to maintain tree cover, in particular. While citing promotion of tree
planting and preservation "on public and private land", it includes in metrics for achieving that crucial goal.
On a related topic, an "elephant in the room" that Arlington cannon disregard is climate change. And what is one of the best natural bulwarks
against the impact of global warming? trees. Strong, mature trees; not fragile saplings that rarely survive. One more reason to further require
specific measures to preserve existing trees!
This draft, like many other plans, reflects a riot of actors and activities that leaves one wondering: who has overall accountability for goals
being met? That should be articulated far more clearly: exactly who steps in- and how and with what authority- if progress towards a goal is
not being met? This concern stems form examples like Urban Forestry Master plan, dates (2004)!, which has numerous unmet goals. And so
forth and so on.
You are hearing from many people so i will keep this short. If 64% of residents want to keep existing trees and natural areas, please focus the
Plan on just that. Please do not allow over-engineered, expensive plans that destroy trees become the norm.

Trees

Trees
3.1.
Update the Natural Resources Management Plan.
3.1.
Update the Natural Resources Management Plan.

3.2.
Update the Urban Forest Master Plan

My overriding concern is that in the long and detailed plan there is almost no pro-active planing for tree preservation, even though concern for
Arlington's trees and natural areas was the concern most often cited by Arlington residents (64%).

Email

Make sure it contains specific actions that can be taken and measured.

Online

Again, I strongly support updating the Natural Resources Management Plan. However, I have
NEVER actually witnessed this plan being implemented in conjunction with ANY public or private
development project. It is as if it doesn't exist. Thus, we are seeing ongoing degradation and
extermination of Arlington's remaining natural resources and natural infrastructure. Part of the
problem is the developer mindset of staff and elected officials who see every tree, every bit of natural
parkland and space as "underutilized" if something serving human beings is not built upon it. Until
staff and elected officials change that mindset and are willing to implement the NRM and UFM Plans
â€” approved as legitimate parts of the county's Comprehensive Plan â€” then they won't be worth
the "paper" that they are written on.

Online

For example, priority actions 3.1 and 3.2 call for updating the Natural Resources and Urban Forest Master Plans. Fine. But these plans are
Email
subordinate to the PSMP. So the priority actions 1.2.2, 1.2.7 and 1.3, which call for parkland development, functionally preempt any true
preservation/conservation/restoration priorities or goals contained in the Natural Resources and Urban Forest Master Plans. Those of us who
value nature have watched in horror as the county has successively cut down mature trees and covered natural and open space — including in
public parkland and in purportedly protected Chesapeake Bay Act resource protection areas (RPAs) — with tons of additional concrete,
asphalt and built infrastructure. It's as though DPR's prime directive is to wage an all-out war against nature. Over 100 mature trees are to be
destroyed on the Lubber Run Park/Community Center site alone.

3.1.
Update the Natural Resources Management Plan.
3.2.
Update the Urban Forest Master Plan

P120. Should mention following/prioritizing plans. The NRMP says no net loss of natural areas, but we have had to fight against projects trying Email
to do this. We need to support the plans that have been adopted.

3.1.
Update the Natural Resources Management Plan.
3.2.
Update the Urban Forest Master Plan

2. We note, however, that there were calls for updates to several plans in the last PSMP, which never occurred. We suggest adding language
to the PSMP that requires the County Manager to provide regular reporting on implementation. We also suggest certain priority actions be
incorporated into performance plans of relevant department directors. These steps will help to ensure implementation.
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3.2.
Update the Urban Forest Master Plan

3.2.
Update the Urban Forest Master Plan

3.2.
Update the Urban Forest Master Plan
3.2.
Update the Urban Forest Master Plan
3.2.
Update the Urban Forest Master Plan
3.2.
Update the Urban Forest Master Plan
3.2.
Update the Urban Forest Master Plan
3.3.
Protect, restore, and expand natural resources,
particularly in riparian corridors along County
waterways.

The County has steadily but inexorably been losing canopy, especially mature trees, not only to the
pressures of private development but also because of actions, decisions and projects undertaken by
Arlington County and APS. Efforts to replace lost trees have been hampered by lack of budget and
priority on maintenance. Arlington will no longer remain one of our country's top cities for parks of we
fail to make preservation and maintenance of tree canopy a top priority.
According to Arlington's own data
(https://arlingtonva.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/13/2013/09/Tree-canopy-analysis-2
011-36-36.pdf and
https://arlingtonva.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/13/2015/02/Loss-Gain-Large.pdf
and p. 51 at
https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/31/2014/05/SW
MP_FINAL_Sept2014.pd), Arlington lost 3% of its tree canopy between the years 2008 and 2011 â€”
a 1% per year decline. If this rate has continued to the present, tree canopy coverage will be down to
roughly 35%. Yet, 109 mature trees are to be cut in Lubber Run Park. And nearly every park project
includes the cutting of trees â€” I'm thinking specifically of Benjamin Banneker Park project. All
school projects (since the county includes school property in its count of parkland/open space) also
include massive tree loss: Stratford: +/-100 trees cut, McKinley Elementary +/â€“90 trees cut,
Ashlawn Elementary +/â€“100 trees cut. There will be a net loss of public parkland on the Wilson
School site.
Even though trees are replanted, the highly urbanized environment means that most of the replanted
trees will not survive the hostile conditions we have created for them. And young, small trees are
truly not a replacement for mature trees in terms of the number of gallons of stormwater they detain
and intercept, the amount of pollution they can filter from the air and the ability to lower surface
temperatures to offset the urban heat island effect â€” which leads to greater use of a/c (electricity) in
the summer. It will take newly planted trees roughly 30+ years to come close to replacing those lost
â€” if, indeed, they survive.
Looking at the iTree analysis of Arlington's ecosystem
(https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/13/2017/02/iTr
ee-2016-Written-report.pdf), the loss of mature tree canopy becomes clear in Figure 2, showing that
the bulk of Arlington's canopy has a stem diameter (at 4.5 feet) of 6 inches or less.
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We are losing canopy on private and public lands. Set a dates for the start and completion of the
inventory and provide the resources required to complete it.
Though I support the updating of the Urban Forest Master Plan, I have never seen its goals applied
to any commercial/private development project nor to any park, school or county project. Having
plans is great, and updating is good. But this effort is useless when the county refuses to implement
these plans.
The Urban Forestry Master Plan should have priority in the sequence of future updates because it is
so out of date. People gravitate to tree lined streets, shady parks and green public spaces. The
Urban Forestry Master Plan should not only protect and enhance our urban forest, but it should also
"expand" the canopy.
Arlingtonians for a Clean Environment (ACE) wholeheartedly supports prioritizing the Urban Forest
Master Plan. Having updated tree coverage data is critical to enhancing our community's ability to manage our tree resources. This initiative
will be especially useful for our management of the Tree Canopy Fund program.
Too many huge, beautiful, old trees are being lost in residential tear down projects. We need stricter
standards on to protect existing mature trees rather than letting them be cut down and replaced with
little more than shrubs.
I suggest the following additions to Section 3.3 (Protect, restore and expand natural resources, particularly in riparian corridors along natural
waterways.) on page 120:
3.3.xx. Protect designated Resource Protection Areas (RPAs) along County waterways from encroachment by paved trails and other
facilities.
Construction of new trails, widening of existing trails and development of facilities in RPAs along County waterways increases storm water
runoff and destroys natural areas in environmentally sensitive locations. It is important to protect such areas by preventing the construction
and enlargement of trails and other facilities within such designated RPAs throughout the County.
3.3.xx. Limit the width of mowed buffers adjacent to paved trails within the County, consistent with safe usage of the trails.
Mowed buffers adjacent to trails destroy natural resources and prevent the development of meadows, pollinator habitats and woodlands.
Designated limits on the widths of trail buffers (such as 3 feet) will protect natural resources and enhance trail user’s appreciation of the
natural environment.
3.3.xx Create and increase pollinator habitats in public spaces throughout the County.
President Barack Obama’s June 20, 2014, presidential memorandum entitled "Creating a Federal Strategy to Promote the Health of Honey
Bees and Other Pollinators" has recognized the need to increase pollinator habitats throughout the United States. The President’s Pollinator
Health Task Force has issued a "National Strategy to Promote the Health of Honey Bees and Other Pollinators" in May 2015. The National
Strategy urges local governments to create and maintain pollinator habitats. The County should therefore create and increase pollinator
habitats in its parks, street medians and utility strips and other public open spaces.
3.3.xx. Continue to move toward more “green” practices.
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Online

Online

Online

Online
Online
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3.3.
Protect, restore, and expand natural resources,
particularly in riparian corridors along County
waterways.

The County has been proactive in adopting sustainable environmental practices and should continue to place priority on those practices,
Email
including:
•
Decrease the use of impermeable surfaces where possible while maintaining accessibility where desired.
•
Narrow street corridors when feasible.
•
Decrease dependence on herbicides and pesticides.
•
Increase the number of meadow type habitats.
Explanation: The existing Public Spaces Master Plan adopted on December 10, 2005, contains in on page 49 the above recommendations
(Recommendation 2.6.). The new preliminary draft Public Spaces Master Plan does not specify these important recommendations.
The recommendation to increase the number of meadow type habitats is particularly important. Meadow areas contain some of the most
diverse types of natural areas on land. They host many species of wildflowers, insects, birds and small mammals. Meadows are important in
supporting pollinators, such as honey bees and monarch butterflies, that are rapidly disappearing from urbanizing areas such as Arlington
County.
The 2005 Public Spaces Master Plan recommends an increase in meadow type habitats. However, despite this recommendation, the County
has established very few meadow type habitats since the County Board adopted the Master Plan in 2005. It is therefore necessary to
specifically include this recommendation in the new Public Spaces Master Plan.

3.3.
Protect, restore, and expand natural resources,
particularly in riparian corridors along County
waterways.

P120. 3.3 There are many natural resources that are not riparian!!! It is not okay to say that “preserving and enhancing natural resources will Email
focus primarily on riparian areas!! This is a dangerous statement and not at all what our community supported in the survey. This needs to
be changed/fixed! We need actions focused on removing invasives, planting natives, following do-not-plant lists, restoring meadows,
addressing deer browse, etc. Has Alonso (the Arlington Natural Resources Manager) reviewed this? I am very very disappointed with 3.3 and
the lack of addressing important issues!

3.3.
Protect, restore, and expand natural resources,
particularly in riparian corridors along County
waterways.

P120. 3.3 There are many natural resources that are not riparian!!! It is not okay to say that “preserving and enhancing natural resources will Email
focus primarily on riparian areas!! This is a dangerous statement and not at all what our community supported in the survey. This needs to
be changed/fixed! We need actions focused on removing invasives, planting natives, following do-not-plant lists, restoring meadows,
addressing deer browse, etc. Has Alonso (the Arlington Natural Resources Manager) reviewed this? I am very very disappointed with 3.3 and
the lack of addressing important issues!

3.3.
Protect, restore, and expand natural resources,
particularly in riparian corridors along County
waterways.
3.3.
Protect, restore, and expand natural resources,
particularly in riparian corridors along County
waterways.

I do not know what these improvements are except there are doubts about phase 2 of the plan for
Donaldson Run. Please provide specifics of what's being proposed

Online

Again, county staff, APS and elected officials consistently ignore and refuse to respect and protect
riparian corridors â€” even those defined on the county's Chesapeake Bay Act RPA map.
Staff looks for loopholes in Virginia DEQ regulations that enable them to encroach into the RPAs,
cutting trees and add lots of impervious surfaces and even buildings. You cannot simultaneously
build on and destroy your riparian corridors to "save" or "restore" them any more than the U.S. could
"save" villages in Vietnam by burning them. When will staff and elected officials get serious and
implement goals and priorities like 3.3? If the answer is "never," then why are DPR and elected
officials asking us to waste our time entering comments on this infernal form.
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3.3.1.
3.3.1 there is significant positive public use of these areas that needs to be prioritized and cannot be
Address the protection, restoration, and expansion sacrificed for restoration.
of natural resources in Four Mile Run planning and
site master plans for parks along Four Mile Run, as
well as others leading to riparian areas.
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3.3.2.
Explore opportunities to participate in and join the
Biophilic Cities movement.
3.3.2.
Explore opportunities to participate in and join the
Biophilic Cities movement.
3.3.2.
Explore opportunities to participate in and join the
Biophilic Cities movement.
3.3.2.
Explore opportunities to participate in and join the
Biophilic Cities movement.

p. 122. Biophilic design. Joining the movement is the easy part. All new private and public developments should be incorporating "biophilic"
elements into design. This should be emphasized in every site plan.

Email

10. We commend the plan’s recommendation that the county explore participation in the Biophilic Cities movement (action 3.3.2).
Communities in this movement commit to placing natural space and natural features at the core of planning and design with the goal of
making nature readily available to residents.
All new private and public developments should be incorporating "biophilic" elements into design.
Should be emphasized in every site plan.

Email

As our County grows, incorporating Biophilic City concepts into development plans will allow
residents to increase connections to the natural world, providing tremendous benefits to our health,
especially young people. Research has shown that opportunities for youth to experience nature
improves health and well-being and enhances social-emotional learning.
3.3.2.
Coordination with the NPS is extremely important and should be better highlighted in this document.
Explore opportunities to participate in and join the Safe access to the river requires better coordination with NPS.
Biophilic Cities movement.

Online
Online

Online

3.3.3.
Pursue easements to protect natural areas and heritage
resources.
3.3.5.
Collaborate with the National Park Service to develop a
master plans for Roaches Run, Gravelly Point, George
Washington Memorial Parkway, and other NPS areas.

v. Rec. 3.3.3 (p. 122) re conservation easements should mention the possibility of donations and the potential role of NVCT and other noncounty entities.

Email

w. Rec. 3.3.5 (p. 122) instead of planning NPS properties to “fit seamlessly within the County’s broader public space system”, how about
“mesh seamlessly with the County’s …”

Email

3.3.5.
Collaborate with the National Park Service to develop a
master plans for Roaches Run, Gravelly Point, George
Washington Memorial Parkway, and other NPS areas.

Better access to Roach's Run would be a good way of connecting Arlington park visitors with the
water and providing educational opportunities about the importance of the waterfowl sanctuary. It
should be a destination for bird walks and other nature-oriented programming that the POPS process
has documented as highly desired.
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3.3.5.
3.3.5 Subject/verb agreement, Collaborate with NPS to develop (either develop a master plan, or develop master plans)…
Collaborate with the National Park Service to develop a
master plans for Roaches Run, Gravelly Point, George
Washington Memorial Parkway, and other NPS areas.
3.3.6.
Work with Arlington Public Schools to identify,
preserve, and develop enhancement and management
plans for natural and historic resources in school site
planning.
3.3.6.
Work with Arlington Public Schools to identify,
preserve, and develop enhancement and management
plans for natural and historic resources in school site
planning.
3.3.7.
Develop an agreement with Arlington Public Schools to
increase shared resources for management of natural
resources on school property.

Email

Yes. This is important to do.

Online

8. We commend the specific call for increased coordination with APS on stewardship of natural resources on properties under their
management. In particular, we agree with the language of 3.3.6 and 3.3.7. We believe that good coordination with APS can help to better
integrate potential casual-use areas under their management into the county’s overall system of public spaces, create opportunities to
maintain or increase the urban tree canopy and increase access for the community to natural areas.

Email

Clearly APS lacks the resources to care for wooded areas and plantings on school property.
However, from this resident's perspective it's not clear that DPR would be a better steward. This
master plan is extremely ambitious with concrete/specific proposals weighted toward programmed
use of County and school property. Is there a way to separate a worthy desire to make sure trees
and green space on school property are preserved without exposing schools to more pressure for
programmed use?
3.3.7.
work with APS to determine ability of community service projects or clubs to enhance natural
Develop an agreement with Arlington Public Schools to elements and plant/maintain trees; work with teachers to integrate these spaces/resources into
increase shared resources for management of natural
lesson plans.
3.3.7.
Develop an agreement with Arlington Public Schools to
increase shared resources for management of natural
resources on school property.

Online

Online

resources on school property.

3.3.8.
Identify opportunities for daylighting streams in public
spaces that are currently part of the underground
stormwater system.
3.4.
Integrate natural resources and natural resource
interpretation into the design of public spaces.
3.4.
Integrate natural resources and natural resource
interpretation into the design of public spaces.
3.4.
Integrate natural resources and natural resource
interpretation into the design of public spaces.
3.4.
3.4.2.
Promote the planting, preservation, and maintenance
of canopy trees on public and private land.

This is a very good idea that should be given a higher priority. The ability to see the streams that are
running through our neighborhoods (and currently covered by concrete) would foster the health and
emotional benefits of nature that are discussed at the front of the report.

Online

No brainer. We need to do this.

Online

Please do this.

Online

Make sure to include Virginia Highlands Park, which has been overlooked in planning for this.

Online

Love 3.4- Integrate natural resources into design- educational, good for wildlife, attractive.
July Public Meetings
Action Plan 3.4.2 vaguely proposes to only “Promote the planting, preservation, and maintenance of canopy trees on public and private land” Email
with no way to accomplish this. There are ways to incentivise maintaining existing trees.

3.4.2.
Promote the planting, preservation, and maintenance
of canopy trees on public and private land.

• Page 125 - in the Resource Stewardship section 3.4.2 mentions promoting tree canopy but punts to the Urban Forestry Plan so there is no
real direction or timetable

Email

3.4.2.
Promote the planting, preservation, and maintenance
of canopy trees on public and private land.

Arlington's Tree Canopy Fund, which now plants trees free on private land, could stretch its funding
and induce greater commitments from homeowners if they followed Casey Tree's models, whereby
homeowners (1) pay $50 for a tree to be planted or (2) receive a rebate for a tree they purchase
themselves. People tend not to be as responsible about something they've received free.
We need better data collection about such tree-planting efforts. There was a large volunteer effort at
planting small trees on VHP about 5 years ago, but few appear to have survived.
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3.4.2.
Promote the planting, preservation, and maintenance
of canopy trees on public and private land.

Arlington needs to strengthen its efforts to promote maintenance of trees on private and public land,
not just planting. The increase in planting cannot keep up with the loss of trees caused by private
development and new public facilities. Existing trees should be considered an asset to be integrated
into planning where possible, not a dispensable element. It takes many decades to recover tree
cover and the remaining spaces are usually insufficient.
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3.4.3.
Expand and work with partners to extend non-native
invasive species management and public education
campaigns. (See also 7.2.5.)
3.4.3.
Expand and work with partners to extend non-native
invasive species management and public education
campaigns. (See also 7.2.5.)
3.4.4.
Evaluate opportunities to enhance stormwater
management features with natural resources.
3.4.5.
Add interpretive signage within public spaces that
highlight the natural resources within those spaces and
the benefits those resources provide.
3.4.6.
Expand and promote official recognition programs for
important natural resources, such as the Notable Tree
and Champion Tree programs.

P125. 3.4.3 This would be more appropriate in 3.3. Or both places. But not only here.

Email

This needs to go to the top of the priority list.

Online

x. Does rec. 3.4.4 (p. 126) mean something beside “create more rain gardens”? If so, what?

Email

interpretive signage should appear with the stormwater retention gardens, and other plantings such
as pollinator gardens. These would be good sites for nearby school or daycare groups to learn about
the natural world
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3.4.7.
Increase the diversity of habitats for critical species and
develop maintenance guidelines.
3.4.7.
Increase the diversity of habitats for critical species and
develop maintenance guidelines.

p. 126. Increase the diversity of habitats. Connectivity of habitats throughout the county is key to many species. Arlington should plan to
connect small spaces, between parks, through neighborhoods, so important habitats remain available for movement of birds, insects, and
other species.
connectivity of habitats throughout the county is key to many species. Arlington should plan to
provide small spaces that can interconnect, between parks, through neighborhoods, so important
habitats remain available for movement of birds, insects, and other species.
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3.4.7.
Increase the diversity of habitats for critical species and
develop maintenance guidelines.
3.5.
Foster, develop, and promote nature-based education,
recreation, and training programming across ages and
skill levels.
3.5.
Foster, develop, and promote nature-based education,
recreation, and training programming across ages and
skill levels.
3.5.
Foster, develop, and promote nature-based education,
recreation, and training programming across ages and
skill levels.
3.6.
Promote conservation stewardship volunteerism that
enables individuals and organizations to leave a
positive legacy in the park system.

Maintenance of mature trees should be a higher priority than planting of new trees. Only mature
trees can provide the health and economic benefits discussed at the beginning of this report.
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p. 127. Foster, develop, and promote nature-based education, recreation, and training programming
Collaborate with APS to find HS apprenticeships that will introduce students to landscaping and environmental jobs.

Email

collaborate with APS to find H.S. apprenticeships that will introduce students to landscaping and
environmental jobs.
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Yes! Please have more nature programs for young adults and mature adults below 55 without
children, that would be great!

Online

p. 128. Promote Conservation Stewardship Volunteerism. Use models such as DC's Casey Trees' programs, which partner with students and
other volunteers
https://caseytrees.org/plant/

Email

3.6.
Promote conservation stewardship volunteerism that
enables individuals and organizations to leave a
positive legacy in the park system.
3.6.
Promote conservation stewardship volunteerism that
enables individuals and organizations to leave a
positive legacy in the park system.
3.6.1.
Continue to identify opportunities for conservation
stewardship activities, such as removing garbage from
waterways or parks, planting trees or native plants,
removing non-native invasive plants, or recycling at
large events.

P128. Mention master naturalists, master gardeners, water quality monitoring, bioblitz, etc. Can reference 4.4 (and specifically 4.4.1).
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Use models such as DC's Casey Trees' programs, which partner with students and other volunteers
https://caseytrees.org/plant/
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SD4: PARTNERSHIPS (General)

5. Maximize partnership with APS
Strike last partial sentence (not sure what this is referring to, and if we want to finish that that thought) - Finally, land is being...

Email

SD4: PARTNERSHIPS (General)

z. Section 4 re partnerships (p. 133ff) is incomplete. Recs. 4.1 and 4.2 endorse re partnerships with APS and NPS and echo recommendations Email
elsewhere about specific places or programs. In contrast, relationships with corporate sponsors and other donors aren’t mentioned here at all
but addressed only in section 8. Is this because the county is still dithering about sponsorship policies?

SD4: PARTNERSHIPS (General)
SD4: PARTNERSHIPS (General)
SD4: PARTNERSHIPS (General)

Need more stress on public-private partnership to access private + philanthropic funds.
Don’t let corporate $ influence community values + priorities
Fields on APS land are not well maintained and difficult to access. Lots of expansion potential but all off limits due to potential school
expansion. APS needs to be a more reasonable partner, need more real integration between county and APS on use of these fields.

July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings

SD4: PARTNERSHIPS (General)
SD4: PARTNERSHIPS (General)
SD4: PARTNERSHIPS (General)

Access to river for boaters with NPS. Arlington is ignoring the recreational asset future generations could enjoy.
DPR need to coordinate with APS on better use of some facilities such as the W&L parking deck futsal court.
County is missing opportunities to bring in partner funds to help improve sports amenities. Need more openness, mere active exploration for
such options. Washington Nats!!
DPR should consider entering into a partnership with a private indoor sports facility.
Pay attention to fact that sports groups are leading in partnership (Gunston). Willing to put $$ on the table to keep improved space. No other
groups have done so.
Very important that this is included in the Plan . . . Joint Use Agreements & Fed/State/Regional co-operation. Don't hesitate to partner with
property owners either. Thank you

July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings

3.4.2.
Promote the planting, preservation, and maintenance
of canopy trees on public and private land.

SD4: PARTNERSHIPS (General)
SD4: PARTNERSHIPS (General)
SD4: PARTNERSHIPS (General)

Online

• Page 126 – strategic direction to expand programs like Notable Trees and Champion trees sounds great but who will do this? Is this another Email
talk without action?

Online

• Page 128 – Action 3.8 promotes volunteerism as a strategic direction to promote stewardship and planting native trees. Does this mean the Email
County makes no commitment to do these things despite the priority citizens put on it?

July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
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SD4: PARTNERSHIPS (General)

Children learning in trailers is not beneficial to anyone. There is a high rate of vacant offices, consider moving schools to vacant buildings.

July Public Meetings

SD4: PARTNERSHIPS (General)

Are there opportunities within Long Bridge Park for other outreach activities? Specific idea - could Arlington Soccer headquarters be there
and expand programs for training, pick up, coaches home base? Creativity & public partnerships.
Focus partnerships on maintenance which is in greatest need of funds. Do not use private money to drive decisions on use of public lands.

July Public Meetings

Partnerships - lets be creative with the companies & community groups based in Arlington with the right focus - partnership we can
accomplish much!
RE Partnership with APS: Are there ways to provide high school students with internships or work-based experiences learning more about
public spaces?
Use TS & MN more
Have UFC as a partner
Partner with AWLA
What about using an "Adopt- A- Trail" concept to forge new + strengthen current partnerships while reducing DPR maintenance costs?

July Public Meetings

Police Patrol in public spaces.
Public Art in parks.
Expand interactions and partnership with organizations supporting natural environment and wildlife protection, such as Tree Stewards,
ARWN, ACE, and neighborhoods to leverage outreach, communication, and volunteer work to (unclear) buy-in.
Increased partnerships w/DHS CFSD, Juvenile Court, Arl. Partnership for Children, Youth & Families.
Listen to/work with Arlington County Tennis Association (ACTA), which has been neglected.
Deepen commitment to protecting natural environment instead of trying to turn Arlington into a big city.
Easier for non-profit arts groups to get approvals to perform in public spaces.
Continue to allow and expand Public/Private partnerships to allow us to build the types of new facilities we need turfed, multi-use fields for
youth sports.
Retain successful partnerships w/master gardeners + naturalists.
Increased partnership with faith based organizations & community help groups (i.e., Bridge Builders)
My observation over the years has been that the County is strangely conservative or lacking in resources to be much more successful with
regard to partnerships and sponsoring. This involves everything from the acceptance of small donations to major contributions for naming
rights and full-fledged sponsoring. Dedicated more resources to a pursuit of partners and sponsor should have the potential to yield great
returns on the efforts, in terms of resources for both construction and operations of facilities.
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SD4: PARTNERSHIPS
p. 135 IN PROGRESS
4.1.
Work with Arlington Public Schools (APS) to
maximize availability and stewardship of public
spaces
4.1.
Work with Arlington Public Schools (APS) to
maximize availability and stewardship of public
spaces

y. Wilson School (p.135) APS is not “redesigning an expanded Wilson School” but rather replacing the historic building with a new one with an Email
innovative design.
p. 134. Work with APS to maximize availability and stewardship of public spaces. Many trees planted on APS properties have died because of Email
lack of maintenance follow-through. Classroom lessons, clubs, and community service projects are all ways in which APS can help enhance
natural resources – planting, gardening, watering, etc.

4.1.1.
Identify additional existing Arlington Public
Schools facilities that could be used as public
space.
4.1.2.
Explore opportunities for the development of new
joint-use facilities to maximize public access to
amenities and use land and other resources more
efficiently.
4.1.4. Expand participation in planning for publicly
accessible
amenities on Arlington Public Schools
property.
4.2.3.
Advocate for National Park Service trails to be
connected to County trails and maintained to the
agreed upon maintenance standards.
4.2.4.
Collaborate with other entities to improve
maintenance, erosion control, control of nonnative invasive species, signage, and trail markers.
In order to create a seamless public space system,
these activities and design elements will be
consistent with Arlington County policies.

The big problem is that kids from different parts of the County are not getting to participate on an
equal basis with kids from other parts of the County in organized sports activities. So the first
challenge is to make sure that resources are directed at helping children in greatest need.
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Put disadvantaged children's needs first!

Online

This is the preferred way to plan and, if the process is transparent, it has the advantage of engaging
the community from the very beginning of the study effort.
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4.3.
Regularly revise or create new agreements with
partner organizations to ensure fair and equitable
relationships.

4.3 Opportunity for greater recognition of BID’s as partner organizations. The Rosslyn BID works hard to be a quality partner for the County,
and given current working relationships and MOU’s we hold, we would like to see this adequately reflected and acknowledged in the plan.
BID’s can be active advocates for many of the ideas outlined in the plan, and the relationship with the County is crucial for anything from site
selection to implementation to operations.
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4.3.2. Assign a liaison to work with each partner,
and ensure each partner assigns a liaison to work
with the County to improve communication and
collaboration

It is important to make sure that well funded, partner constituencies do not have "captive"
relationships with staff designed to work with them. Arlington has only so much land and every
partner has an agenda. The question is whether that agenda dovetails with the wishes of most
County residents.
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4.3.3.
Track and regularly share information and
measurable outcomes of partnership agreements.

This is a key point and should be emphasized. Arlington currently has too little data about how
various organizations are actually using facilities. This hampers decision-making.
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Arlington Public Schools is mentioned largely in passing. However, Arlington's public parkland and green spaces are increasingly being
Email
consumed by APS to build new schools rather than building up/under/over on its own sites. The news school on the Thomas Jefferson site will
be built on public parkland. There will be a net loss of public parkland with the Wilson School-Firehouse redevelopment plan. Again, the draft
PSMP is SILENT ON THIS ALARMING TREND.

I think that the way you describe our partnership works well for us.
Email
4.2.3 - “an agreed upon standard” rather than the. We could collaborate to develop some standards, but that bullet makes it sounds like there
is already a plan and we are not holding up our end of the deal.
4.2.4 - please add “and National Park Service policies” at the end of the last paragraph on this page.

4.3.4. Look for opportunities to revise
These discussions need to be fully transparent to members of the community who are affected by
memorandums of agreement with sports groups to such MOA's
address, and ultimately improve, field access and
responsibilities for field maintenance.

Online

4.3.7.
Enhance and develop partnerships with
universities, foundations, friends groups,
businesses, and other organizations.
Page 138.

Allow for donations of memorial benches, picnic tables, artwork by local residents as a way to fund
amenities and create bonds tos Parks.

Online

This is a key point, buried on page 138 of the report.
Arlington should be much more transparent about how it will allow universities and other organizations to use public spaces.
Arrangements with Bishop O'Connell and Marymount University immediately spring to mind, since they have caused so much controversy in
past years.
What are Arlington's plans on these topics. Discuss more fully here.
Please focus on access to outdoor recreational opportunities for low income children
It is a good idea in this context to define the term "improve".

Online

Page 139.
Page 139.

Online
Online

Page 141.

PAGE 141: 4.4.7. add "Adopt-a-Trail" to example "adopt a" programs.

Proposed New 4.5

1. Because VDOT, USDOT and Metro have such a large presence in Arlington, I would add a section singling them out for active engagement:
“4.5 Work with VDOT, USDOT and Metro to enhance both transportation in and through Arlington and maximize resources controlled by
those entities for the quality of life in Arlington.”

SD5: PROGRAMS (General)

I see nothing specific to nature programming even though that was one of the highest interests on the survey.

Email

SD5: PROGRAMS

We need to have a bigger conversation about our goals. Are we trying to program or preserve,
attract growth and spur demand or provide opportunities for people in all parts of the County to relax
and enjoy nature. Give all kids an equal chance to succeed or foster programs and tournaments for
elite athletes?

Online

SD5: PROGRAMS (General)
SD5: PROGRAMS (General)
SD5: PROGRAMS (General)
SD5: PROGRAMS (General)
SD5: PROGRAMS (General)
SD5: PROGRAMS (General)
SD5: PROGRAMS (General)
SD5: PROGRAMS (General)
SD5: PROGRAMS (General)
SD5: PROGRAMS (General)

More things millennials want to do
Millennial speaking: outdoor yoga classes and indoor
Barre classes
Occasionally program our nice synthetic turf fields for kids to feel like pros.
Build indoor swim facilities as re-use of retail space. Expand opportunity w/increase paved ftprint.
More arts and other classes for people who work.
More outdoor wellness activities like DC does in golden triangle/waterfront area would be great!
DPR needs to return to more community-based programs, specific programs with specific neighborhood.
Need Fairlington gym open on Sundays and later on weeknights.
Drop in options- more flexibility for schedules- too far in advance to commit.
Online registration system somewhat overwhelming + difficult to use.
Social + learning combo- ala library programming
Plus (+) 1 Re: Multi-Activity Center. Indoor space for multiple sports would commerce in Arlington and bring more in as well.
Arlington Youth Baseball spends upwards of 10K annually on indoor cage space. This is easy to create, and can be temporary to allow other
sports to use the same space.
More camps option for pre-teen. Love Summertime Thrills & Adventures. More Slots.
Bench
Increased awareness for hearing impaired in attending classes- or have specialty classes.
Multi Activity center with futsal or indoor winter field sports (soccer, ultimate, etc.)
DPR needs to develop the capacity to better track emerging trends and user needs and respond. Can't assume static conditions. Proactive
management for expanded use of softball fields as put them at risk of going away. Perceived (real?) lack of use. Can't let sports facilities be
under used. Not sure how this capacity would be developed. Also need to be more timely in standing up facilities for new uses. Again, given
budget process, not sure how this can be achieved.
We greatly appreciate the children's programming.
Perhaps consider offering free yoga sessions to the public during the summer in Arlington Parks, a la what happens in DC park.
DPR doesn't just need to look at today's need, but look at the "projected" youth population in the next 10 years.
P144. Isn’t 5.1.4 subsumed by 5.1.5? Maybe end 5.1.5 by writing “including more active seniors”…

July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings

5.4. Periodically evaluate programmed
uses of indoor and outdoor spaces to
identify needs for additional space and
opportunities to reallocate space.
5.5.
Continue to strengthen the County’s commitment
to improving public health and wellness through
public space programming.
5.5.
Continue to strengthen the County’s commitment
to improving public health and wellness through
public space programming.
5.6.1.
Set usage targets to identify parks and public
spaces where programming could bolster lowerthan-desired usage.

Periodically evaluate each program's effectiveness in serving communities in greatest need of
access to green space, opportunities to participate in sports and other physical fitness programs and
in engaging volunteers to assist with outreach, maintenance, trash pick up, etc.

Online

● Action 5.5. Continue to strengthen the County’s commitment to improving public health and wellness through public space programming –
specific points should include public health benefits of pedestrian and cycling activities.

Email

• Page 143 - Action 5.5 regarding commitment to public health and wellness does not mention the contribution of trees and natural areas.

Email

aa. Rec. 5.6.1 re usage (p. 147): how is “lower-than-desired usage” determined? Do usage targets exist? This may raise questions among
those who see a departmental bias toward programming of space in order to draw more people. And what was learned from Gateway Park
(rec. 5.6.2)? That reference is too obscure

Email

SD 6: ENGAGEMENT & COMMUNICATION

Page 149--improve community engagement. I have never ever seen a physical sign or flier in any of the public spaces that I use announcing a Email
public engagement project. Then, when changes come to trails that I use, I have been told afterwards that I should have participated in public
hearings. The internet is a very loud place, so digital messaging gets drowned out. A simple sign by a bike trail saying "There will be a public
meeting about this trail at x place and x date" would go a long way, I think.

SD 6: ENGAGEMENT & COMMUNICATION

bb. Section 6 re community engagement doesn’t mention County advisory commissions and needs a strong recommendation about working
with them as resources for reviewing proposals and facilitating community outreach and input.

Email

6.1. Engage users, partners, and County
staff in the planning, development,
programming, and maintenance of
parks and public spaces.

The 2017 POPS process revealed that consultants are a barrier to effective communication between
citizens and public servants. It should not be so difficult / time-consuming (20 hours and counting) to
provide online feedback, nor should County employees waste time at public meetings wherein they
outnumber citizens by 2 or 3 to 1 (Public Meetings), nor should formats, like the public meetings held
in July 2017 preclude an opportunity for group discussion with staff. The result of the process is to
make citizens feel that their views (presented on post it notes) may disappear into space.

Online

SD 6: ENGAGEMENT & COMMUNICATION
(General)
SD 6: ENGAGEMENT & COMMUNICATION
(General)
SD 6: ENGAGEMENT & COMMUNICATION
(General)

Finding a digital platform for broadcasting & crowd sourcing events in public spaces (e.g. Yoga in the park)

July Public Meetings

Emphasize community events rather than a focus on marketing materials

July Public Meetings

When soliciting engagement, please remember to balance overall community needs w/local needs. Public dollars + public space means all
voices should be heard, not just residents of neighborhoods immediately in the vicinity of proposed space/development.

July Public Meetings

SD 6: ENGAGEMENT & COMMUNICATION
(General)
SD 6: ENGAGEMENT & COMMUNICATION
(General)
SD 6: ENGAGEMENT & COMMUNICATION
(General)
SD 6: ENGAGEMENT & COMMUNICATION
(General)
SD 6: ENGAGEMENT & COMMUNICATION
(General)
SD 6: ENGAGEMENT & COMMUNICATION
(General)
SD 6: ENGAGEMENT & COMMUNICATION
(General)

Communicate processes if and when non-County programs/facilities.

July Public Meetings

I am very appreciative of how far the County (DPR specifically) has come in communicating with us (little league, etc.) and even anticipating
our needs. Thanks!
Good work in this area.

July Public Meetings

Listen to/work with Arlington County Tennis Association (ACTA), which was ignored during 2016 CIP.

July Public Meetings

Signs too high up!

July Public Meetings

Need to have a voice in press/court of public opinion to ensure balanced stories.

July Public Meetings

Must be very careful with neighborhood based input structures. Results in too much NIMBY-ism! Must explain and market Arlington parks
and fields as a county-wide asset part of a county-wide inventory. Everyone needs to participate for the good of the county. Can't have all
fields and lights in S. Arlington, for example.

July Public Meetings

SD5: PROGRAMS (General)
SD5: PROGRAMS (General)
SD5: PROGRAMS (General)
SD5: PROGRAMS (General)
SD5: PROGRAMS (General)
SD5: PROGRAMS (General)
SD5: PROGRAMS (General)

SD5: PROGRAMS (General)
SD5: PROGRAMS (General)
SD5: PROGRAMS (General)
5.1.4. Diversify and increase availability of senior
programming to serve more active seniors.

http://bikearlingtonforum.
com/showthread.php?120
85-Arlington-s-PublicSpaces-Master-PlanUpdate-Comment-onTrails!

Email

July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings

July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
Email

July Public Meetings

SD 6: ENGAGEMENT & COMMUNICATION
(General)
SD 6: ENGAGEMENT & COMMUNICATION
(General)
SD 6: ENGAGEMENT & COMMUNICATION
(General)
SD 6: ENGAGEMENT & COMMUNICATION
(General)
SD 6: ENGAGEMENT & COMMUNICATION
(General)
SD 6: ENGAGEMENT & COMMUNICATION
(General)
SD 6: ENGAGEMENT & COMMUNICATION
(General)
SD 6: ENGAGEMENT & COMMUNICATION
(General)

Use parks to educate!

July Public Meetings

Better signage. Signs too small! Can't read!

July Public Meetings

Take this roadshow to Civic Associations and sport leagues all-hands meetings.

July Public Meetings

I'm concerned by uneven revenue collection across services. Cost recovery model lends itself to collecting fees where feasible - - sports and
fully funding where not -- parks, dog parks.
Consider publishing calendar/agenda in the weekly news publications for Arlington.

July Public Meetings

It is too bad that many community engagement processes occur over the summer.

July Public Meetings

6.1.1.
Conduct a public space needs assessment,
including a statistically valid survey and level of
service analysis, at least every 5 years.
6.1.1.
Conduct a public space needs assessment,
including a statistically valid survey and level of
service analysis, at least every 5 years.
6.1.1.
Conduct a public space needs assessment,
including a statistically valid survey and level of
service analysis, at least every 5 years.
6.1.2. Develop public engagement guidelines for
park planning and recreation program planning.

d. The recommendation for LOS updates (6.1.1, p. 150), a new survey, etc. should be moved from “public engagement” to somewhere in
section 1. These are tools primarily for planning, not outreach.

Email

This is the only reliable way to obtain community-wide information.

Online

10. Needs Assessment – The current PSMP dates back to 2005, and this is the first update in 12 years. LHA recommends that on-going needs
assessments be conducted, including – in 2020 after the Planning Initiative is completed - one targeting the Lee Corridor in order for the
PSMP to include new population projections based on revisions to the GLUP and zoning.

Email

Ending ad hoc decision-making, which pits various interest groups against each other, would go a
long way towards fostering public engagement.
A comprehensive planning process where different groups have an opportunity to discuss the relative
priorities of their ideas is key to this plan.
Arlington should never raise the question of "should we build facility X at location Y."
Instead, it should ask "what is the relative merit of facilities like X, as compared to other facilities, and
where would be the best place to put facilities like X, if they are desirable."

Online

July Public Meetings

Highlight / feature calendar of recreational events on main Arlington website. Too many listservs versus more centralized information.
July Public Meetings
Request developers undergoing site plan propose ideas to inseminate info to their residents on regular basis.
Finally, a pet peeve, to put it mildly, has been the weaknesses in the area of communications and engagement. While I have seen wellEmail
intended efforts with regard to outreach and consultation, they do not always appear sufficient to convey the notion of really taking
community preferences into account. Perhaps this may happen if too large a degree of influence seems to have been promised, and perhaps
it happens because the community ‘does not have its act together’. But improvements seem necessary. But to my mind, the more obvious
shortcoming is in the area of promoting and marketing some of the existing facilities. Underutilization of, and public ignorance about, great
facilities is something we cannot afford. It just is not enough to announce the opening of a new facility with the notion that “it now exists so
go there and enjoy it”. This applies of course especially to countywide and unique facilities, which need and deserve a high-intensity
utilization.

6.2.2.
● 6.2.2 Highlight the health and wellness benefits of recreation programs in informational materials. (see also 5.4.1.) - should also mention
Highlight the health and wellness benefits of recreation health benefits of walking/running/cycling – walking in green space improves public health mentioned on p. 8
programs in informational materials. (see also 5.4.1.)

Email

6.2.10.
Awards should be a byproduct of excellent Parks not a goal in and of themselves. And "pursuing"
Pursue state and national awards on an annual basis
awards seems particularly ridiculous
from organizations such as the Virginia Recreation and
Park Society, the National Recreation and Park
Association, the American Institute of Architects, the
American Society of Landscape Architects, the American
Planning Association, Americans for the Arts, the Center
for Active Design, and AARP.

Online

6.3. Annually review and update a marketing plan for
public spaces and
programs.

We should be wary of spending taxpayer dollars to build demand for taxpayer-funded programs. It is
not clear why a County with very limited public land would need or want to have a marketing program
except when aimed at segments of the population who would otherwise be left behind. What would
be the specific goals of the marketing plan?

Online

6.3. Annually review and update a marketing plan for
public spaces and
programs.
6.4.
Monitor and evaluate trends in communication and
engagement tools and platforms that can increase
public space users’ interaction with the County.

Examine the cost and benefit of such a plan against getting 20 low income children into sports
programs. Twenty lives changed versus ?

Online

The public engagement process for the POPS process suggests that the County might do better to
work on direct communication with and open exchange of views among community members and
County officials instead of utilizing outside consultants whose proposals and programs end up
costing money, causing frustration and erecting barriers.

Online

6.6.1. Use online and social media regularly to solicit
input and feedback from residents.

County should interact with organic community sites, like Facebook pages that have been developed
Online
by Park users.
• The new Public Spaces Master Plan needs to contain in Section 7 (Operations & Maintenance) on pages 158-161 a specific recommendation Email
that will serve to create and increase pollinator habitats in public spaces throughout the County, including areas in parks and in median and
utility strips on streets. The federal government recognized the need for such habitats in President Barack Obama’s June 20, 2014,
presidential memorandum entitled "Creating a Federal Strategy to Promote the Health of Honey Bees and Other Pollinators".
President Obama’s Pollinator Health Task Force issued a "National Strategy to Promote the Health of Honey Bees and Other Pollinators" in
May 2015. The National Strategy urges local governments to create and maintain pollinator habitats.
Arlington County needs to help implement the National Strategy by including in its new Public Spaces Master Plan recommendations that will
serve to create new pollinator habitats throughout the County.

SD 7: OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE

SD 7: OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE

• Unless the County already has a standard that limits the width of mowed buffers adjacent to paved trails in parks and other public open
spaces, the new Public Spaces Master Plan needs to contain in Section 7 (Operations & Maintenance) on pages 158-161 a specific
recommendation that will establish such a standard. The standard should limit the width of such buffers to 3 feet, as no greater width is
required to assure safe use of the trails.
• The Plan needs to contain a recommendation in Section 7 (Operations & Maintenance) on pages 158-161 that will assure that the County
will not create or increase the width of paved trails within designated Resource Protection Areas (RPAs). DPR staff is presently planning such
increases within the portion of the RPA that surrounds Four Mile Run in Benjamin Banneker Park. Such increases in impermeable or partially
permeable surfaces creates run-off into the Chesapeake Bay and contributes to the Bay’s pollution. They also decrease the size of natural
areas.

Email

Email

SD 7: OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE (General)

P158. Training maintenance staff about our natural resources is better fit in 7.1 than in 7.2. Similar idea to 7.1.7 and 7.1.10. It’s more than
just tree maintenance (7.1.9).
Prompt snow removal on sidewalks by parks.
Yes! Ditto (Note: on the comment above- IL)
Natives good

SD 7: OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE (General)

We need to find/make room in the budget for more maintenance staff at sports complexes.

July Public Meetings

SD 7: OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE

SD 7: OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE
SD 7: OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE (General)

Email

July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings

SD 7: OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE (General)

Keep the funding + work in eliminating invasive in our public spaces.

July Public Meetings

SD 7: OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE (General)

DPR needs bigger budget for maintenance, esp. fields. Fields are used very intensively. Budget has been reduced to bare bones. No staff.
Many dozen parent volunteers spend hundreds of hours maintaining diamond fields. Not sustainable. Equals an off-budget asset for DPR.
With flexible use fields (Bluemont) more maintenance $$ mandatory!

July Public Meetings

SD 7: OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE (General)

Native plant initiatives! Encourage more nurseries to provide habitat plants.

July Public Meetings

SD 7: OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE (General)

Ensure that maintenance personnel are properly trained. They presently mow excessively, destroying natural areas. They remove native
plants that the county has planted, believing they are weeds.
We live near Slater Park and it could use an upgrade - not living up to its potential.

July Public Meetings

SD 7: OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE (General)
SD 7: OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE (General)

Need to strive to meet the field maintenance benchmarks & obtain needed funding.

July Public Meetings

7.1.
Ensure maintenance standards are clear,
consistently implemented, and being met.
7.1.
Ensure maintenance standards are clear,
consistently implemented, and being met.
7.1.
Ensure maintenance standards are clear,
consistently implemented, and being met.
7.1.1. Define and regularly update levels of
maintenance
standards for each type of indoor and outdoor
facility to revise existing maintenance policies and
guidelines.

Page 158: Arlington County should endeavor to resurface every court at least every five years.

Email

Snow removal on sidewalks next to parks (e.g. next to Virginia Highlands Park – critical pathway to Pentagon City and Metro) (should fall
under 7.1?)

Email

This is of paramount importance in view of our limited and admittedly inadequately maintained
natural areas. Specific timetables, funding sources and accountability are needed.

Online

Maintenance of existing trees on county property is sorely lacking. One specific example is the
invasive vines near Williamsburg MS at the north end of Harrison St.

Online

July Public Meetings

7.1.3.
Acknowledge up front and identify dedicated resources to pay for maintenance not just funds in CIP
Improve interdepartmental coordination to ensure to pay for capital projects
that short-and long-term maintenance and
planning activities are well coordinated and
appropriately scoped during all project phases.

Online

7.1.4.
Review and revise trail maintenance standards to
address trimming, repaving, snow removal, and
safety.
7.1.4.
Review and revise trail maintenance standards to
address trimming, repaving, snow removal, and
safety.

Along with maintenance standards, communication about snow and ice conditions would help a great
deal. I'd like to know whether I can bike on a trail, whether the answer is yes or no. Thanks.

Online

Revise this to read "to address SAFETY, trimming, and snow removal."
The first priority should always be safety.

Online

7.1.9.
Review tree maintenance needs and resources, and
update tree maintenance standards as needed.

p. 159. Tree maintenance. More resources are needed for data collection on maintenance. How many planted trees survive? Which trees
need maintenance (e.g. pruning up to avoid cars, pedestrians)? Keep track of watering and pruning schedules. The watering crews should be
entering info in a database on when the tree was watered, whether it was healthy, etc. Smart design and staying on top of maintenance are
key when trees are planted in traffic islands and curb bump-outs. Too many trees are damaged by cars, grounds-keepers, etc. Encourage the
public to use the ARL report-a-problem app to document needs. Developing a volunteer crew like Casey Trees’ might help.

Email

7.1.9.
Review tree maintenance needs and resources, and
update tree maintenance standards as needed.

6. We note the plan calls for tree maintenance, but does not set clear maintenance standards in either section 3 or section 7. This is
appropriate for this level of planning, but clear maintenance standards should be elaborated in the requested Urban Forest Master Plan. To
help ensure their inclusion we suggest that action 7.1.9 be edited to specifically indicate that the updated Urban Forest Master Plan should
include clear tree maintenance and preservation standards.

Email

7.1.9.
Review tree maintenance needs and resources, and
update tree maintenance standards as needed.

Make this priority 7.1.1.

Online

7.2.
Strengthen sustainability policies.

This is so much more important than sports marketing plans in increasing taxpayer satisfaction and
the appeal of Arlington to companies and highly talented young people. If Arlington earns a
reputation as an environmental "Mecca" that would make the community proud (based on surveys)
and attractive not only as a short but as a long term destination for highly educated young people.

Online

7.2.2. Target waste reduction, recycling, reduced
greenhouse gas emissions, reduced energy usage,
reduced water consumption, and light pollution.

All athletic fields should have multiple recycling trash bins. Arlington Hall has none around field and
there are so many plastic water bottles thrown in the regular trash for lack of a recycling bin.

Online

7.2.4.
Continue to utilize native plant species and water-wise
plant materials as recommended in the Natural
Resources Management Plan.
7.2.5. Continue and enhance non-native invasive
species management as recommended in the Natural
Resources Management Plan. (See also 3.4.3.)

P161. Can reference 7.2.4 in NR section, although natives are about more than conserving water as they also provide habitat.

Email

Invasive species are a huge threat to Arlington's green space and natural areas. This problem is
explosive given the costs and difficulties of eradicating bamboo and ivy. Goals need to be specific
and actionable.

Online

7.2.7.
Make use of available planting spaces for trees and
other vegetation on public lands such as traffic islands
and curb bump-outs.
7.2.7.
Make use of available planting spaces for trees and
other vegetation on public lands such as traffic islands
and curb bump-outs.
7.2.10.
Provide training for staff for evaluating costs and
benefits of existing facilities and for using that
information in decision-making.
SD8: FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY

● 7.2.7 Make use of available planting spaces for trees and other vegetation on public lands such as traffic islands and curb bump-outs. But
cannot impede sight lines for drivers, cyclists, or pedestrians

Email

• Page 161 – Making use of available planting space for trees on public lands such as traffic islands and curb bump-outs is a real actionable
item. Need many more of these.

Email

7.2.10 needs better explanation – you mean costs/benefits in regards to energy efficiency?

Email

SD8: FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY
SD8: FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY

Give examples of "revenue generating uses."
I'm very concerned about supplementing County investments with "outside funding and leverage the
opportunities public spaces provide to generate revenue and value." The loss of control over our
limited park space, limited community use of space/facilities due to outside investments in Arlington
concerns me very much..

c. Re CIP planning, section 8 (“Fiscal Sustainability”) says (p.163) that “the County will also strive to improve its processes of capital
Email
investment and facilities planning,” but includes no action items related to funding of acquisitions or setting of priorities. At least JFAC should
be referenced here.
Online
Online

SD8: FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY

Caution! Every outside investment comes with a price tag. There has been an implicit bargain, "give
us more sports fields and we will offer you free synthetic turf or manage scheduling or provide other
financial or "in kind" resources. The catch: the benefits extracted by the "partners" may foreclose
opportunities for the majority of residents who have an equal right to public lands and access to staff
help and support.

Online

8.1. Secure funding to support t development
and maintenance of public spaces and
that those public funds are efficiently
and wisely spent.

This is where the rubber hits the road, and it's ironic (at best) that this point merits only one
paragraph in this report.
The key question in this plan is how to prioritize all the good ideas in this plan, and on this key
question Arlington's process has failed.
The multi-year debate about lights at the Williamsburg MS field is simply one example of this overall
process failure.
Wouldn't it be reasonable to ask, "So, Arlington County, I want to make sure public funds are
efficiently and wisely spent. What is the relative merit of spending money on lighting the field vs.
improving sidewalks? And better yet, what is the relative merit of lighting the Williamsburg field vs.
lighting some other field?"
The County never addressed these questions. Instead, the County called for an ad hoc, up or down
decision on whether to install the lights or not.
Again, this problem is not "light-specific." The long debate about the aquatic center is another
example.
The County must lay out all these great ideas, publicly, in a big spreadsheet (figuratively speaking).
Give an estimate of how much each one will cost. Then open the floor to public debate on which of
the ideas we should pursue first, and where we should pursue them.

Online

8.2. Identify and pursue non-County funding
sources to supplement County funds in
order to support capital improvements
and programs.
8.2. Identify and pursue non-County funding
sources to supplement County funds in
order to support capital improvements
and programs.
SD8: FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY (General)

The public has never been reluctant to support bonds for parks and recreation. Why the drive to
privatize a function the public enthusiastically supports??

Online

Sponsorships and partnerships must not cause a loss of county youth or adult use of a field or
facility. And the use cannot be limited to youth or adults in organized, skilled sports and activities.
We need to maintain adequate "drop in" time for county facilities and fields

Online

There are multiple venues to buy items all around Arlington. No need to commercialize parks for a very minimal incremental gain in revenue
that will drive more maintenance costs.
Food + concessions can have a lot of negative impacts + change the character of a park + community.
Alcohol for special events!
I love the idea of expanding revenue options, but only where we can have tight controls on the refuse.

July Public Meetings

SD8: FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY (General)

No alcohol!
Use Bond not private funding to make sure citizens have strong stake + support parks and rec decisions.

July Public Meetings

SD8: FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY (General)

Users need to pay for what they use; i.e., softball team-fees, dog park fees- more fees of specific users instead of taxes.

July Public Meetings

SD8: FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY (General)

Can other groups be asked to financially support their amenity? What consideration can be given to sports groups for this unevenness?
(Increase maintenance, for example)

July Public Meetings

SD8: FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY (General)
SD8: FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY (General)

Engage Arlington business to sponsor a field financially to support and maintenance.
July Public Meetings
DPR needs to step up coordination with Economic Development to explore possible partnerships. Need to go find them, not wait for them to July Public Meetings
appear.

SD8: FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY (General)

Renovations that add features but not function should not be taking such a large financial investment. E.G. Oakland Park; much money spent July Public Meetings
without a change to existing uses. Some new benches would have sufficed.

SD8: FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY (General)
SD8: FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY (General)

I would be wary of too much sale of alcohol in or near public space areas.
Recognize monetary value of things like softball fields or some of our sports complexes (Long Bridge Park). These are rare in close - in urban
centers and well-located. Rental fees, tournaments.

July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings

SD8: FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY (General)
8.2.1.
Identify and acknowledge partnerships with
corporations and foundations to support defined
projects in parks and public spaces.
8.2.1.
Identify and acknowledge partnerships with
corporations and foundations to support defined
projects in parks and public spaces.

I would be great to see healthy food options available - including vegetarian and gluten-free. Thanks!
P165. 8.2.1 Make sure we can fund operating before accepting partner funds for capital expenditures. Could specify this in 8.3 instead but
should be specified somewhere.

July Public Meetings
Email

I am strongly opposed to partnerships that cause the County to lose community use of county
facilities, fields, or any other county resources. I also feel strongly that such partnerships interfere or
eliminate community members' ability to communicate and understand the use, schedule, rules, etc.
for county facilities and property that are scheduled, maintained, etc. by corporate, foundations, etc.
partners. We're already have a shortage of field and facility time for county youth and adults and
must not lose more to bring in $$.

Online

SD8: FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY (General)
SD8: FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY (General)

8.3.1.
Page 166: Arlington County should consult industry standards on maintaining tennis courts.
Set levels of maintenance standards and associated
schedules for park and recreation facilities (e.g.,
attendance, revenue) and share information with those
managing privately-owned public spaces

July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings

Email

8.4.
Permit revenue generating uses in public spaces.

Approach with caution. Revenue generating uses bring more noise, more litter, and
commercialization. People want and are willing to pay taxes / support bonds for green and natural
spaces. Already there is a huge conflict between the amount and type of land dedicated to
programmed uses versus quiet enjoyment of nature. Concession stands are likely to intensify these
conflicts.

online

Page 168 (Quote)

Again, be careful re: alcohol. 54% might also support sale & use of pot in designated parks & plazas,
but this does not mean we should do it.

online

8.4.3. Develop a process for leasing easements that do 100% support this. My understanding is that the W&OD is largely revenue-neutral for NOVA Parks
not interfere with public space use to generate revenue. because of utility lease agreements.

online

8.4.3. Develop a process for leasing easements that do PAGE 168: 8.4.3. strongly support this - my understanding is that subsurface and in-air leasing agreements for utilities have allowed the
not interfere with public space use to generate revenue. W&OD to be nearly revenue neutral.

http://bikearlingtonforum.
com/showthread.php?120
85-Arlington-s-PublicSpaces-Master-PlanUpdate-Comment-onTrails!

8.5.2.
Work with existing BIDs and businesses to establish
dedicated park funding streams to enable businesses
that benefit from parks to contribute to maintenance
and capital improvements.

Throughout this draft POPS report there is a singular emphasis on using parks and open space to
earn revenue rather than to meet the needs of residents with special concern for residents who live in
apartment buildings with very little access to green space or opportunity take part in classes and
programs that are beyond their transportation access and budget limitations. Businesses should be
creating plazas and casual recreational areas to attract the best talent and support the community.
The County should not be spending limited Parks & Rec funds to attract business.

8.6. Regularly update a recreational fees and
charges policy based on a defined pricing
philosophy.

Page 168: In order to encourage organized athletic activities, Arlington County should give group “discounts” from single-user “retail” fees.

online

Email

8.7.
Ensure that maintenance techniques and
standards are consistent between APS, DPR, and
DES for landscaping and other natural features on
school grounds as well as structures like benches
and lighting.
8.7.
Ensure that maintenance techniques and
standards are consistent between APS, DPR, and
DES for landscaping and other natural features on
school grounds as well as structures like benches
and lighting.
Action Plan
Action Plan
Action Plan
Action Plan
Action Plan

P169. 8.7 seems out of place – this is maintenance not finances, correct? Should probably be moved.

Email

cc. Does rec. 8.7 (p. 169) belong in section 7 re maintenance?

Email

Page 174: Stating the desire to add spaces for recreation and play conflicts with allowing the properties adjacent to Jennie Dean Park to be
repurposed for non-park uses. Do not permit this to happen.
Page 181: Specifically provide for new park amenities in the CIP.
Page 200: Invite concessionaires to bid on providing food and beverages including alcohol in Arlington County parks. Keep terms of contracts
short in order to control under performance and upgrade offerings when opportunities present themselves.
Page 201: Grant organized groups discounts from “retail” recreational fees and charges.
Action Items Requiring PAC Participation:
1.2.16 Develop a network of green streets that connect public spaces. (ped advocacy needed)
1.6.1 Continue to enhance public access to and along waterways (Specific priorities include improving pedestrian and bike access to the
Potomac River bridges.) PAC should be involved.
2.1.1 (inner Loop) and 2.1.2 (Outer Loop) (PAC participation indicated)
2.2.1 Compile and clarify design standards for all types of trails. (PAC Participation)
2.2.5 Explore creative and efficient ways to educate users about trail etiquette. (Bike Arlington, WalkArlington) also BAC and PAC! (should
include PAL?)

Email
Email
Email
Email
Email

Action Plan
Action Plan

6. Acronyms: PRC is missing. NRJAG is mis-spelled.
Email
Items that got recommended actions in Action Plan:
Email
• Action Plan Items 1.8.6 & 3.4.2 promoting planting, preservation and maintenance of trees on public and private lands received less than
$100,000 combined. These were the highest rated needs and got little to no real money
• Item 3.4.6– Action plan for Notable and Champion trees – an equal amount to preservation and maintenance? Does this make sense?
• Item 3.6.1 – Only part of a volunteer Action plan for continuing to look for opportunities to plant trees that would receive less than $25,000
• Item 7.1.9 – Action plan to review tree maintenance and update standards allocated less than $100,000.
• Item 7.2.7 – Action plan to use traffic islands, curb bump outs and other public land for tree planting allocated less than $100,00

Action Plan

7. We commend the inclusion of an action plan, including its specificity on potential partners, funding sources and performance measures. We
note there are several actions where UFC could be listed as a potential partner but are not currently. For instance: 1.1.3, 1.2.7, 1.2.18, 1.8.4,
3.1, 3.2, 3.3.7, 3.6.1, 4.1.7, 7.1.
Emphasize a fix to the Intersection of Death at Lee Hwy and N Lynn St as part of point 1.1.2.
(Rosslyn Sector Plan)
And ensure that these amenities are also supported by near neighbors
agree
Agree. Also consider creative ways - e.g. use of Uber, Lyft - to enable children who lack
transportation access to recreational opportunities/
Agree
Create and employ neutral criteria as part of holistic planning process to determine, with community
input and full transparency, which public spaces are suitable for which uses.
This makes sense if not connected to the proposed rule that all synthetic fields should be lighted. If
that additional rule were adopted, then some of the rectangular fields should not be converted.
Realize that if all synthetic fields must be lighted, then some neighborhoods that would welcome
synthetic fields will fiercely oppose them because they hate the negative impacts of lights on
nighttime noise, light, traffic, wildlife, etc.

Email

Action Plan (1.2.8.)

Such conversions should not be permitted until the specific fields have been identified, neutral siting
criteria for have been agreed upon, a full and transparent analysis of existing and projected needs
and alternatives has been made available and subject to community-wide discussion, and a finding
has been made by affected civic associations and the County Board that the sites selected meet the
criteria for conversation to synthetic turf and/or lights. As part of this finding, proponents must
demonstrate that synthetic turf and/or lights can be installed without significant harm to neighborhood
character and quality of life for nearest neighbors.
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Action Plan (1.2.8.)

No. Lights should not be installed on the WMS soccer fields per the 2-1 opposition of the WFWG
work group and numerous process flaws as part of the 2005 PMSP, the 2013 DES Use Permit
processes, and the County Manager's decision to recommend a lighting option for the WMS fields
that the work group was never given an opportunity to discuss or evaluate. There should be no
automatic link between installation of synthetic turf and installation of field lights.
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Action Plan (1.2.9.)

No automatic tie between synthetic turf and lights. Per prior comment, publicly identify fields and
subject each to comprehensive needs analysis (including detailed information on utilization of
existing fields & accessibility of 16 fields identified in this section to underserved children in
Arlington). Consistent criteria & holistic planning process should be employed/

online

Action Plan (1.2.9.)

If this refers to the guidelines in Appendix B, then this is much too broad. The 1 foot-candle at the
boundary rule there may be fine for commercial areas, but it is much too high for quiet residential
areas with homes very close to fields. Don't let the vendors cherry pick the standards without regard
to the nature of the community. This isn't a one-size fits all situation. A different standard should
apply in areas near major, heavily-traveled roads with 10 story buildings nearby than for quiet, dark-at-night areas.
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Action Plan (1.2.9.)

As I commented above, no lighting at synthetic fields should be added until all the synthetic fields are
completed.
Completion of synthetic fields should address the need for field space, because it will not only make
fields available for more hours, but also allow for more reliable scheduling of field use.
Approach zoning changes with great caution. If all of Arlington becomes a brightly lit, city it will
become less - not more attractive - to the best businesses and the tax base will decline as
homeowners flee from the destruction of their neighborhoods.
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Action Plan (1.2.10.)

This recommendation is not helpful without specific criteria. One could read it as an invitation to relax
zoning regulations in ways that would negate the purpose of those regulations. If any such changes
are made, they should be individually reviewed and approved by the County Board, not buried in a
large document that the Board does not review and approve in detail.
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Action Plan (1.2.10.)

Modifications should also be considered where necessary to install sidewalks.
Sidewalks should be mandatory on all streets.
agree & also support creative ways (Uber, etc.) to provide access for low income kids.
Caveat, lets focus on creating and maintaining the parks and open space before the "green streets to
get to them.
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Action Plan (1.1.)
Action Plan (1.1.3.)
Action Plan (1.1.8.)
Action Plan (SD1)
Action Plan (1.2.1.)
Action Plan (1.2.6.)
Action Plan (1.2.8.)

Action Plan (1.2.10.)

Action Plan (1.2.15.)
Action Plan (1.2.16.)

Online
Online
online
online
online
online
online

online

online
Online

Action Plan (1.3.)
Action Plan (1.3.)
Action Plan (1.5.1.)
Action Plan (1.5.1.)
Action Plan (1.5.2.)
Page 178
Action Plan (1.5.7.)
Action Plan (1.5.7.)
Action Plan (1.6.1.)
Action Plan (2.1.1.)
Action Plan (SD 2)

agree. This costs a lot less too.
Add Action 1.3.1: Construct sidewalks on all streets so that residents have the opportunity to
connect with nature.
No. Communities will not be receptive to new and/or improved sports fields if concessions are
included.
Very low priority. Likely to create backlash against park designations and upgrading grass fields to
synthetic turf.. Residential neighborhoods surrounding sports feels do not want concession stands.
No. Brings noise, litter, and conflict between neighbors and those who buy not just 1 but many more
alcoholic beverages.
Yes. Top priority.
Per DPR's own analysis (p. 237 of this report) residents of major areas in Central and South
Arlington lack equitable access to spaces for recreation, plan and enjoying nature. Drinking
fountains and WiFi do nothing to rectify this problem.
This recommendation would do nothing to increase equitable access.
Emphasize here safe access from Rosslyn, across N Lynn St, to the Potomac River, which likely
requires coordination with NPS.
Correction of the Intersection of Death at Lee Hwy and N. Lynn St. should be a high-priority, short
term project, not long term.
Specifically, a safe crossing in the form of a bridge or tunnel.
On the action plan:
-2.1 should include develop way to use permeable pavers for trails, and develop standards for planting appropriate trees and plants beside
trails (i.e. ones with roots that won't damage the trail)
-why are so many of these primarily DES (particularly trail design - 2.2.1-4 - which was billed as DPR responsibility in the Trail Modernization
program; wayfinding)?
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Online
http://bikearlingtonforum.
com/showthread.php?120
85-Arlington-s-PublicSpaces-Master-PlanUpdate-Comment-onTrails!

- BikeArlington should be a partner for most of these things, but especially 2.2.5 (trail etiquette, p 183); all of 2.4 (wayfinding and trail
naming)
- APS and SRTS should be a partner on 2.2.6 (develop learn to ride areas); 2.2 should include Safe Routes to Schools (or maybe 2.1 to go with
2.1.5)
Action Plan (2.1.5.)

The wording of this point raises the question of why the creation of "safe routes to parks and other
public spaces" is not an urgent priority.
Why are we willing to tolerate gaps in sidewalks that create unsafe routes?
This should be medium term, as streams provide significant health and emotional benefits as noted
earlier in this report.
Yes, this is important to do
First, make it clear that private money doesn't buy the right to dictate or exert disproportionate
influence over the use of County & APS owned lands. Second, ask private donors and APS to put
highest priority on improving access to sports programs for disadvantaged children
Coordination with NPS or other federal authorities is likely necessary to address the Intersection of
Death at Lee Hwy and N Lynn St., which is an urgent priority.
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Action Plan (4.3.)

It is very difficult for taxpayers to understand what, if any, benefits Arlington County gets out of
agreements with GW and Marymount. We see no evidence that County residents have any access
to those fields. They are never discussed in documents relating to field utilization. All of Arlington's
partnerships with sports user groups should be revisited to determine if the rents collected by the
County versus the fees changed by user groups to participate on teams are appropriate. Also, since
kids from lower income neighborhoods appear to be seriously under-represented on recreational and
travel teams, it also appears that the County should consider requesting a sliding scale of fees
charged to kids and additional investments by user groups (paying Uber bills) to get children into
programs that are not currently reading them.
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Action Plan (4.5.1.)

Each group recognized by Arlington, as a local sports user group should report by season
participation by name, age, zip code and number & type of participations, e.g. what team, what
clinics, skills training sessions etc. This will help to determine where additional investments in
facilities, transportation access, etc. are most needed and whether the number of participants in any
given area is growing and by what % or whether the same participants are taking part in more clinics
and training sessions.

Online

Action Plan (4.5.1.)

This is a very high priority. Decisions about public spaces should based on data, not who shows up
at meetings or who has influence with politicians.

Online

Action Plan SD 6 (p. 196)

It makes sense to take a step back and consider what you are selling. If someone wants a ham
sandwich, you're wasting time trying to sell them on a salad. If you start with what people tell you
they want - all not just a vocal few - which is a closer connection to nature and deliver that, they will
be much happier than if you try to sell them on intensified programming of public spaces which most
say they do not want/nor feel they need.
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Action Plan (6.1.)

The POPS process does not bode well as an example. A better approach would be for DPR to notify
residents before making decisions on actions that could have a serious impact on their daily lives.
As one example, DPR knows and user groups undoubtedly know which 16 fields in the County are
being targeted for synthetic turf and lights. But citizens do not have this information. Genuine citizen
engagement would require that this list be revealed now - not after the master plan is approved. The
veil only makes decisions and conflicts more costly and protracted over the long run.
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Action Plan (6.2.)

We don't need more marketing materials; we need more insight into who is and isn't able to access
programs & resources and why.
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Action Plan (8.2.)

Every potential partnership has a benefit and a cost. Please carefully evaluate and be transparent
with the public about pluses and minuses.
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Action Plan (8.5.)

Let the Economic Development folks deal with economic development. DPR needs to worry about
protection of Arlington's natural resources.
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Land Acquisition (p. 208)

The criteria do not seem to devote much if any value to providing access to green space or
recreational opportunities or nature for people in parts of the County that are underrepresented on
teams and underserved in terms of the maps produced for this report showing areas of greatest
need. Shouldn't need for access to nature & greater equity in participation in organized sports be
important factors?
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LAND ACQUISITION (General)
LAND ACQUISITION (General)

Is there a plan for acquiring funds to purchase additional acreage?
Bite the bullet and buy more land

July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings

LAND ACQUISITION (General)
LAND ACQUISITION (General)

Wash
50-60% of survey respondents want natural/passive space and to preserve trees and natural habitat. What % of land to be acquired will be
dedicated to this function?
Also consider repurposing other defunct facilities such as department stores (e.g. the old department store on GMU campus).
Can't we add parking and use roof space? (1.1.8)
Consider repurposing current space for better utilization such as the concrete futsal court on W&L parking lot.

July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings

Action Plan (3.3.8.)
Action Plan (4.1.)
Action Plan (4.2.1.)

LAND ACQUISITION (General)
LAND ACQUISITION (General)
LAND ACQUISITION (General)
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July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings
July Public Meetings

LAND ACQUISITION (General)

Look for opportunities for multi-use space. E.G. in JFAC locating space for bus parking, parks & recreation should be seeking opportunities for July Public Meetings
green roofing on new structures to create usable space.

LAND ACQUISITION (General)

Board's decision to ignore 20 years of land acquisition for parks/recreation in 4MRV West of nelson, and turn this all to arts, suggests that
there is a political component that could be hard to manage. DPR needs to be able to plan & be reasonable assured that it can carry out its
plan.

July Public Meetings

LAND ACQUISITION (General)

Will DPR develop a land acquisition strategy to identify priority areas where it would like to acquire land? A master plan of sorts could help
offset the presence or absence of specific goals in specific area plans. I.E. even if not in area plan, if in Master Plan, then equally good.

July Public Meetings

Land Acquisition

Land acquisition policy should be changed to prioritize purchase of vacant land or easements wherever it is available, especially where there Email
are mature trees. Current policy of smoothing park borders is detrimental in many ways. It limits park proximity and accessibility by reducing
the interface between parks and the community. In addition, adding acreage by purchasing homes along park edges is excessively expensive,
involves demolition of property, results in degraded soil, and is detrimental to diversity because it reduces the options for people seeking
such locations. It would be tragic if people who want to live next to a park have to leave the county. Also for the County and park users it is
desirable to have residences abutting parks because the presence of residents adds additional oversight to parklands. The proposed policy
change would prioritize purchases to add areas of open space when the opportunity presents itself. This would benefit more people,
especially those in areas without park proximity, which is increasingly urgent due to the high population density in much of our county. Much
existing parkland is in the less dense parts of the county. Pocket parks such as Nina and Custis are enormously popular and heavily used. A
land acquisition policy that facilitates adding more small parcels of undeveloped green space, especially with trees, would spread benefits to a
wider swath of the population.

Land Acquisition

I am writing you to encourage the PSMP to include more money for the purchase of land to provide more green space and to provide more
tree canopy protection.

Land Acquisition

New Land Acquisition Policy
Email
While hopefully facilitating parkland acquisition, this policy needs revisions to avoid filtering out critical present and potential “natural lands”
and “casual use” areas. Higher points must be awarded to such “natural lands” that don’t have “special features.” Criteria affording points to
such “casual use” areas need to be added. Points should also be reallocated from existing plans where parcels may already have been
developed to parcels with strong community support identified on an “ad hoc” basis.
Furthermore, the objective of purchasing property next to parks (including) houses needs to be rethought. Houses that adjoin parks are
desirable and provide some oversight of park activities. Land should be purchased wherever it is available including lots within populated
areas.

Land Acquisition

● Land access criteria: Why are transportation options (including walking and biking) and trails only given one point (versus much higher
Email
points for many other criteria). See pp. 209-212)
1. The recommendations regarding land acquisition (1.1, p 70) should be much stronger.
Email
a. The target of at least 30 acres in 10 years , while more than the total for FY 2007-16 (18.9 ac.), is slightly below the 20-year average of 3.03
ac/year – and that includes acreage not county-acquired.
b. The plan says nothing about funding for land acquisition, whether through voter-approved bonds, new contributions by developers, bake
sales, or other means. This is a major omission that undermines the credibility of 1.1. At minimum the plan should recognize that substantial
amounts will be needed because land values are so high.
Land Acquisition Policy: I think the land acquisition policy needs more work. Natural resources are at a significant disadvantage under this
Email
policy. Natural resources (NR) are often not listed in sector plans and do not need to be easily accessible, in high growth areas, etc. But
Arlington County cares about preserving our few remaining natural resources – there are limited NR available and the criteria should be
different. NR should be favored, or at the very least not at a disadvantage. If a natural resource area was remote and not in/near an NRCA or
on a waterway (a meadow for example), could it even reach 20? This needs to be considered and adjusted.

Land Acquisition

Land Acquisition

Email

Land Acquisition

P211. I think the land acquisition policy need more work. Natural resources are at a significant disadvantage under this policy. Natural
Email
resources are often not listed in sector plans and do not need to be easily accessible, in high growth areas, etc. But Arlington County cares
about preserving our few remaining natural resources – there are limited available and the criteria should be different. NR should be favored,
or at the very least not at a disadvantage. If a natural resource area was remote and not in/near an NRCA or on a waterway, could it even
reach 20? A meadow for example. This needs to be considered and fixed.

Land Acquisition

• Land Acquisition Policy: I think the land acquisition policy needs more work. Natural resources are at a significant disadvantage under this
Email
policy. Natural resources (NR) are often not listed in sector plans and do not need to be easily accessible, in high growth areas, etc. But
Arlington County cares about preserving our few remaining natural resources – there are limited NR available and the criteria should be
different. NR should be favored, or at the very least not at a disadvantage. If a natural resource area was remote and not in/near an NRCA or
on a waterway (a meadow for example), could it even reach 20? This needs to be considered and adjusted.

Land Acquisition

P211. I think the land acquisition policy need more work. Natural resources are at a significant disadvantage under this policy. Natural
Email
resources are often not listed in sector plans and do not need to be easily accessible, in high growth areas, etc. But Arlington County cares
about preserving our few remaining natural resources – there are limited available and the criteria should be different. NR should be favored,
or at the very least not at a disadvantage. If a natural resource area was remote and not in/near an NRCA or on a waterway, could it even
reach 20? A meadow for example. This needs to be considered and fixed.

Land Acquisition

f. Will the plan include an appendix listing public space acquisitions and additions in the past ten or twenty years? If so, it should include the
method of acquisition and the cost.

Land Acquisition

NVCT comments to date on the POPS process:
Email
• Of the four main topic areas at this stage of the process, NVCT can be a partner in three of them: land acquisition, natural resources/trees,
and casual use spaces. (Field lighting and conversion to synthetic surfaces is likely not germane to us)
• Land acquisition is of particular interest, and we hope the County sees us as a partner across multiple methods of acquisition and as a
partner in finding funding. NVCT would certainly welcome a discussion of how to ensure that we’re involved, when possible, at earlier points
in the county’s acquisition discussions to maximize potential opportunities.
• The latest revisions to the land acquisition criteria are positive. We especially applaud the fact that alignment with existing plans is not going
to determine whether an acquisition opportunity gets further consideration. The County and its partners should be able to take advantage of
unexpected opportunities that present themselves, rather than hamstringing progress by sticking to what was predicted in the past.
Structuring the criteria this way will help.
• There appears to be interest in including a list of potential acquisition sites, and it’d be terrific if NVCT could help develop that and work
alongside the county to assess interest in those sites. This sort of detail allows us to help plan acquisition strategies with the county and share
in the outreach and development of proposals.

Land Acquisition

5. Land Acquisition –LHA strongly recommends that criteria and methodology be established for future land acquisitions and that the County
consider a more pro-active approach. Participants discussed the Hall Nursery land adjacent to Glebe, which is now being acquired by
Arlington Public Schools. LHA recommends consideration of a land acquisition policy that emphasize joint or shared use facilities, including
coordination with Arlington Public Schools and County Staff such as the Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) and The Department of
Transportation (DES) or any staff who might be managing the land

Land Acquisition

This is a suggestion for part 2 of the land acquisition strategy, to address my comment that there might be really special/unique features that Email
we really want to save that would meet part 3 but not part 2. We could a statement in part 2 that says something like "The site contains an
existing special/unique/extraordinary natural or cultural feature that is important to the community and would likely be lost if not under
County ownership." It's very rough, but I think the intent should come through. Just something to consider.

Email

Email

Synthetic Turf & Lighting (p. 2015)

As a matter of simple arithmetic, this is true. But the 700 hours gained from the addition of lights are
at night, and inherently less desirable. By comparison, conversion of natural turf fields to synthetic
turf gains more playability during the day.
Is there really demand to play on fields at night?
It is better to prioritize daytime playability through the conversion of natural fields to synthetic. Add
lights only if this conversion does not address the need for fields.

Online

Synthetic Turf & Lighting

P216. Make sure that earlier discussion of turfing and lighting fields references Appendix B. Also, under “Needs” – the years involved should
be specified.

Email

Synthetic Turf & Lighting

P216. Make sure that earlier discussion of turfing and lighting fields references Appendix B. Also, under “Needs” – the years involved should
be specified.

Email

Synthetic Turf & Lighting (p. 216)

Recommendation 1.2.5 says convert 12 existing rectangular and 4 existing diamond fields to turf, If
there are 24 grass fields with lights, why not convert all of them to turf before adding lights to any
grass or turf fields where there is strong citizen opposition?
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Synthetic Turf & Lighting (p. 216)

I agree. Arlington could spend years fighting battles over lights, if it insists on lighting all synthetic
turf fields. Or it could pocket the gains from installing synthetic turf on heavily used fields, while
waiting for new/better lighting technology and for opportunities to redesign existing fields so that
lights do not result in extremely high pole heights, glare and light scatter.
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Synthetic Turf & Lighting (p. 216)

It is important to consider needs in light of the map on p.237 of the POPS report, showing the greater
need for rectangular fields of all kinds is in Central and South, not in North Arlington. While more
children play on travel teams that use fields at night live in 22207, more total children live in 22204
and lack access to fields at any time, day or night. First priority should be placed on providing field
access to children who do not have it and on placing fields in areas that can reasonably be accessed
by kids in underserved parts of South and Central Arlington.
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Synthetic Turf & Lighting (p. 216)

Not all locations will be conducive to lighting. Low density neighborhoods with very low existing
ambient lighting levels will be going from 0 fc. or .1 fc to 30 fc, The current Arlington County street
light standard generally hits between 1.5-3 fc. on average with some hot spots at 7 fc. and residents
have problems with it. Besides the drastic increase in illumination, there is traffic and noise levels
continuing beyond sunset.
Please look at the WFWG report, especially section four where there are considerations listed for
sites being considered for lighting. This was done at the County Board's request and was compiled
by all the members of the WFWG not just those against lighting the WMS fields.

Online

Synthetic Turf & Lighting (p. 216)

This proposed policy would be self-defeating if applied uniformly, as it seems to be intended. There
Online
are a number of sites where capacity could be doubled by converting grass to turf fields per the chart above, but some are situated so close to
residences in quiet neighborhoods that this policy would yield strong neighbor opposition (e.g., WMS), so communities that would welcome
turf may fight it if it automatically requires lights

Synthetic Turf & Lighting (p. 216)

It is incumbent upon DPR to identify where it proposes to install new synthetic turf fields with lights.
Neighborhoods would generally be willing to accept unlit synthetic turf but most will adamantly
oppose lights. Synthetic turf alone on the 16 unlit grass fields would add over 11,000 hours to
capacity. The County should pocket these gains and insist on lights only where neighborhoods
approve - as is the case with Crystal City & Columbia Pike, who want a new lighted field at Long
Bridge Park.
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Synthetic Turf & Lighting (p. 216)

1fc is a tremendous increase in illumination when the existing ambient illumination level is 0 or .1 fc
as it is at the WMS fields and many other non-lighted possible future sites. Most lighting standards
limit light trespass to less than .1fc.
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Synthetic Turf & Lighting (p. 216)

The proposed limit of 1 foot candle is much too high. You need to draw on experience other than
vendors trying to sell lights. Draw on the WFWG discussions on this before buying into this number.
Per the note just above, this will lead to more neighbor opposition to converting grass to turf with
lights. Also, be aware that light intensities promised by vendors are sometimes violated in practice.
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Synthetic Turf & Lighting (p. 216)

The Illuminating Engineering Society standard for light spill at the property line in neighborhoods like
that surrounding Williamsburg Middle School is 0.1 foot candle or 1/10 the amount called for in the
draft POPS report. One foot candle is a lot of light, equal to what exists almost directly beneath the
non-LED street lights Arlington. Such a standard would mean that residential parts of Arlington would
be changed overnight from suburban to urban in character.
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Synthetic Turf & Lighting (p. 218)

Arlington uses a sole source vendor for sports field lighting. The vendor, Musco Lighting, refuses to
provide photometric data essential to verify / replicate it's claims concerning glare and light spill. Pole
heights will almost assuredly have to be 80', the equivalent of an 8 story building in neighborhoods
where the maximum height of homes is often 35'. County staff have no in-house lighting expertise.
As noted below 1 foot candle is an absurdly high standard for light spill. Newly planted trees are
typically 2 inches in diameter. It would take decades for them to grow to heights necessary to block
light from 80' poles. Let DPR identify the fields they wish to light so community members can decide
for themselves if they think introduction of sports field lighting, with evening noise and traffic, would
be acceptable in their neighborhoods.
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Synthetic Turf & Lighting (p. 218)

When/how would dimming be used? If dimming can be done without endangering the participants,
why not just use the reduced intensity all the time and save energy and reduce impact on neighbors
and participants with eye conditions?
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Synthetic Turf & Lighting (p. 218)

Some mitigation techniques might work in some neighborhoods that already have high levels of
ambient lighting and nighttime traffic such as sites in high density neighborhoods on or near major
roadways. Mitigation may not be possible in low density neighborhoods with low levels of ambient
lighting and low level traffic on residential streets. The charge for the WFWG was can there be
sufficient mitigation to not degrade the quality of life and nature of the neighborhood.
Given the County and APS failure to follow through on promises and written restrictions, not sure
many neighborhoods would trust any agreements.
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what kind of exception process? what criteria would be used? this sounds like a potential big
loophole for the benefit of the vendors not the community. One footcandle is very high to start with, a
much lower number should be the requirement with no exception.
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Synthetic Turf & Lighting (p. 218)

What is the special exception process?
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Synthetic Turf & Lighting (p. 218)

Agreed with other commenters. This sentence comes out of nowhere.
But now that I know that there is a "special exception process," I suggest putting it to use to generate
some special exceptions to finish the sidewalks on unsafe streets
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Synthetic Turf & Lighting (p. 218)

This prioritization list is notably missing any consideration of the proximity of neighbors and character
of the neighborhood, which are quite germane for lighted fields. The WFWG report provides a
consensus recommendation on siting lights. The POPS principals (not just staff and consultants)
should review the WFWG recommendations and meet with WFWG members to understand them
and gain the context.
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Synthetic Turf & Lighting (p. 218)

Please read the WFWG report, especially section 4. This is missing a lot of items that should be
considered.
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Synthetic Turf & Lighting (p. 218)

Adding to vagregg's comment, it is extremely important to consider the distance from the fields to the
neighboring residences. Noise and light dissipate proportional to the square of the distance, so
homes twice as far get 1/4 the noise and light. Homes three times farther get 1/9 the noise and light.
Accordingly, fields with homes very close to fields are going to suffer from noise exceeding
Arlington's evening noise standard (55dB) n a frequent, intermittent basis if sports with ref's whistles,
and boisterous shouting by players and crowds are involved (e.g., soccer and football). Don't tell me
that noise from a party at my neighbors is objectionable and must be stopped, but the same level of
noise from a field at the same distance is OK. Don't light fields close to homes. If you look across the
US overall, LED lights are not installed close to homes.
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Synthetic Turf & Lighting (p. 218)

Surely DPR knows the top priority candidates for synthetic conversions and should disclose these
before, not after, the new PSMP is approved.
As commented earlier, the question of prioritization is an area where the process has failed in the
past.
This is a very contentious process and must be approached systematically and rigorously, without ad
hoc decision making.
Are concessions also under consideration? Electrical hook ups and WiFi?
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Field Lighting
--Should include more verbiage about acknowledging that many fields are in neighborhoods, and that fields should be designed to minimize
impact on neighborhoods. Should also include language about rapidly changing technology on lights and need to stay abreast of latest data.
Narrative should be more nuanced in light of information gained from Williamsburg Field Lighting.
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Synthetic Turf & Lighting

1. Additionally, provide the following table to better explain the light hours and add a reference to ‘annual’ hours
Annual Hours of Field Use No Lights
Grass 700 hours 1,600 hours
Synthetic Turf 1,400 hours 2,100 hours
Why? To provide a better understanding and comparison of what lights and synthetic turf provide.
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Synthetic Turf & Lighting

2. Create criteria for a location that currently does not have lights but there is a desire to add lights
Why? 37 fields have lights, 60 do not have lights. The criteria for not increasing the light more than a 1 foot candle from current lighting will
only be applicable if the field is already lit. The majority of the fields which currently do not have lights are not addressed in Appendix B.
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3. Fact check that the “upper” field at Thomas Jefferson Middle School has synthetic turf
Why? We believe it is a Bermuda grass field.
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Synthetic Turf & Lighting

4. Recommend that the standard for synthetic turf include a reference to health effects, such as, Arlington will continue to examine the
variety of alternative synthetic surfaces and surface components and strive for the safest playing environments possible
Why? Most citizens are not aware how involved Arlington’s Public Health officials are with this topic.
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Synthetic Turf & Lighting

e. The import of artificial turf and lighting on LOS standards for fields needs to be more clearly explained both in the LOS section and the
current Appendix B re turf.
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I recently learned about the POPS Committee and Draft Public Spaces Master Plan which I understand is still under public comment:
Email
My husband and I are very concerned about the statement saying “all synthetic fields should be lighted” (POPS Draft pages 78-79, 176, 215216). This statement needs to be removed. For example, the Williamsburg Field has synthetic turf – a move that was never part of the
original plan for those fields but that somehow the County snuck in under the radar. However, this field should never have lighting due to its
location to adjacent homes whose residents have a right to peace and quiet at night. We understand the Williamsburg Field Lights Working
Group just spent 18 -24 months discussing whether this field with artificial turf should also be lit? The fact that a large group spent all that
time on this question speaks for itself and clearly shows Arlington County policy does not automatically link synthetic turf with lights.
The county may want to increase play time during rainy days by installing synthetic turf on fields that currently don’t have it, but may be
inappropriate for lighting due to location near residential neighborhoods. A lot of people do not like/want lights in their neighborhood; it
makes no sense to always link artificial turf with lighting fields or you wouldn’t be able to replace turf when needed.
The County Board’s recent direction to the County Manager to conduct a holistic review of ways to increase athletic field capacity — including
synthetic turf, with or without lighting, and lights with or without synthetic turf again speaks for itself: there is no inherent policy that where
there is artificial turf, there must be lights.

Synthetic Turf & Lighting

I agree with everything Julie Bruns put forward in her email to you. The statement saying “all synthetic fields should be lighted” absolutely
needs to be removed from the Draft Public Spaces Master Plan.
I recommend that the POPS Draft be revised to incorporate the following
four points:!

Synthetic Turf & Lighting (p. 218)

Synthetic Turf & Lighting (p. 218)- Standard
Amenities
Synthetic Turf & Lighting

Synthetic Turf & Lighting
Synthetic Turf & Lighting

1. Incorporate the WFWG’s criteria for selecting potential athletic field sites. As
recommended by the Commissions and as directed by the County Board, I urge the Committee
to give close consideration to the “Key Considerations for Evaluating Potential Field Lighting”
set forth in the WFWG Final Report. The WFWG Report discusses those considerations in
detail and I will not repeat them here. (The key considerations are found in the Work Group’s
Final Report, Section IV parks.arlingtonva.us/projects/williamsburg-workgroup, pp. 54-57).!
I would, however, like to emphasize two of those considerations because they are particularly
important to Arlington — (1) lighting should be part of the original master planning process for
the field, and (2) lighting decisions should consider existing levels of ambient light.!
As the POPS Draft acknowledges, many of Arlington’s parks and fields are quite small
and were placed within existing residential neighborhoods. As IESNA has cautioned in its
“Recommended Practice for Sports and Recreational Area Lighting” (RP-6-15), “lighting
systems should be designed in conjunction with the facility.” That is because it can be very
difficult — given limited setbacks and field size — to satisfactorily retrofit lights to existing fields
without severe effects on adjoining properties. Fairfax County recently recognized this problem
in warning that “while field orientation during the initial master planning phase may make it
possible to minimize glare problems, this is unusual when retrofitting lights to existing fields.”
Fairfax County, “White Paper on Athletic Field Lighting and Control of Obtrusive Light
Pollution” (2010). Accordingly, the Committee should exercise considerable caution in
identifying and recommending parks and fields for lights where lighting was never envisioned as
part of the original park planning process.! !!
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Synthetic Turf & Lighting

A similar concern arises with existing ambient light levels. What residents find
particularly objectionable is not the absolute level of lighting from athletic field poles but the
change in their expectations about darkness and quiet enjoyment from new development. It is
for that reason that lighting authorities have established different lighting criteria and standards
depending on the setting’s “Lighting Zone” — the ambient brightness of the environment. Thus,
lighting criteria established by the CIE, IESNA, the International Dark Sky Association (IDA), and
the IDA/IESNA Model Lighting Ordinance all prescribe light spill and glare maximums for
different lighting zones — from historically dark residential to bright urban settings. Standards
appropriate for a relatively bright urban setting such as the proposed Wilson School athletic
fields would not be appropriate for a historically dark residential setting such as the Williamsburg
Middle School. The POPS Draft should be revised to reflect best lighting practices and
standards and acknowledge that not all County neighborhoods are the same.!

Synthetic Turf & Lighting

2. Remove the statement that all synthetic fields should be lighted. The POPS Draft
Email
continues to recommend that all fields with synthetic turf also have lights. (POPS Draft pages
78-79, 176, 215-216). I recommend that the Committee remove such statements because they
are inconsistent with current practice; because some synthetic turf fields simply may be
inappropriate for lighting; and because an inviolate policy linking synthetic turf to lighting would
generate widespread opposition County-wide to sensible replacement of natural turf with
synthetic turf. As to the POPS Draft’s inconsistency with current policy, the Charge to the
Williamsburg Field Lights Working Group demonstrates clearly that County policy does not
automatically link synthetic turf with lights. Instead, the County Board sought to determine
whether, at one specific site, lights were appropriate even though synthetic turf had previously
been installed. The County Board’s recent direction to the County Manager to conduct a wideranging
study of ways to increase athletic field capacity — including synthetic turf, lighting, or both — further demonstrates its flexibility on this issue
and its conviction that sound County policy does not tie synthetic turf to field lights.! !!
Moreover, the mere fact that a field may easily accommodate synthetic turf does not
mean that it can accommodate lights. As numerous County Commissioners and County Board
members have acknowledged during the public process at issue here, lights carry
extraordinarily significant implications for neighborhood quality of life
Synthetic conversions,
Email
on the other hand, are typically uncontroversial and frequently welcomed by community
residents. Linking lights to synthetic turf, however, could have severe unintended
consequences because residents will oppose such conversions and thus Arlington could forfeit
the many hundreds of additional field hours that comes from conversion of natural grass to
synthetic turf alone.!
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3. Establish clear industry-endorsed standards for light spill and glare. The POPS Draft
calls for a 1.0 foot candle (fc) standard for light spill from athletic field lighting onto residential
property and has no quantitative limit for glare at all. (POPS Draft at 216). The source of the
1.0 fc standard is not identified and conflicts with standards recommended by lighting authorities
which, as noted above, establish maximum light spill limits that vary with Lighting Zones. For
example, the IESNA, in its standard for “Lighting for Exterior Environments” (RP-33-99),
references with approval the CIE’s Lighting Zone approach to light spill and glare and
recommends a light spill standard of 0.1 foot candle for intrinsically dark landscapes (such as
the Williamsburg neighborhood); 0.3 foot candles for areas with low ambient brightness; and 0.8
foot candles for areas of medium ambient brightness. Arlington’s own Street Light Policy and
Planning Guide commits to comply with standards and regulations “that attempt to reduce light
pollution” in the County, including IESNA Practice RP-33-99, and states that light from County
poles should not cross the residential property line. Arlington Street Light Policy (2006) at 9-10.
The County staff’s presentation on the Williamsburg Lights also committed to comply with
IESNA standards. Staff Presentation (September 16, 2017 at 9).! !!
I acknowledge that not every jurisdiction has adopted IESNA standards, although they
have adopted standards that are much more conservative those that found in the POPS Draft.
The Virginia Outdoor Lighting Task Force, which has developed a recommended lighting
ordinance for Virginia counties, recommends that off-site spill from lighted athletic fields not
exceed 0.25 foot candles on any residential property. Fairfax County approved a soccer field
lighting design that complied with its technical specifications for 0.3 foot candles at the
residential property line at Lewinsville Park Field. In a neighborhood similar to Williamsburg,
however — Linway Terrace — Fairfax County rejected field lighting entirely because of
predicted light spill and glare. At the Clarksburg Stadium in Montgomery County Maryland, the
Montgomery County Planning Board approved a lighting design from Musco that prescribed
light spill levels not to exceed 0.19 fc. Interestingly, the March 2017 contract between Arlington
County and its vendor (Musco Lighting) for new LED lights at Wakefield High School fields
provides for a light spill not to exceed 0.25 fc — one-quarter of the level now recommended in
the POPS draft. ! All of these maximum levels are, therefore, well below the recommended standard of 1.0
fc in the POPS Draft. Adoption of the 1.0 fc standard will certainly promote what appears to be
the Department of Parks and Recreation’s (DPR) goal of maximizing flexibility and field
availability. It would not, however, properly balance athletic field availability with sensible zoning and planning objectives. Rather, I urge the Committee to adopt the CIE/IESNA standards
based
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4. Any Tiered Approach to Athletic Field Lighting Should Endorse “Clustering” and the
Installation of Synthetic Turf on Fields that are Already Lighted. Both the Parks and Recreation
Commission and the Planning Commission expressed their belief that County resources are
best devoted to installing synthetic turf on lighted grass fields. Planning Commissioner Gutshall,
who chaired the WFWG, specifically highlighted the Group’s “consensus for giving priority of
upgrading existing natural turf fields to synthetic turf for sites that already have lights.” The
Planning Commission ultimately voted 9 to 1 to recommend such a priority. Planning
Commissioner Siegel similarly highlighted the POPS Draft’s endorsement of “clustering” to
“move people away from thinking about individual parks or facilities” and “in the direction of
thinking about groups of sites together providing an appropriate mix of amenities.”! !!
For these reasons, I urge the Committee to consider expanding its “cluster” of
rectangular fields at Long Bridge to consider additional lighted fields. Long Bridge represents
an extraordinarily well-planned and utilized soccer sports facility. In approving lights at Long
Bridge, Arlington County conducted a careful master planning exercise and generated a
thorough record demonstrating that high light poles and intense sports lighting would not create
a nuisance in light of the existing zoning and uses of neighboring properties. I note that the
current 2017-2026 Community Improvement Plan (CIP) recommends funding for a fourth field at
Long Bridge and I urge the Committee to endorse that recommendation, together with an
expedited schedule for design and construction. (CIP, Fiscal Years 2017-2026, at A-22).
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At the
same time, I urge the Committee to follow the recommendations of the Commissions who have
looked at the issue most closely, and prioritize the conversion of existing lighted natural grass
fields to synthetic turf. The County has indicated that synthetic turf conversions can (each) add
hundreds of hours of athletic field time without giving rise to the community concerns that,
inevitably and understandably, arise from proposals to light fields adjacent to neighborhoods
that have never hosted sports lighting.! !!
Conclusion: For the reasons set forth above, I ask the Committee to revise the POPS
Draft and refine and rationalize its athletic field criteria, incorporate the WFWG’s “Key
Considerations for Evaluating Potential Field Lighting,” remove the Draft’s current linkage of
synthetic turf with field lights, and prioritize for County investment the installation of synthetic turf
on existing grass fields and an expansion of the County’s “cluster” of rectangular lighted fields
— Long Bridge Park.!
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Dog Parks & Runs

Dog Parks should be heading. That's what Arlington has.
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Dog Parks are valued by the community and an attractive amenity for the County, the county should
take more responsibility for signage, benches, waste disposal bags and containers in the dog Parks.
The Parks Department needs take much more responsibility for dog parks -- routine maintenance
and provision of supplies is an inherantly government function that taxpayers demand and there is no
reason only dog parks receive such degraded service.
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It is entirely unclear what this level of service is based on. Several other progressive communities
(e.g. Portland)have a much higher level of service and Arlington's current dog parks are among the
most heavily used parks in the County. something closer to one per 15-20,000 would appear to be
closer to best practices in the nation.
Since 2005 it has been well established that a much larger carrying capacity than 450 square feet
per dog is required for safety and other reasons.
I agree with this comment. The Shirlington Dog Park has the potential to continue to be a
leading feature for the neighborhood, the area and farther afield. Please do not destroy what
makes this dog park special for residents and their high quality of life in Arlington Co.
I would not like to see the size of the Shirlington Dog Park reduced. One of the main attractions of
Shirlington is that walking to the end and back gives you and your dog a good workout. Also, it
allows me to give my dog a little extra space because she is shy about being around other dogs.
May I suggest that the Ballston area is high capacity for dogs and has no dog park. Please consider
adding dog park here.
Virginia Highlands Park has surface problems
Why not address "need" by converting existing lighted turf fields to synthetic?
Neighborhoods will be much more open to synthetic turf if the fields are not lighted. The character of the neighborhood (commercial, major
roads, building heights, population density) must be considered when deciding whether to light fields.
The process surrounding the Manager's decision to pick a lighting option for the WMS fields that the County Board appointed work group had
no chance to study or discuss should be a warning to all other neighborhoods- do not accept synthetic turf!
The criterion of 1 foot candle is much too high. Don't take the vendors' word for it. Look at actual effect.
The county is receiving feedback that green space + the natural environment is important, yet is considering field lighting that would shatter
the character of existing leafy neighborhoods.
The County could significantly increase usage of the fields by installing artificial turf alone, without the detrimental use of high intensity
lighting.
Need to continue looking at evolving lighting + turf technologies.
To serve new + existing residents we need more field capacity!
As a family with children who play sports with limited practice time due to lack of fields AND who live in a green, tree lined neighborhood, I
absolutely support adding lights to fields. Many of the concerns about lights can be mitigated by lighting technology and by simply agreeing to
turn off the lights by a certain time (9:30pm, for example)
Program additional hard surface (permeable) surrounding athletic fields to reduce compaction, erosion, tree root damage, etc.
Appendix B reads as if the authors have no knowledge of the WFWG process and the consensus recommendations for choosing which fields
to light. Appendix B doesn't even mention the community, the neighborhood + the closest homes. There is a huge difference between lighting
a field in a commercial neighborhood 100 yards from any home and lighting a field 75 feet from homes in a quiet, dark neighborhood. Please
sit down with WFWG members and learn from their process + study the consensus recommendations in the WFWG report on choosing sites
for lights.
No lights at WMS!
All parts of Arlington need more field capacity. Lights + turf help address this issue.
Greenbrier Standing Committee, County, APS + sports user groups = 4 votes; Neighbors= 2 votes.
County staff have tie- breaking vote.
Williamsburg fields were not designed for lighting. They sit adjacent to one another. The proposed lighting plan requires 80 foot poles in
order to reach the far corners of two fields. This is a dark, green neighborhood. These lights are mere feet away the neighbors' back doors.
There is little tree cover between the houses + fields + more will need to be removed to install lights. This is ill-conceived from the start.
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Synthetic fields focus athletic activities allowing more "unplanned" spaces & causing less damage
I housesat in Brooklyn w/these type of lights & it was AWFUL, too bright, too hard to block out.
Residential fields should have light!
A 9:45 curfew does not protect those with earlier bad times: 1. young children 2. infirm elderly
It may let you feel as if you've mitigated, but it doesn’t help many neighbors.
Residential fields should have light! Just turn off by 9:45.
Synthetic fields allow much more use to sports users. Lighting them must be decided on the context of each field and how lighting affects the
local surroundings.
Data show adult use of lighted field has been declining since 2010 & that existing lighted fields are half empty after 9pm & 2/3 of adult players
don't want to play after 9pm.
Kids should not be under blue-white LED lights at night.
Maintain grass fields for soccer- don't move to turf.
Reduce use of chemicals.
It looks like funding for rectangular fields should be directed south of Washington Blvd. where it is most needed (according to access analysis
map).
Lit synthetic fields benefit all Arlington!
Lighting std for dark suburban neighborhoods is 0.1 not 1.0. The photos (attached: IL) show the difference and RP-33 excerpt provides the
citation.
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Synthetic Turf & Lighting (General)

Fairfax County has a policy: Synthetic turf fields should be lighted. However, Linway Terrace Park soccer fields were converted to turf, but
July Public Meetings
were not lit. Why? Because the homes were too close to the field. The neighbors objected, so the fields were not lit. DISTANCE FORM HOMES
MUST BE A FACTOR.

Synthetic Turf & Lighting (General)

The County MUST create more synthetic fields.
Gunston
TH
Kenmore
Highlands
There are (ineligible) locations where light exists.
Youth (ineligible) are exploding and these fields need to be more available.

Synthetic Turf & Lighting (General)

There should be guidance on what kind of lights. The AMA (June 2016) said no higher than 3000K lights for street lights.
July Public Meetings
Authors of that AMA report say that that recommendation should be used for neighborhood athletic fields since lighting levels are 20-3- times
higher than streetlights.
No LED lights >3000K!
I love natural grass, but a few synthetic fields are needed.
July Public Meetings
New lighting styles really limit the light pollution.
We all need to be good neighbors. Parks belong to all of Arlington, not a neighborhood.
We're running out of space, so expanding the hours available on a field (via lights) is our best option.
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The field at Williamsburg should be lit.
Mitigation can strike a compromise w/neighbor
Lower Kelvins
Shield light
Re: Athletic fields, lights, competing neighborhood interests:
The County decision making process needs to be more transparent and consistent in considering the environmental impact on existing
neighborhoods.
There should be a clear and predictable process that applies to every location- at the front end of the process.
Focus on Quincy / W&L for conversion. Good central point for Ballston corridor and relieves pressure on Rocky Run.
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Synthetic Turf & Lighting (General)

There is a disparity among where the lights and turf field are in Arlington. Lower income communities in south Arlington have to accept the
lighting. Why not north Arlington?
need better distribution of lights into north Arlington. Not fair to south Arlington. Makes north Arlington families drive further. 100%
supportive of more synthetic fields. Not 100% supportive of combo field idea in all cases because this eliminates fencing for diamond field
which is needed for regulation games at ages 8-18. Ok for practice.
Increase capacity by converting grass fields to safe synthetic turf. Not by putting stadium lights in quiet residential neighborhoods very close
to homes.
Please add lights at Williamsburg to increase usable hours. Please convert more natural grass fields to turf to get additional usable time.
Soccer player's mom.
Converting grass to turf adds a lot of capacity for schools (due to weather) not just for ASA & other sports leagues. Lights do nothing to add to
schools' field use whereas turf can double schools capacity (or more).
The only mitigation factor for noise is distance from the field. Put the field too close to homes and the noise disrupts sleep for young children
and old people. A 9:30pm curfew does not help them. Just don't light fields near homes.
We are increasing in size. As a community we should support recreation. It supports the health of our children and community.
Making recreation areas more accessible is our responsibility. Increase turf fields and lighting.
I'm a middle school soccer player. I think that if there was a way to make the turf cool down and not absorb so much heat that could make
games much more sustainable.
Concerns with synthetic fields. 1) Cancer concerns with synthetic material; 2) loss of green space with tree canopy; 3) Lack of multiple uses of
dedicated fields.
I am a middle schooler soccer player. You should put lights at Williamsburg Middle School where I go to school because in the Fall it gets dark
and we can only practice for 30 minutes. You should add more turf fields so they don't cancel games.
Investigate fields that are not full of chemicals. The used tire turf is very unhealthy. Soccer player mom of 2 players.
Synthetic fields must not be placed over natural open spaces in parks. Please limit to school and dedicated athletic facilities.
Shorten the lengthy process in adding amenities that increase usage. (i.e. the interminable period on getting lighting too much - needed
spaces. Discovery/W-Burg fields.
Funding for synthetic turf and lights should be done ASAP.
Please respect residents near Williamsburg MS. If you must light the fields, add traffic calming. Soccer player mom of 2 players.
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The Plan addresses the lighting intensity conditions with replacing lights. What about new lights?
Please follow the AMA guidelines: No LED lights higher than 3000K for protection of the players, refs, and coaches on the field.
Converting turf to synthetic and adding lights is absolutely necessary!!
We need flexible space - not more dedicated, synthetic fields. Kids should be able to go out and play and have space to do it without
schedules.
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Synthetic Turf & Lighting (General)

If we must have environmentally questionable (at best) synthetic fields, why not make the most of them by making them multipurpose
July Public Meetings
instead of dedicated to 1 or 2 sports? Resident also left a copy of an articles titled: The Rise of the Multi-Purpose Field; About Flex Courts;
Portable Athletic Field Boundaries
Should our kids be playing under harsh lights at 8:30/9:30/10:30 pm? Pro turf but anti-LED lights!
July Public Meetings
As I mentioned in public comments at the end of the October 30 POPS Committee meeting, it's very important that you consider the benefits Email
from APS students' use of the fields during and after the school day when prioritizing sites for conversion from grass to synthetic turf or for
addition of lights.
I've done an analysis for the example of the Williamsburg fields that shows:
• Converting two grass fields to synthetic turf added 680 hours of play per year for APS students based on estimates from APS's Director of
Field Maintenance
• The incremental cost/hour of play gained for the Williamsburg fields due to the conversion to turf = $51/hr over 10 years and $36/hr over
20 years
• The incremental cost/hour of play gained at Williamsburg from lights installation would be greater = $93-111/hr. for 10 years and $55$64/hr for 20 years
The analysis suggests that at APS schools it can be cheaper per hour of play to convert from grass to turf than it is to add lights to turf fields.
The highlights of the analysis are shown below and the detailed analysis, including the sources of all data, are included in the attachment. It is
based mostly on information and analytic tools made available to the WFWG, particularly Robin Leonard's 10/4/16 correction email detailing
hours of use of fields, as well as her 8/31/17 description of the cost of lighting rectangular fields, supplemented where necessary by
information from synthetic turf vendors.
Please incorporate this analysis into the considerations of the POPS Committee and the prioritization process requested of DPR by the County
Board on September 16.
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Synthetic Fields & Lighting

LIGHTING WILLIAMSBURG FIELDS WOULD COST MORE PER HOUR OF PLAY THAN CONVERTING GRASS FIELDS TO SYNTHETIC TURF
I've done the attached analysis of the cost per hour gained by converting the Williamsburg fields from grass to synthetic turf vs. the cost per
hour that would be gained by lighting the Williamsburg field with a 9:30pm curfew. I did it to test the assertion that you have to install lights
after installing turf in order to gain cost efficiency. The results may surprise you:
With a 10-year outlook at Williamsburg:
• the cost /hour of play gained by converting grass to turf = $51/hour
• the cost-hour of play gained by installing lights = $93/hour to $111/hour (depending on the cost of installing lights)
With a 20-year outlook at Williamsburg:
• the cost/hour of play gained by converting grass to turf = $36/hour
• the cost per hour gained by installing lights = $55/hour to $64/hour (depending on the cost of installing lights)
The information sources I used are shown in the attachment in full detail.
How can it be that conversion to turf at Williamsburg would be more efficient than installing lights?
• Converting to turf at a school adds many hours of play for APS during and after school that has never been included in the numbers you've
been shown by DPR and the County. Estimates provided by Jim Meikle, APS Director of Field Maintenance, in response to a request by WFWG
Chair Erik Gutshall, yield an additional 680 hours of (daytime) play per year for APS students that were never included in the DPR's
comparisons of incremental gains from turf vs. lights.
• Converting from grass to turf reduces annual maintenance costs by about $15,000 per field, whereas the additional operating costs of
having on-site monitors adds about $11,900 annually to the cost of using lights.
• The 9:30pm curfew proposed by the County manager reduces the play-time benefits of lights. DPR corrected its previous estimates in
October 2016 with very detailed analysis of the effects of 9pm and 10pm curfews that translate to 413 hours per field, which is appreciably
less than the 600+ hours per field cited by the County Manager's report with no justification.
Note that the APS gain in hours played on turf applies where students will use the fields for PE and after-school activities, as at Williamsburg.
So, for example, that suggests a very high priority for converting Kenmore's rectangular fields to turf before considering installation of lights
anywhere else.
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Synthetic Fields & Lighting

THE FOOT-CANDLE MEASURE SHOULD BE TIERED TO FIT THE LOCATION, NOT JUST ONE NUMBER. While the change in the recommended number from 1.0 foot-candle (fc) to 0.5 fc
appears to be a positive change to avoid bright lighting in all environments, that one-size-fits-all approach would still result in too much light spill in some places while being more
restrictive than necessary in other locations. Some data points for comparison:
• The Virginia model ordinance calls for 0.25 fc at residential property lines.
• Fairfax County uses 0.3 fc for athletic fields within 200 feet of a property line.
• The Illuminating Engineering Society recommends standards as low as 0.1 fc for areas of low ambient brightness.
• I understand that Musco committed to 0.25fc at Wakefield HS
Since Arlington is committed to being IDA (Dark Sky) compliant, the recommendation here should be for standards consistent with the environment (or else change the commitment that
was previously made).
The professional standards organizations generally recommend a tiered approach so that the allowable light spill would be greater in bright busy areas and lower in dark quiet areas. I
don't have the numbers here, but the structure would be something like
• 0.1fc in very dark, quiet areas,
• 0.2fc in quiet residential areas with some ambient light and activity
• 0.5 fc in residential areas with higher ambient light levels, noise, and traffic,
• 1.0 fc in bright commercial areas, and
• even higher in areas with heavy night-time traffic or industrial activity.
I am not expert in this field (nor is anyone in the County government, commissions, or working groups to my knowledge), but the recommendation I have made in the past and repeat here
would be for staff or POPS committee members to sit down with John Seymour, who has submitted detailed comments several times to POPS and other groups, and work through the
structure and calibration of an appropriate tiered approach that fits Arlington's diverse areas.
THERE SHOULD BE RESTRICTIONS ON GLARE, NOT JUST LIGHT SPILL. While the recommended standards speak to light spill, they ignore glare, which I understand is a greater concern in
many locations (such as Bexley, Ohio, where the across-the-alley neighbors complain of "eye-aching glare" from Musco's LED lights).
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Synthetic Fields & Lighting

THE RECOMMENDATIONS SHOULD ADDRESS NOISE AS WELL AS GLARE. For me personally, and I suspect many other people, noise is a greater concern for close-in neighbors than light
pollution. The recommendations would do nothing to protect neighbors from disruptive noise from athletic fields (e.g., referees' whistles, players/coaches/fans cheering, parking lot horns,
locks, traffic). The only gesture in that direction is curfews, which do nothing for small children with early bedtimes or infirm elderly residents. Eliminating the original proposal of 25 feet
from neighbors' property line is a tiny step in the right direction, but it should be replaced with a realistic distance. I suggest a tiered structure akin to the light spill standard suggested
above. Perhaps allow 50 feet for a commercial area, 100 feet for a residential area with modest amounts of ambient noise and traffic, and 150 feet for quiet, dark residential areas with
little traffic. To get a sense for the effect of a given distance, stand that far away from someone who is intermittently blowng a referee's whistle while you speak.
ELIMINATE THE CRITERION OF A FIELD HAVING BEEN IDENTIFIED FOR TURF OR LIGHTS IN A COUNTY BOARD ADOPTED PLAN. There is some question as to whether the Board seriously
reviewed inclusion of specific sites listed in appendices of plans assembled a dozen years ago. The charges by the Board to POPS and WFWG indicate that long-past lists are not sacrosanct
now. If you don't eliminate the criterion, make it prospective (e.g., from 2018 forward), not retrospective.
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Synthetic Fields & Lighting
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DON'T EXEMPT FIELDS FROM CONVERSION OR LIGHTING BECAUSE THEY HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED FOR SCHOOLS OR OTHER PUBLIC FACILITIES. That would have the effect of freezing out
the possibility of expanding field capacity at locations that might never be utilized for other purposes. If Discovery had not been chosen for the next elementary school, the WMS fields
would still be grass, missing the tremendous benefit to APS and DPR of having turf fields there now. Instead, adopt a process to review the possibility of conversion or lighting at a specific
site in view of current plans, just as you recommend an accelerated review process (REIR) for possible tree impacts.
DON'T EXEMPT FIELDS WITHOUT RESTROOM FACILITIES IN PLACE OR ALREADY PLANNED IN A CIP. Restrooms at Greenbrier and other fields are locked in the winter (unless ASA or
another entity pays for them to be open), even though the fields are frequently used for drop-in play, so this doesn't seem like an absolute requirement. If restrooms are required, then I
suggest the cost of installing them be included in the cost of turf conversion or lighting the fields.
I hope these suggestions are helpful. I would be glad to discuss them with you or others. I expect to be in Florida until March 1, but could talk by phone.
+B1081

Synthetic Fields & Lighting

My husband and I are very concerned about the statement saying “all synthetic fields should be lighted” (POPS Draft pages 78-79, 176, 215Email
216). This statement needs to be removed. For example, the Williamsburg Field has synthetic turf – a move that was never part of the
original plan for those fields but that somehow the County snuck in under the radar. However, this field should never have lighting due to its
location to adjacent homes whose residents have a right to peace and quiet at night. We understand the Williamsburg Field Lights Working
Group just spent 18 -24 months discussing whether this field with artificial turf should also be lit? The fact that a large group spent all that
time on this question speaks for itself and clearly shows Arlington County policy does not automatically link synthetic turf with lights.
The county may want to increase play time during rainy days by installing synthetic turf on fields that currently don’t have it, but may be
inappropriate for lighting due to location near residential neighborhoods. A lot of people do not like/want lights in their neighborhood; it
makes no sense to always link artificial turf with lighting fields or you wouldn’t be able to replace turf when needed.
The County Board’s recent direction to the County Manager to conduct a holistic review of ways to increase athletic field capacity — including
synthetic turf, with or without lighting, and lights with or without synthetic turf again speaks for itself: there is no inherent policy that where
there is artificial turf, there must be lights.

Synthetic Turf & Lighting
(Lighting Mitigation)

Memoranda of Agreement:
- no legal standing
- not enforceable
- can be terminated at any time by either side
Glare reduction with LEDs is extraordinarily difficult- how will the County address this?

July Public Meetings

Fairfax County White paper says mitigation rarely, if ever, works on fields that were not designed for them.
VA Tech lighting (LED) design competition did not grant award for recreational (non-pro, non-NCAA) because technology is not good enough
to limit pole heights, glare + light scatter.
Mitigation measures I've seen proposed would do little good on fields in residential neighborhoods.
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Consideration must be given to character of neighborhood- whether lighted + urban or dark and quiet & impacts on neighbors' quality of life. July Public Meetings
Few neighborhoods will support conversion to turf if the inevitable result is to require lights.

July Public Meetings

Adult softball teams pay enormous user fees to County. This must be a factor.
Any plan must maintain fully-fenced + lighted diamond fields.
Jennie Dean field I and both Virginia Highlands should be retained. Any upgrade or reposting of these fields should retain fully-fenced +
lighted character. This is a safety issue, maintains field quality and protects passerby's' and the game's integrity.
A small "survey" is unlikely to properly represent the support for adult men's + coed softball.
The criteria should be used to determine whether lights are appropriate at all - nit simply how to prioritize for conversion.

July Public Meetings

If fields cannot be lighted with 3000K LED or less they should not be lighted until technology improves.

July Public Meetings

Need in area
North Arlington has only one lit field.
75% of all youth soccer players live in N. Arlington
The guidelines for lighted fields are all about the impact of lights. The biggest problem for neighbors is noise not lights. The key criterion for
noise reduction is distance from the field to homes. Twice as for yields 1/4 the noise (+ light). Three times as for yields 1/9 the noise and light.
Distance from homes and the ambient level of light and noise must be in the criteria.
P224. What if a good site is available between 7500-10000 ft2 – can it not be for dogs? Also you should specifically say that dog runs should
also not be in RPAs or NRCAs (as is specified for dog parks).
5. Related to this, I think the plan needs to address a critical problem with dogs running wild in RPAs. Granted in a couple of places at least
there are dog parks in RPAs already. But I would like to see signs at regular intervals along RPA boundaries that say “protected” and
“sensitive” and other such terms with environment and habitat. And they should specifically say “no dogs off leash” on each sign. In any case,
more signs about natural area sensitivity, no litter, dogs on leashes, might help those who are just not thinking about why.
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P224. What if a good site is available between 7500-10000 ft2 – can it not be for dogs? Also you should specifically say that dog runs should
also not be in RPAs or NRCAs (as is specified for dog parks).
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There needs to be clear language about where these standards apply-- current dog parks need to
clearly be grandfathered in.
There is no mention if these standards are for new dog parks only or that existing dog parks would
be grandfathered to the existing standards when they originated.
Add back the note included in 2005 PSMP regarding optimum size for Dog Park at 30,000 sq. feet.
Arlington County standards dated May 1999 state dog parks "should be at least 30,000 square feet,
with an optimal size of two to five acres." Since then it has been well established throughout the
country that larger dog parks, several acres in size or more, are more successful as they provide
more exercise opportunities, less chance of altercations, and are better environmentally sustainable.
A dog park of only 10,000 square feet in size would be doomed to fail.
The minimum 10,000 SF would only be useful for something associated with an apartment complex.
Perhaps there should be a separate category for these "exercise areas" and then "dog park" should
have minimum 30,000 ft and optimal several acres. County should be promoting larger dog parks
which are healthier for all concerned. As written there is not sufficient guidance that at least 30,000 if
not several acres is desired/optimal.
Larger dog Parks encourage fitness for dog owners and wider community use. Why would standard
shrink from earlier 30,000 ft? And even larger is better. Shirlington at 109,000 ft is overcrowded on
many weekend days.
Per my previous comment, I would not like to see Shirlington Park reduced in size. It is the only park
in the area with enough space so you can really exercise your dog by walking the trail.
What is 10,000 feet based on. As a dog park user, this strikes me as a very small size insufficient for
exercise or play. I strongly recommend that the size be increased to a recommended minimum of
30,000 except where there are space limitations that cannot be changed.
Dog Parks ideally should be large enough for play space, fetching and retrieving and a circuit for
walking with your dog.
My dog really likes the small dog area in Shirlington Park. I don't know of another park that offers
that.
Do not exclude natural materials -- natural grass, soil, rock or just say "or natural materials as
appropriate." Standard should be more performance based, not so prescriptive; technologies
change.
Natural grass, sod and dirt should be listed as at least an
option. The most successful dog parks in the country are mostly composed of natural grass and
other natural surfaces as they are best for health of the dogs and the immediate area of the park.
Synthetic turf/artificial grass is very problematic as it is very expensive and requires weekly bleaching
or unhealthy bacteria forms.
I have observed that natural turf and sod is the best surface for dog parks.
Agree with other commenters that natural turf should be on the list of appropriate materials. Grass
can accommodate high use, especially in larger parks.
Why not use just grass and dirt? The dogs certainly prefer it, and it produces less dust than the pea
gravel parks. Seems like it would be less expensive too.
Dogs and owners much prefer dirt, grass and natural surfaces.
At the Shirlington Dog Park, the humans walk on the asphalt walkway, and the dogs play on the
natural dirt and grass. There is no need for artificial turf -- it is not a sports field where countless
soccer games would destroy the grass.
This standard for concentrated pedestrian use is unrealistic given the small size of dog parks and
should be increased to 25 percent. Dog parks receive very heavy usage due to their scarcity and
foot traffic is extensive.
Add language to clarify policy refers to "new" Dog Parks.
Change language to "New dog parks..." and indicate existing dog parks are grandfathered to the
standards that were in effect
when they originated.
Need to clarify existing dog parks are exempt.
New dog Parks need to be specified. And why is this standard applied only to Dog Parks?
Is this for new parks only? Or would existing parks be required to adhere?
This restriction is unnecessarily restrictive, particularly given the concentration of county parks along
streams that are RPAs. I recommend instead that the wording be changed to say that new dog
parks should not be established in RPAs.
Specific responsibilities of Sponsor Groups need to be stated.
I volunteer at the Shirlington Park whenever I can. I would like to know what the county expects of
the sponsoring groups and volunteers?
This requirement should be dropped unless it is a requirement for all other types of parks in
Arlington. This restriction reflects a deep bias against dog parks as opposed to other forms of
recreation and a distancing of the county from its responsibility to provide dog parks and maintain
them. I strongly recommend that this provision be revised to required within 6 months of proposal for
a new dog park.
Add language: "Look for new cost-effective tools to mitigate environmental impacts."
This minimum size is way to small for an effective dog park. Nearly all current County dog parks are
more than double this size. The larger the park the more room for dogs to exercise and less chance
for confrontations.
Having separate areas should be a goal but for smaller dog parks further subdivision will just chop
them into two parts that are way too small. I recommend that this be a requirement only for dog
parks over 60,000 square feet.
The standard for the surface for dog parks should be natural materials including dirt and turf,
consistent with national best practices as is the preference of dog park users. Such surfaces are
capable of absorbing high usage and are best for facilitating waste cleanup. Artificial surfaces should
be an exception that is only allowed in exception and unique circumstances and with the concurrence
of the dog park users group.
These sizes are tiny and too small for almost all forms of use such as walks or play. It is unclear how
useful such tiny spaces would be and if devoting scarce county resources would be a good
investment.
Reevaluate current zoning to allow Dog Runs to be provided on private land with public easements.
I have lived on 29th Street South for the past 7.5 years and my husband and I have seen our taxes increase a lot since we have been here.
I don't feel our tax increases are visable in the services we receive.
Now that Winter is here we have had our street not cleared of snow until long after many other streets are cleared.
We now have a dog, her one year anniversary approaching with us and we can't believe there is no local dog park.
We have to travel to Del Ray or Shirlington to the nearest location.
This does not seem fair.
I would like see this change with as many parks as we have in South Arlington. I know may dog owners that feel the same way.
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LOS MAPS (p. 237)

This is a vitally important map in making decisions about where to invest County resources in
rectangular field capacity. 22204 - the Columbia Pike Corridor stretching out to Bailey's Crossroads
has a population density of 12,000 per square mile and average household income of $76,000,
versus 22207, which has a population density of 5,000 and average household income of $170,000.
22204 shows great need for rectangular fields, vs. 22207 who have little or no need based on this
map. Families of kids who play at night from 22207 typically have two cars and a family member or
caregiver willing to travel long distances - to Richmond, Baltimore and beyond to play in elite
tournaments. In contrast,, there is no realistic way for kids and families in 22204 to get to soccer
fields and Williamsburg Middle School via mass transit. First priority for investment in field capacity
should go to areas marked in red, denoting great need, especially those surrounded by large blocks
of yellow, denoting moderate need.
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LOS MAPS (p. 237)

Agreed. This map seems to have been ignored in Arlington's decision-making about
rectangular fields.
9. Community Gardens & Rooftops – One of the maps illustrates community gardens. LHA supports urban agriculture including park and
rooftop gardens. If those spaces are part of the community benefits and thus are publicly accessible, LHA recommends the requirement for a
ground level sign at the building entrance alerting the public to their right to access.
Field needs analysis does not track w/locations of users' residences + suggests N. Arlington has no field needs.
Why is County considering spending a half million in direct costs for lights at WMS when greatest need for rectangular fields is in urban
corridors- Central & South
Instead of designated dog parks how about designated times dogs can be off leash in already existing parks. This is the trend across the
Country e.g. Chicago, NY, SF, etc. It’s so much cheaper + effective to use what exists & works.
Map showing access to diamond fields near Old Dominion + Glebe is incorrect.
Red- defined, yellow- not defined, white defined. Define yellow!
We need more playable diamond fields. There are almost 3000 children playing youth baseball & softball in Arlington, and there are not
nearly enough fields to provide these kids with sufficient playing time. Turf & lights can help, as could reclaiming and improving fields when
fallen into disrepair (Bluemont large field, for example). There are more backstops that used to be baseball fields- restoring those would go a
long way.
A "small survey" is never likely to find a high degree of support for diamond fields. In that sense it is not fully representative.
But more than 100 adult men's and coeds softball teams pay enormous sums for user fees year by year. They should be supported, including
maintaining current fields so great program is not dependent on waiting to 2045 for new fields.
Hi, Please consider pushing maps of courts on reservation website so you know what courts to reserve. Also, break up the list into categories.
Right now it is a huge long scroll list of everything (courts, picnic areas, etc.) and it’s so difficult to navigate. Thanks.
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Keep tennis courts- add backboards; add squash courts; add bike tracks for kids with easy courses
More bocce courts
Need more community gardens- long waiting lists
Love the chart. More multi-use trails.
Please create comparable maps for parks, casual use space (not programmed)
Find another place for softball field at Virginia Highlands, population is exploding, more space is needed.
More diamond fields are needed now!
Disagree with recommendation to not increase rectangular fields. DPR can't meet its own recreation policy for allotting practice and game
space.
Disagree with recommendation to decrease diamond fields. Diamond field sports are growing in Arlington!
Off-leash dog parks or dog runs should be high priority in Ballston area. Tons of new development is coming here and most developers in this
area are allowing dogs because the market demands it. We need a place to take them soon, not 5-10 years from now.
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South Arlington has high need but low access. Need to put more focus into South Arlington.
It is wrong and unreasonable that open play without scheduled activity space has not been mapped! To have large areas without any open
space for unscheduled play in large areas of the county is bad and non-responsible planning by Parks. To concentrate on only scheduled
sports for area without other open spaces is against the no-car County policy and leaves residents without options except to drive to open
areas.
As mentioned in the PSMP - important to focus on more park (passive + active) in the urban corridors, which are badly underserved.
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I believe the studies underestimate 1) the current interest level and 2) future interest levels for diamond fields. As a parent of 14, 12, and 10 July Public Meetings
year old players - I have seen a tremendous increase in baseball interest. In prior years the LOS for diamond fields may have been low, that is
changing. More kids are playing and the demand for fields will continue to grow for diamond fields. Please ensure the kids have a place to
play.
New facilities must not be created by taking existing facilities off line. Do not create a dog park at VA Highlands by taking a diamond field off July Public Meetings
line, etc. These standards must be held to with no further erosion.
50%-64% of survey respondents want natural/passive space and to enjoy nature. Why is this not reflected in the levels of service?
July Public Meetings

Level of Service LOS (General)

The reduction in LOS for diamond fields from 5,153 to 6,000 is unacceptable!! Arlington is a growing baseball community. Annual # of
July Public Meetings
participates have grown by at least 50% in the last 5 years. Meanwhile, we've lost fields to soccer and lost the amount of time each team gets
on the fields per week. It looks like this: image of a graph. And you suggest further reducing the LOS and not adding any new fields until
2035? Meanwhile, soccer consumers get all the love! Not Fair! Plus, there are neighborhood forces at work that want to reduce diamond
field inventory. DPR needs to recognize growing popularity of baseball in Arlington - different from national trend and help us! Your survey is
not statistically valid because it over represents older residents. Results are skewed. Please change LOS to 5,000/1 or 4,500/1. Otherwise
you will kill baseball in Arlington. Reach out to the diamond field groups and ask them whether the currant inventory meets their needs. Do
not allow any fields to go away. Improve the fields we have. Return some diamond fields that were given to soccer. Help!!

Level of Service LOS (General)

The maps show very uneven distribution of amenities between north and south. Places unfair demands on south Arlington, makes travel to
amenities longer for north Arlington. Need better distribution, better use of available land. Also, regarding diamond fields, most youth
participants currently live in N. Arlington. Not sure how areas of need were defined. Also, your methodology is inconsistent. For the other
low priority needs, volleyball, skate parks & small game courts, in each case you held the LOS consistent or increased it (by lowering the # of
people per facility). Why are diamond fields treated differently? This is a big flaw and a mistake!

Level of Service LOS (General)

Please request that the Dept. of Parks and Recreation put forth a report of their facilities' utilization connected to their reservations along
email
with some tweaks to existing figures showing the resulting impact on demand and supply.
It’s important that the County Board and the public get an understanding of how much or how little our facilities are actually used. This is not
unlike the process for siting new schools or making boundary adjustments — knowing which schools have too few seats or too many seats so
that we can similarly make sound decisions. Combining and reallocating underused facilities for efficiency, making sure that we are not
building too many or too few facilities to meet current needs, accurately projecting demand and considering alternative means to
accommodate them for the near term will allow us to make better, more effective use of limited resources.
Much of this work has already been completed by DPR when they were developing their POPS estimates and can be found in the FOIA
results, in the Open Data Portal dataset and in the consultants' reports. These supply and demand numbers were not included in the public
POPS report, but should be made into a public report and used in conjunction with facility decisions.
DPR has the capability to conduct these tweaked analyses in short time given how much has already been completed, assisting both the POPS
process and other community decisions.
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Level of Service LOS (General)

1) How can "peers" truly be peers if they have significantly more parkland (and/or greater land area and/or larger/smaller population) and higher access per capita to fields and other recreational infrastructure
than does Arlington? These so-called peers do not provide an apples-to-apples comparison with our limited parkland acreage and our very small size. Arlington is the 4th smallest county in the nation despite it's
relatively large population (220,000+).
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The City of Alexandria is just 15.5 sq mi in land area, and it has a much smaller population of just under 156,000 with 700.43 park acres w/in city limits (city website, undated). In reviewing a table on Wikipedia, I
can spot just a handful of small cities (close to 26 sq mi in land are) with population of close to 220,000: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_United_States_cities_by_population
Newark, New Jersey, 24.1 sq mi, 281,764 — 847 park acres w/in city limits as of 2016
Hialeah, Florida, 21.5 sq mi, 236,387 — 198 park acres w/in city limits as of 2016
Oxnard, California, 26.9 sq mi, 207,906 — 554.25 park acres w/in city limits (undated)
Huntington Beach, California, 26.9 sq mi, 200,652 — 753.89 park acres w/in city limits (city website, undated)
Why did Arlington choose such dissimilar communities as their peers for comparison in order to set benchmark standards for POPS?
2) What are our actual use figures for existing parks and recreational facilities? Were these figures used to determine park/recreational needs now and/or in the future? If they were used, what weight in DPR's
overall calculation were they given? If these figures were not used in DPR's calculation, then why not?
3) Why did DPR/the consultant choose to 1/6,000 as the "national average" level of service for Arlington's population-based standard for basketball courts, when the well-regarded National Recreation and Park
Association's (NRPA's) median number of residents per facility is 1/7,080? (Bearing in mind that NRPA's survey data is collected from 925 parks and recreation agencies across the U.S.) Likewise, for rectangular
fields (multipurpose), why does POPs use 1/6,000 as the national average, when the NRPA median is 12,468?
If the NRPA median figures replaced the current POPS national average figures, how would that affect the benchmark standards used in POPS?
4) Why does Arlington need 14 "small game courts" currently, when the statistically valid survey indicates a "low" level of interest in such facilities? By contrast, when the statistically valid POPS survey shows
"high" public desire for more natural land (see Fig. 17 in POPS), why is there no current need for additional natural acreage? If Arlington fails to accrue natural land in the near term and converts existing natural
land into dedicated recreational/sports fields and other built facilities, how will Arlington ever be able to acquire 204 additional natural acres in a highly urbanized landscape of just 26 sq mi by 2035?
5) How do the survey terms "high," "medium" and "low" translate mathematically in the methodology DPR used to incremental need? Why aren't high-priority survey items/categories given greater weight than
low or medium survey items/categories?

Level of Service LOS (General)

6) Back in Oct. 2016, youth baseball parents complained at a public meeting for the Bluemont Park diamond field renovation that several of Arlington's diamond fields are in "unplayable" condition, leading to an
artificial shortage of playable space during peak demand periods. And the remaining fields that were in playable condition, then tended to be overworn or damaged by such intense use. Parents noted that they
were doing their best as volunteers on weekends to supplement the poor upkeep/maintenance of the fields in order to keep at least some of the fields in good enough shape to play on.
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In the 2016–2017 fall/spring season, how many diamond, rectangular and other sports fields were pulled from service for a week or longer during peak playing seasons due to maintenance/poor condition issues?
If all of Arlington's sports and multi-use fields were in good, playable condition, how might that affect the current level of service numbers? Would it have any impact on the incremental need projections?
7) A recent analysis of DPR's field reservation system for diamond fields (data acquired via a FOIA request) demonstrates duplicate reservations, fields being reserved but not actually used (based on in-person
observation), etc. So they are not 100% accurate (likely somewhat inflated). However, the demand/actual use figures appear to demonstrate that Arlington has more than an adequate level of service for sports
fields, both currently and for decades to come. Do DPR's current LOS figures in POPS incorporate these reservation numbers? If so, how are they mathematically incorporated into the LOS figures we see in POPS?
If not incorporated, why not? What is the reason for the apparent discrepancy between the adequate supply shown in the reservation figures (actual use) versus the incremental need figures listed in POPS?
If DPR's field reservation system were more precise (e.g., preventing duplicate reservations, penalizing teams for non-weather-related cancellations less than 24 hours prior, etc.), how might this impact LOS
figures, for both current and projected needs?

Level of Service LOS (General)

8) Do the POPS current LOS figures and incremental need projections include the many private sports facilities available to Arlington residents? If not, why not? One noncomprehensive survey (attached)
documents over 200 private swimming pools available in Arlington County in addition to existing public pools. Likewise, a similar survey of basketball courts revealed at least 15 basketball courts on private
property in addition to the +/–87 public basketball courts in Arlington (220,500 ÷ 2,547 = 86.5). Many apartment and condo buildings (new and old) provide significant amenities for their occupants. It would seem
that these facilities should be recognized in any public needs analysis for recreational facilities.
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9) DPR's field reservation system documents the fact that most sports fields are used on weekends, and then mostly during limited periods in the spring and fall in the peak daylight hours — creating a type of "rush
hour" demand for field space. How can we justify expending so many resources for (and dedicating so much scarce parkland to) sports fields and other sports/recreational facilities for a relative minority of the
general population? After we know it is infeasible to build sufficient road capacity so that all drivers may hop on the nearest street or highway during the rush hours and experience no congestion. Why should
sports fields and facilities be treated any differently.
General Questions:
10) Given DPR's limited resources for park and recreational facilities maintenance and upkeep and budgetary constraints for the foreseeable future, how will DPR find sufficient resources to provide for the proper
upkeep and maintenance of all the new built facilities and infrastructure that it intends to add?
11) Given that Arlington is struggling to maintain its mature tree canopy and regrow lost canopy and that a majority of Arlington's existing canopy and plantable space lies on public parkland, how will DPR
preserve this fragile resource given all the new built facilities it intends to add on existing park acreage? There appears to be nothing in the current POPS draft that settles this inherent conflict. Why is the Urban
Forestry Master Plan subordinate to other elements of POPS?

LOS MAPS

Page 238: Add tennis courts to the western end of Columbia Pile as soon as possible. Do not wait until 2045.
The relationship between LOS for dog run and parks should be explained. Is there only 1 LOS service number than can be fulfilled by both
together? Or are they separate? If separate, they might overlap so we should tread carefully.
The LOS "heat maps" are confusing and not necessarily intuitive to understand. Same goes for the tables. They are valuable tools but I am
concerned that they can be easily misinterpreted. I would recommend a more detailed explanation of how one is created, maybe step by
step in an illustrative example.
The inventory of various types of public spaces does not speak to the relative quality of each amenity, particularly when determining LOS.
While this may be the beyond the scope of this plan, it will be worth considering this in future planning to ensure equitable access to highquality amenities and prioritize upgrades.
P227. LOS maps – explain the threshold again here. Should explain that some areas don’t need the same level of dog parks and community
gardens if they have ample yard space. Also, more residential areas are more likely to drive, so they don’t need to meet the walking
standards, etc. Do access standards factor density into account? I suppose that is okay for not as that adds a great deal of complication, but it
should be a goal to incorporate this in the future. Also, we should explicitly explain this now.
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LOS MAPS
LOS MAPS

P231. Is this map dog runs or dog parks or both? Be explicit.
P234. I don’t think we need the circles on the playground map because we have far too many playgrounds as it is. This sends the wrong
message.
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LOS MAPS

The Level of Service Maps in appendix D illustrate an important dimension of fair and equitable access. The shortcomings in the vicinity of our Email
areas of high population density are obvious. And if then the demographics and types of residences, with many living in cramped quarters,
are taken into account, the problems are exacerbated and may require targeted solutions. By tradition, many parks are relatively far away
from the high-density areas, as are typically the trails (hiking or paved). Moreover, the parks placed in low-density areas have often led to
sense of ‘local ownership’ for these parks which are really intended to be countywide assets.
But equity considerations also seem to point to the politically ‘hot potato’ of determining whether the County can (or should) be in the
business of meeting all demands for different types of facilities or programs purely on the basis of aggregate demand data. With inevitably
limited resources, should the County perhaps look more at the fundamental reasons for meeting different needs for different population
segments? This would include the general value of public health and fitness, but for some types of needs also the importance of supporting
the youngest and oldest citizens, who are more vulnerable and less likely to have the capacity to meet their needs on their own.
It also involves the issue of supporting individual and spontaneous recreation activities, in relation to organized and competition-based sports
activities. And it would also be related to the question of user fees and the concept of ‘ability to pay’. Similarly, it raises the question of the
appropriateness of meeting needs which can generally be met by the private sector (exercise and fitness classes) in comparison with needs
that can only be met through County facilities and space.

LOS Population Based Standards (p. 242)

More information would be useful on how PROS Consulting derived their population-based
standards. At issue is the LOS in relation to the amount of land within a community's borders and
also the source of growth in population in relation to the anticipated environment, if population growth
is indeed a factor in creating LOS standards. In Arlington, immigration, the size of the federal
workforce, and changes in the demand federal consultants would appear to have disproportion
impact on population growth. As it stands, there is no way to tell of the PROS Consulting
population-based standards are appropriate for Arlington.

LOS MAPS
LOS MAPS
LOS MAPS
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Online

LOS Population Based Standards

Page 243: Check the inventory of tennis courts (92). ACTA counts only 83 courts plus the two courts scheduled to return on-line at Stratford
Park. Does the “92” include tennis courts that APS rather than Arlington County technically owns?
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LOS Population Based Standards

p. 243. Casual spaces. It is hard to see how any of these other statistics can be used in implementation without the data on need for casualuse spaces. It is also hard to see how a “Statistically Valid Survey” that does not provide Casual Use Spaces as an option except as “other” is
statistically valid.
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LOS Population Based Standards

P241. What is the plan for LOS for casual use spaces?
Email
I don’t understand these LOS numbers. Compare dog parks with tennis courts. Both are medium priorities where our LOS already outpaces
peers and typicals. But we recommend improving our LOS for dog parks further, while lowering our LOS for tennis courts. This doesn’t make
sense and calls this section into question.

LOS Population Based Standards

P241. Why are pools not mapped? Why is there no peer median for pools? Surely we can find out how many pools Alexandria has. See my Email
earlier comments from p90 for my issues with the pool LOS.
What is up with the track LOS? Why aim to beat typical service? This seems out of whack with the other items in the list, especially given how
far we already are from the typical.
Casual use spaces – include or explain their importance to the community and that they should not be sacrificed to meet the LOS for other
amenities just because we were unable to quantify them.

Design Standards
Adopted Park Master Plans
Definitions

N/A
● Appendix H should include links to actual plans.
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I appreciate that the “definitions” are a “work in progress”, however they are critical to the content of the document and the fact that they are clearly not Email
sorted through yet while a draft has been presented raises at the very least conceptual concerns. First, although there are arguments pro and con re
placing the definitions “upfront” versus in an exhibit to a document, given the length here and the criticality of the definitions to setting up the analytical
structure, I would put them upfront; I fear otherwise many folks will never read them. Second, there is a critical underlying “typology” that I believe
needs to be adopted, reflected in the definitions, and then addressed as appropriate in the body of the document. There is increasing recognition of the
importance of “casual use space” (or what I believe should instead be labeled “unstructured use” space) and it appears that current dynamics in the
County are resulting in the conversion of such spaces to Structured uses. As a result the draft should adopt the following typology:
Natural Spaces: the “Natural Lands” definition heads in the right direction but is not there yet but conceptually all predominantly forested areas,
meadows, stream valley areas, etc. whether “undisturbed” or restored;
Unstructured Use Spaces: other than “Natural Spaces” and that are available for a multiplicity of used, but not for organized recreational activities. This
is not meant to be a “default” category for areas left over from Natural Spaces and Structured Use Spaces but rather has inherent and equal value in its
own right. It absolutely must be separated from “Natural Spaces” to prevent pressure on further developing, and resulting slow erosion of “Natural
Lands” for other uses.
Structured Use Spaces: spaces intended for use for organized forms of recreation that are also reservable, such as playing fields and courts and
presumably recreation centers although obviously their usage extends beyond “active recreation”.
I don’t know whether an additional category could be useful:
Urban Spaces: those areas created primarily through site plans that contain predominantly Unstructured Use Spaces and Structured Use Spaces as well as
various hardscape or plantings, etc. that are created primarily through and in conjunction with site plan processes.
Within the PSMP, it needs to be clearly stated that there is to be no loss of existing Natural Lands or Unstructured Use Spaces except under rare and clear
circumstances, e.g. an emergency road or there will be continuing erosion of these areas from Natural Lands or Unstrucutred Use Spaces to Structured
Spaces in response to growing and organized pressures to that end.
Also, I would not use the term “Casual Use Space” since perceptually I think that immediately creates the notion that “Structured Use Spaces”, with
clearly assigned purposes and scheduled uses, rank higher in importance. The distinction of “Unstructured Use Spaces” versus “Structured Use Spaces” I
think perceptually creates a greater equivalency.
Time permitting I may provide more input re these and the other draft definitions but inclusion of at least the first three definitions in the above typology
is critical.

